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PREFACE 
Leonardo Leo is known today almost solely throu h text-
book references to him as a comyoser of opera and c h rch 
music. Yet scholars have invariably spoken of his i t strumen-
tal works in terms of highest praise . It is the purpose of 
the p resent study ( 1 ) to exami~e Leo ' s overtures ~nd ~~ cancer to s 
and to attempt to discover their place in the music Gf his 
day; (2) to learn what were the influences which wenJ into 
his work; and (3) to poi nt out in 1r1hat way Leo contr'buted 
through his overtures and concertos to the developme t of 
instrumentaJ music . For the most part the survey has been 
limited to Ne ap olitan music, but l-Ihen necessary it hJs not 
been p revented from going farther afield, particularl [y in 
Part Three vn~ich d eals with thG concertos. 
It 1-rill be noted · that the investigation is not 9omplete 
I 
in t hat no mention is made of Leo's works for the ceJ balo. I 
have omitted this aspect of h is instrumental music belcause an 
examination of it would be of little musical or historical 
interest. Moreover , a discussi on of his keyboard. pieles 
would undu ly swell the si~e of the study. 
The greater part of the material on which this disserta-
tion is based was gathered at various libraries in rtl ly during 
the school year 1956-57, an activity made possible by a 
iv 
Fulbright Student Grant. Unfortunately, most Itali , libraries 
are op en only a very few hours each d ay. I therefor f ound it 
nec e s sary to d o a p ort ion of the work from microfilm rather 
t h an from t he manuscrip ts themselves. In only a fe w 
t h ose noted i n the text, were t h ese manuscri p ts auto 
Generally they were made by an anonymous copyist and date from 
t h e l a t t er half of the eighteenth century or from t h e nine-
te e nth c entury. The Leo manscrip ts in the Library of Congress, 
Wa shing ton, D. c., s e em t o be of modern orig in. 
A large c ollection of manuscrip t cop ies of Leo's operas 
were housed i n the Ben~dictine monastery a t Montecass"no until 
t h e b eginning of World War II, whe n the ·r,rhole library ~--Ias re-
moved to Vatican City for s afe-k eep i ng . The d estructJLon of 
t he monaste ry bu i lding s p rohib ite d t h e r e turn of the ibra ry 
to Nonte cassino a t the close of the war, and it was t erefore 
moved to anothe r Bene dictine mon a stery in the outsk ir s of 
Rome ~v-here it is a waiting t he building of new quarter at 
Montecassino. During t h is time it is not available t l t h e public, 
e ither for examination or for mi crofilming purpose s ~ Fortunately 
all but nine of the many op eras b y Leo in this colle c j ion are 
avail a ble elsewhere. The sinfonias of t h ese nine , h o e v e r, 
have h a d to be omit t ed from t h e present investigation 1 There 
1 These a r e Pisistra to (17lll ), Somi~lianza di ch i l' Ia :rat t a 
(1726), Dalli s de gni d •amOre (172 ), Ar~ellO (l72~Evergete 
(1731 ) , Sifa ce (1 737), Alidoro (1 740 ), ito cri, Reaina 
d ' Eg i t to and Lo l•latrimonio Anna scu sco (dates unkno~n). 
v 
are eleven o ther extant or partially e x tant op eras o oratorios 
of Le o in v a rious European libraries, but the se are 11 ~vi th-
out s i nfonias and are there f ore not d iscussed. 
A complete bibliography or even a li s t of Horlcs consul ted 
would be much too lon g to be practicable here . Consequently 
I h a ve limited 1 1 1~1[orks Cited 11 to b o oks, a.rticle s, manJ scripts, 
an<i publi s hed music ~<hich are mentioned in the text t r cited 
in the footnotes. \ 
I am indebted to vr. Federico Ghisi of the University of 
Florence for smoothing my path into the libraries of that city , 
for offering valuable suggestions re garding procedure in the 
initi a l stages of investi gation and for reading PartJ One and 
TvJO of tl.1.e manuscript . I am grateful to Dr. Albert J e a y of 
Color a d o Colleg e for his help and e ncou rag ement , and t o Dr . Max 
Burd orf Hille r of Boston University for read ing the manuscript 
and pointing out inconsistencie s. Finally, my thankj a re due 
to Narquita Dubach Green (Hrs. Douglass Green) for t J e unflag-
g ing interest and enthusiasm she shmv-ed in the preparation of 
this study, the tact Hith which she extended her criticisms, 
and t h e dili gence 1,-Ji th wh ich she typed the final copy. 
Douglass Marshal1 Green 
Boston, l'1assachusetts 
April, 1958 
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Chapter I 
SKETCH OF LEO'S LIFE 
The first quarter of the eighteenth c entury was a 
time when many chang es were taking pl a ce in the musical world. 
At the very time when the Baroque style >vas re a ching its 
culmina tion in the ~..rorks of Bach and Handel, a nev-J typ e of' 
music 1vas growing up--music which was for a time to rep lace 
the g randeur of' the Baroque with lit t le more than pleasan-
tri e s, but wh ich was destined to deve lop in the hands of' 
Ha y dn and Hozart into a glory e qual to that t..rhich it had 
overthrown. 
The new style was a reaction a g ainst t he pre tentiousness 
of' the old. In place of complic a ted contrapunt a l p rocedures 
it strove f'or the sim9licity of' homophony; eschewing any 
attemp t at depth of' emotion, it p ref'erred surfa ce pre ttine ss, 
delicacy, brilliance, or unabashed sentimentality. Traces 
of' t his attitude c a n be f'ound in the works of' many c omposers 
of' Italy, France, and Germany, but it was in the harpsichord 
music of' the French clavecin school, c entered around Couperin 
"le Grand" (1668-1733), that the rococo style, a s it has 
come to be called, round its most consistent expression. It 
was adop ted in Germany by G. P. Telemann (1681-1767) and 
others, and in Italy in the harpsichord sonatas of' Domenico 
Scarlatti (1685-1757). 
2 
Coupled with the changing style came changes in form. 
'rhe introduction of the three-movement Neapolitan sinfonia 
by Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) became a formidable rival 
to the Lullian French Overture. And important internal changes 
were taking place in the baroque-binary-form, current in all 
instrumental music--changes which were to lead to the deve-
lopment of the sonata-allegro-form of the classical period. 
Such was the prevailing musical atmosphere at the time 
when Leo, at the age of thirteen, entered the Conservatorio 
della Pieta' dei Turchini. 
The basic facts of Leo 1 s life have become in this cen-
tury a matter of controversy. In 1905 a monograph on the 
subject by Cav. Giacomo Leo· appeared.l Cav. Leo 1 s version is 
that there were two men by the same name: one a non-musican, 
Leonardo Leo; the other a musician, Lionardo Oranzo Salvatore 
de Leo. The latter, he claims, was born in s. Vito degli 
Schiavi, near Brindisi, on August 5, 1694, of humble parents, 
Leonardo de Leo and Saveria Martino. He was admitted to the 
Conservatorio della Pieta 1 dei Turchini in 1703 where he re-
mained until 1715. He never married and had no children. 
In 1937, however, the above thesis was challenged by E. 
Faustini-Fasini2 on the grounds that Cav. Leo had deliberately 
1 
2 
Giacomo Leo, Leonardo Leo, musicista del secolo XVIII e le 
opere musicali, Melfi and Joele, Naples, 1905. - --
E. Faustini-Fasini, "Leonardo Leo e la sua famiglia" in 
Note d 1Archivio per la Storia Musicale, Anno XIV, No. 1, 
Gennario-Febbraio 1937, Ed. "Psalterium", Roma, pp. 11-18. 
3 
distorted the facts for the purpose of claiming kinship 
with the celebrated composer, and invented the homonym to 
account for ·those facts which he could not distort. Faustini-
Fasini disposes of the separate claims of Cav. Leo by refe-
renee to original baptismal entries, marriage certificates, 
and legal documents. He shows that the real parents of Leo 
were not the humble Leonardo and Saveria (from whom Cav. Leo 
was descended), but an entirely different couple, Corrado de 
/ Leo and Rosabetta, nee Pinto; that he came to Naples, not in 
1703, but 1709; that he married Anna-Teresa-Innocenza Losi 
on June 14, 1713; and that she bore him five children, among 
whom were two girls, Rosa, born May 8, 1714, and Maria Mad-
dalena, born July 11, 1724. 1 
In spite of the various publications on the subject, 
Franco Schlitzer, writing in 1952, presents, without apology, 
the version given by Giacomo Leo. That he was aware of the 
controversey is clear by his statement that "according to one 
biographer" Leo's parents were not Leonardo de Leo and Saveria 
Mart ino, but Corr~do Leo and Rosabetta Pinto.2 
1 
2 
The whole controversey has been written up in English: 
Frank Walker, "Cav. Giacomo Leo and his famous 'Ancestor'--
Story of a Successful Hoax" in Musical Review, Nov. 1948, 
IX, 241, ff. Walker (p. 244) gives June 14, 1718 as Leo's 
date of marriage, but this may be a typographical error. 
Franco Schlitzer, Tommaso Traetta, Leonardo Leo, Vincenzo 
Bellini, Notizie e Documenti, Casa Editrice Ticci, Siena, 
1952, n. 55. -
4 
In view of the actual documents quoted, however, it 
would seem that the truth lies with Faustini-Fasini. Leo, 
then, entered the Conservatorio della Pieta' dei Turchini 
in 1709. Being a "foreigner" he must have been a paying pupil, 
only native Neapolitans being entitled to free tuition. Here 
he remained four years, studying probably under Nicola Fago 
(ca. 1677-1745) who in turn had been a pupil at the same 
conservatory under Francesco Provenzale (1627-1704). 
Florimo reports that Leo was later a pupil of Alessan-
dro Scarlatti,l but this opinion has been challenged by E. J. 
Dent2 on the grounds that Scarlatti never taught at the Tur-
chini. Nevertheless, as a student and later as a professional 
musician living in Naples, Leo must have been well acquainted 
with and influenced by the music of Scarlatti. 
Villarosa reports that Leo, in addition to singing, harp-
sichord, and counterpoint, learned the violoncello at the con-
servatory.3 
In 1712 the students at the conservatory performed Leo's 
first known composition, the oratorio ~ infedelta' abbattuta , 
based on the life of St. Claire, of which neither the score 
nor the libretto survives.4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Francesco F'lorimo, La Scuola Musicale di Napoli e I Suoi 
Conservatorii, Vinc-.-Morano, Naples, 1BE2, III, 32: ----
E. J. Dent, "Leonardo Leo " in Grove's Dictionary of Husic 
and Musicians, 5th ed., ed. by Eric Blom, Macmillan & Co., 
Ltd., London, 1954, V, 131-132. . 
Marchese di Villarosa, Memorie dei Compositor! di Musica del 
Regno di Napoli, Stamperia Reale;-Naples, 184o,-p. 106. ---
Giacomo Leo, ££• cit., p. 72. This ante dates by one year the 
sacred drama Il Trionfo della Castita 1 di s. Alessio, which 
Florimo (op. cit., III, 23) gives as LeOts-first composition. 
In April, 1713, he bec ame organista soprannumerario of 
the Real Cappella in Naples and, although he received no 
sal ary for this position until 1715, married within a per-
iod of two months after his appointment.l In 17172 he be-
came also Maestro di Cappella of the Church of Santa Maria 
5 
della Solitaria, which belonged to a convent of Spanish nuns. 
With the death of Alessandro Scarlatti in 1725 and the 
consequent promotions on the staff of the Real Cappella, Leo 
became fir s t organist there. From October, 1734, to March, 
1737, he was secondo maestro at the Turchini. In 1739, suc-
ceeding Francesco Feo (1691-1761), he became prime maestro 
at another Neapolitan conservatory, Sant 1 Onofrio, where he 
remained until his death in 1744. From 1741 until 1744 he 
likewise taught at the Turchini.3 
From the time of his fi r st appearance as a composer in 
1712 until his death Leo produced a steady stream of op eras, 
church music, and cantatas, causing his fame to spread 
throughout Italy and necessitating much travel. His instru-
mental music is the smallest branch to which he contributed, 
consisting, aside from the sinfonias, only of various pieces 
for cembalo, a concerto for four violins, and six concertos 
for violoncello with two violins and basso continuo. 
1 
2 
3 
E. Faustini-Fasini, ££· cit., p. 14. 
Francesco Florimo, ££• cit., III, 32. 
Schlitzer, ££• cit., p. 56. 
Chapter II 
I NSTRilliENTAL MUSIC I N 'rHE NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL 
With very few excep tions, eighteenth century Neapoli-
t an composers placed little emphasis on instrumental music. 
While hundreds of cantatas, operas, oratorios, and masses 
flowed from their pens, a remarkably small amount of pure 
instrumental music was produced in Naples--and this at the 
time when in Germany and northern Italy sonatas and concer-
tos for all types of instruments were being produced in 
abundance and violinist-composers were at their peak. 
To only one instrumental form--the opera or oratorio 
overture--did the bulk of Neapolitan composers contribute. 
Composers who would never dream of sitting down and writing 
a sonata or concerto found themselves faced, before comple-
tion of an opera or oratorio, with the task of providing it 
with an instrumental introduction. Thus there exist today 
hundreds of instrumental sinfonias by Neapolitan composers 
and only a few sonatas and concertos. 
To mention only the most distinguished of the many 
prolific composers who have left us no instrumental music, 
we can begin with Francesco Provenzale (1627-1704), consider-
ed the fi r st composer of the Neapolitan school, who limited 
himself to operas and church music. His pupil Nicola Fago 
7 
( 1677-1745), wh o vJas Leo 1 s t eacher at the Conserva t orio della 
Piet~ dei •rurchini, remained almo st entirely a composer of 
chur ch music. Likewise, Tommaso Carapella (1653-1736), Do-
me nico Sarri1 (1679-1744), Leonardo Vinci 2 (1690?-1730), and 
France sco Feo (1691-1761)--a fellow student of Leo under Fago--
sh owed no interest in instrumental music. Among the younger 
genera tion could be named Pietro Auletta (1698-1711), ~icola 
Logroscino (1698-aft er 1765), Gaetano Latilla (1711-1791), 
Davide Perez (1711-1779), Domenico Terradellas (1713-1751), 
Tommaso Traetta (1727-1779), and Niccol~ Piccinni (1728-1800). 
Niccolb Jommelli (1714-1774), who was the pupil of bo t h Leo 
and Durante and, along with Piccinni, brought them more distinc-
tion than any other pupil, did write a fe1.v orchestral sinfonias 
that do not se em to be attached to any vocal work and a Cia-
canna~ pit strumenti3. but nothing more. 
Domenico Scarlat t i (1685-1757) and Matte a Vento (1735-
1776) are t he only composers of t he Neap olitan school vJ'ho can 
be said to have specialized in instrumental music and the 
int erest of both lay in the keyboard. ~Jhile Scarlatti 
has operas, oratorios, and cantatas to his credit, he was 
known even in his own day more for his harpsichord sona tas 
than for his vocal work s. 'rhe harpsichord sonatas of Vento4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Sarri wr ote one concerto, see page 161. 
Vinci did, however, write a sonata in D ma jor for flute 
and continuo. 
HS in Cons erva t orio San Pie t ro a Maiella, Nap l e s. 
MSS in Conserva t orio San Pietro a Maiella, Nap l e s. 
/}:., 
' -~ 
have only recently attracted notice with the stress put by 
Torrefranca on their historical importance.l Most of the 
8 
instrumental music of such composers as Alessandro Scarlatti, 
{1660-1755), Nicola Porpora (1686-1766), Francesco Durante 
(1684-1755), G. B. Pergolesi (1710-1736), J. A. Hasse (1699-
1783), and Leo himself is preserved for us today only because 
these composers were famous in their own day-~and famous not 
as the authors of these particular sonatas and concertos, 
bu t as the celebrated composers of opera and church mus i c. 
Still, the handful of instrumental works left us by 
these composers do demand our attention: Scarlatti's and 
Porpora 1 s because of their solid craftmanship, and the others', 
particularly that of Leo, Pergolesi, and Durante, because of 
the adaptation of the Neapolitan bel-canto to the instrumen -
tal idiom, resulting in sonatas and concertos of great me-
lodic beauty. And this new melodic style combined with the 
formal advancements achieved during the first half of the 
e ighteenth century, was a great step toward the classical 
sonata and.:. concerto of Haydn and Mozart. 
Alessandro Scarl atti: 
Aside from clavier works, Alessandro Scarlatti composed 
a certain amount of instrumental music which is to be found 
in various European libraries. In London, in the Queen's 
Library in Buckingham Place, is the autograph manuscript of 
1 F. Torrefranca, Le Origini Italiane del Romanticismo 
Musicale, Bocca, Turin, 1930. 
t welve 11 sinfonie di concerto grosso". Begun in 171.5 and 
probably completed 1..rithin a year, these are ~..rritten for 
string s with a few wind instruments--nine of them 1,-1ith one 
flute , one with two flutes, one with one flute and one 
1 trumpet, and one Hith one flute and one oboe. 
In the Santini collection in Hilnster are to be found 
9 
four sonate ~ quattro , written after 1715 or 1716. These 
are real string quar tets, marked nsenza Cemb?". 2 These four 
form the basis for the first, second, fourth, and fifth in 
"VI Concertos in Seven Parts" published by Benjamin Cooke 
in London, around 17.50.3 (The "seven partsn refer to the 
seven printed parts needed for performance: two violins con-
certini and tvro ripieni, viola, violonce l lo, and cembalo. The 
music itself is never in more than four real parts .) ~~ere 
Cooke obtained the third and sixth is not known, but presumably 
they too were orig inally written as string quartets. 
In t he Santini collection there are also two suites for 
flute and cembalo (in F major and G ma jor, 1699); a sonata 
for t 1.v0 f lutes, two violins, and c ontinuo in A ma jor; a sona ta 
for one flute , t1..ro violins, and continuo in F ma jor; and one 
1 
2 
3 
E . J. Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti: His Life and ·,.Jorks , Ed-
ward Arnold, London, 1905, p . 173. 
Hans T . David, foreword to Al essandro Scarlatti, Sonate a 
Quattro (in G minor and D minor), New York l~bli c Library, 
Ne v.r York , 1938 . 
Con c erto No. 3 in F ma jor of this set is rep roduced as No . 
260 in Hi storical Anthology of Mu s ic, ed. by A. Davison & 
W. Ape l, Harvard University Press , Cambridge, Mass ., 1950, 
II, 158. 
10 
for three flutes and continuo in F major. In the Liceo Musi-
cale in Bologna there is a two movement sonata in B minor - D 
major for one flute, two violins, and continuo, but its authen-
ticity is doubted by Dent, as are the six cembalo concertos in 
the British Nuseum.l 
In addition to the works listed by Dent and David above, 
and the list in Grove's Dictionary, there are various instru-
mental pieces in Italian libraries attributed to Alessandro 
Scarlatti: in the Conserva torio G. Verdi in Nilan, for exa..rnple, 
are three sonatas for violoncello and an unfigured bass; and in 
the Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella in Naples there is a 
modern manuscript score of seven sonatas for flute, two violins, 
viola, and bass, with the date 1725 on the frontisp iece.2 
G. B. Pergolesi: 
In reference to the authenticity of the instrumental 
music of Pergolesi, c. L. Cudworth writes: 11 Suspicion has 
become certainty with regard to some of the instrumental works, 
and all must to some extent f a ll under the shadow of doubt. 11 3 
1 
2 
3 
~. J. Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti, QE• cit., pp. 231-232. 
It is possible that this date is a mi stake and that these 
''sonate 11 are the same as s ome of the symphonies for flute 
and strings in Buckingham Palace. The order of movements 
in the latter as g iven by Dent (££• ci·b., p. 173) is iden-
tical to these sonatas. Without a comparison of at least 
the incipi ts of the t1.velve symphonies it is not possible 
to come to a conclusion. 
c. L. Cud1.vorth, rrNotes on the Instrumental Worl{s Attributed 
to Perg olesi 11 in l-1usic and Letters, October, 1949, XXX, 321. 
11 
The fourteen trio sonatas, on which are based the widespread 
statements concerning Pergolesi's contribution to, if not 
the invention of, the "allegro cantabile" style and his 
achievements in the direction of the establishment of the 
sonata-allegro form--accepted without question by Radiciotti,l 
Torrefranca,2 Della Corte,3 Lang,4 Apel,5 and Bu~ofzer6 __ do 
not escape this shadow. Still, Cudworth and Frank Walker7 
offer a cogent argument against their acceptance, and it 
would be rash to draw historical conclusions from them on the 
assumption that they are the genuine work of Pergolesi and 
therefore written before 1736. 
The six concertini for strings in six parts (four vio-
lins, viola, bass) are likewise disposed of. These were 
actually published at the Hague around the middle of the 
eighteenth century with no mention of Pergolesi 1 s name.8 Due 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
G. Radiciotti, G. B. Pergolesi, Vita, Opere, ed Influenza 
su L 1Arte, Musica, Rome, 1910, p:-f49. 
F . Torrenfranca, ££• cit., p. 624. 
Andrea della Corte, "Francesco Durante" in Die Musik in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, B~renreiter-Verlag;-Kassel und 
Basel, 1949-1951, III, 992. 
Paul Lang, Music in Western Civilization, W. w. Norton & 
Co., New York, 194}, p. 483. 
Willi Apel , "Sonata-form" in Harvard Dictionar~ of Music, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, I'1ass., 19 r,p. 697. 
Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, w. W. Norton 
& Co., New York, 1947, p-.-2]37 ----
Frank Walker, 11 Pergolesi 11 in Grove's Dictionary, .2.12.• cit., 
VI, 631. 
A copy is in the Liceo Musicale, Bologna. 
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to the amb i =>uous wording on t he title page Cud1,vorth a ttri -
buted these to Ca rlo Ricciotti Hho ~-.ra s re spons ible for the 
publicat ion . 1 In the dedication, howe v e r, Ricciot t i d isclaims 
this honor, speaking of t hem only as the 1rmrk of 11un Illustre 
mano '' . 2 
As for t he other instrumental ~-Iork s-- the ::Jona ta in stile 
d i Concerto per Vi olino ed a rchi, 3 the t1-vo flute concertos , 4 
and t h e Sinfonia for violonc e llo and c ontinuo,5 which a re 
pub lished in reduced form in t he Ope r a Omnia6--Cudwor th, 
whi le aQmitting the pos s ibility of t he ir g enuineness , c ast s 
s u s p icion upon them . Yet he offers no reasons for this d oubt 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
C. L . Cud1.Jorth, .2£.· ci t. , pp . 3 22 - 323 . 
The complete dedication, addressed to the Count of Ben-
tinck , f ollows: 
Illustrissimo Sig n ore , 
Le l ettere ded ica torie non a g iong ano a lcun me rito alle 
virtt , ne tampoco a lle d i gnita delle per sone , a cui 
SOn I dire t te , e s ar a p iU e loquente il nome d i V • S . 
Illus t ris sima nel frontisp icio d i qu esta mia, che tut ti 
g l 1 e log j , e f r a si picl sublimi d 1 un sap iente Autore . 
Hi restr i n g o so l don~ue h suplicarl a d 1ac cettar t anto 
p i~ volonti e ri questo lavoro che ~ parto d ' un Illus tre 
mano , c h e V. s . Illustrissima stima , ed honora , ed ~ 
cui n e s on debitore pe r suo re guard~. De gnisi final-
mente ricever colla sua solita bonta un publico tes -
timonio de lla mi a g r a titud i ne , e de ll' humile rispet to , 
c ol qu a le p r offesso d 1 esserle 
di V. S . Illustrissima 
Umil:mo Devot: mo Obl: mo Servitore 
Car l o Bacciccia Ricciotti 
MS in Cons ervatorio San Pi etro a I1aiella, Napl es . 
MS in Universtetsbiblioteke t, Uppsala. 
MS i n Conservatorio San Pi e tro a Ma i e lla, Naples . 
G. B . Pergolesi, Opera Omni a , ed . by F . Caffarelli, 
Gli Amici de lla 1-'Iusica da Cam.e ra , Home, 1 940 . 
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other than the fact they cannot be fully authenticated with-
in the composer's lifetime.l Here one must call a halt. In 
the cases of the trio sonatas and the concertini, the con-
elusions reached were drawn not merely on the basis of the 
lack of autographs or contemporary references to the works, 
but on reasons of musical form and style. But the forms of 
the various movements in these works are certainly not too 
advanced for their time, as those of the trio sonatas are 
claimed to be2--on the contrary they correspond to forms in 
Pergolesi 1 s opera sinfonias and arias, or with the terzetto 
11 Se il foco mio t 1 infiamma 11 from Lo Frate 'Nnamorato. Con-
cerning style, there are certainly no grounds for doubt. 
The easy flow of the melody, the abundant use of 11 Lombardic 11 
rhythm, and the attractive simplicity of the part writing--
combine to present a definite pergolesian appearance. Re-
garding the sinfonia for 1 cello, Cudworth himself mentions3 
that one of Pergolesi's patrons was the Duke of Maddaloni, 
an amateur of the violoncello. This duke, Domenico l1arzio 
Caraffa, is the same man for whom Leo in 1737 and 1738 com-
posed his six violoncello concertos. As Pergolesi 1 s patron 
1 
2 
3 
C. L. Cudworth, 2£• cit., p. 324. 
Frank Walker, 11 Pergolesi 11 in Grove's Dictionary, .£2.· cit., 
VI, 631. 
C. L. Cudworth, 2£• cit., p. 324. 
he must have asked to have violoncello music to play him-
self. Indeed, it is a matter of regret that other such 
pieces of Pergolesi have not survived, for during those 
months he must have composed more than one piece for the per-
sonal repertory of his patron. 
Other works attributed to Pergolesi are the Concerto a 
Cinque (for three violins, viola, bass, two horns, and 
organ),l three string quartets in B flat major, F minor-major 
and G major,2 and a "Sonata di violino e basso 11 .3 
A misattribution which seems to have escaped comment 
so far is a Piccola Sinfonia per Quartette in the Conserva-
torio Santa Cecilia, Rome. Upon examination this turns out 
to be identical with the overture to Jommelli 1 s oratorio La 
Passione di Nostro Signore Giesu Cristo (1749).4 
Francesco Durante: 
Discounting the various esercizi, toccate, and sonata 
for harpsichord, Durante's instrumental output consists of 
1 
2 
3 
4 
MS in Congres s ional Library, Washington, D. C. 
In the possession of the British firm, Messrs. Bernard 
Quartich, Ltd. See, H. Claydon, 11 Three String Quartets 
Attributed to Pergolesi" in l"'usic and Letters, October, 
1938, XI X, 453, ff. 
Mid-eighteenth century MS in Rowe Music Library in King's 
College, Cambridge. 
Published in London by Preston and Son; no date, but 
among t he subscribers to the publication are "Dr. Burney 
and l•Ir. Charla s Burney". Copies in Conserva t orio Cheru-
bini , Florence, and Boston Public Library. 
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eight concertos in four parts for strings;l a concerto for 
cembalo in B flat major with two violins and bass,2 and 
Tre Concerti da Camera a 1 strumenti obligati.3 
Johann Adolph Hasse: 
Although Hasse was of German descent and lived the 
greater part of his life outside Italy, by training and 
musical style he can be considered a member of the Neap oli-
tan school. His Op. 3, published by J. Walsh in London, 
consists of "Twelve Concertos in 6 parts for a German Flute, 
2 Violins, a Tenor, with a Thorough Bass for the harpsichord 
or Violoncello Compos 1 d by Signor Giovanni Adolffo Hasse". 
Arnold Schering has edited for publication the third in B 
minor from this set.4 Schering used as his source the Walsh 
publication, but mentions in the forward to his edition that 
there is also a manuscript score of the concertos in Dresden 
with no viola part. He feels the printed viola part was 
probably added by another hand. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
!viS parts in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples, 
and in Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan. 'rhe latter has not 
yet recovered from the confusion into which it was thrown 
by orld War II, and the concertos are still unavailable. 
'l1hese eight concertos are published in a score highly 
e d ited by Adriano Lualdi, Carisch, Milan, 1948. Villa-
rosa C2.E.· cit., p. 73) calls these "quartetti". 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
Ostensib ly in i'!fi lan, but like the string concertos, not 
available. 
Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst, Breitkopf und Hartel, Leip-
zig, 1907, Erste Folge, Band 29-30, p. 33, ff. 
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In addition to the concertos of Op. 3, Hasse wrote the 
following instrumental works: 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
( g ) 
(h) 
6 concertos for violin, French horns or oboes, 
etc. with continuo for the harpsichord or violon-
cello in eight parts. 
6 concertos in six parts for German flute, two 
violins, tenor, with continuo for harpsichord or 
violoncello (1760). 
6 sonatas or trios for two German Flutes or t wo 
vi olins and a bass (1770). 
6 trio sonatas for two transverse flutes or t wo 
violins and continuo.l 
6 solos for a German flute and a bass. 
6 solos for a German flute or violin with con-
tinuo. 
12 sonatas for transverse flute solo and bass. 
6 sonatas for cembalo.2 
Nicola Porpora: 
Porp ora also lived a great deal of his life outside of 
Italy and his instrumental music shows non-Neapolitan traits. 
In 1 7 35 his Op. 2 was published in London. It ~onsists of 
twelve Sinfonie da Camera (trio sonatas) for two violins and 
continuo.3 In 1754 he published in Vienna twelve sonatas for 
violin and bass. Eitner4 states that in Karlsruhe there are 
two concertos for transve rse flute, two violins and bass, each 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A copy of these trios, published by J. Walsh, London, as 
Hasse's Opus 1, is in the Boston Public Library. 
Listed in Anna Amalie Abert, "Johann Adolf Hasse 11 in Musik 
in Gesch ichte und Gegenwart, 2£• cit., V, 1778 . 
A copy in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
Robert Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches Quellen-
Lex icon, Breitkopf and HKrtel, Leipzig , 1903, VIII, 23. 
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in four movements, the second concerto incomplete. In 
the British Nuseum are to be found manuscript copies of tHo 
works for violoncello--a concerto in G major with t wo vio-
lins, viola, and bass, and a sonata for violoncello and 
bass. The dates of these works, or the occasions for which 
t;hey were written are not known.l 
l Frank \-Jalker, 11 A Chronology of the L:f.;fe and Works of 
Nicola Porpora 11 in Italian Studies, Heffer and Sons, 
Ltd., Cambridge, 1951, VI, 62. 
PART II 
LEONARDO LEO AND 'l1HE ITALIAN SINFONIA 
Chapter III 
THE FHtST PfLL\.SE OF THE I'.rALIAN SINJ?ONIA (1632-1696} 
Forerunners of the \vorks of Leo 
The Sinfonia in Italy Before Scarlatti. 
From the early Baroque p eriod in Italy the name 11 sin-
fonia" was applied, along with 11 sonata 11 , 11 toccatarr, and 
others, to the short orchestral p ieces serving as introduc -
tions to cantatas, op eras, or oratorios . There existed no 
set form for them, and they differed widely. Someti me s 
they consisted of not much more than a flourish to attract 
the attention of the audience to the beginning of the per-
formance. Particularly during the first half of the seven-
teenth cen tury were the overtures short unpretenti ous pieces, 
as in the case of those for Monteverdi's operas. As might 
be expected, howe ver, there 1-vere a few exceptions. The over-
ture to Landi's San' Alessio (1632) consists of four sections: 
a homophoni c par t followed by a canzona, a short saraband-
type section, and a final section related to the canzona. 
The whole scheme is apparently slow-fast-slow-fast.l Before 
the second act, moreover, there is a sinfonia in three move-
ments , p resumably fast-slow-fast.2 Another example of an 
1 
2 
Reproduced in Hu g o Goldschmidt , Studien zur Geschichte 
der italienischen Oper i m 17 Jahrhundert;-Breitkopf und 
Hartel, Leipzig , 1901, pp . 202-207. 
Re produced as No. 208 in Histori cal Anthol ogy of Music, ££• 
cit., II, L~7. The editors erroneously cla i m (p. 282) that 
the sinfonia to the first act is also in three movements : 
fas t-slm-v-fas t. 
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elaborate sinfonia is that for Erminia sul Giordano (1637) 
by I'1ichelangelo Rossi.l But in spite of these cases, the 
general rule in the first half of the century was that the 
sinfonia should be short and unprepossessing. 
In t he second half of the seventeenth century, as in-
strumental music in Italy was beginning to be recognized as 
a possible rival to the voice, the overture became more 
elaborate, taking form from the various instrumental concertos 
or sonatas. 
In Venice the favorite type was the 11 canzona 11 -overture, 
with two movements, a slow in duple rhythm followed by a fast 
. in triple. This overture was undoubtedly the model for Lully's 
French overture with its pompous slow introduction and its 
canzona-like fast movement. 
Before Alessandro Scazrlatti took up his residence the x•e , 
Naples was of comparatively little importance in the field ·of 
opera. The most eminent Neapolitan composer of the latter 
half of the eighteenth century, Francesco Provenzale (1627?-
1704), while contributing much music to the Church, wrote only 
eight operas. Two of these are extant: Lo Schiavo di Sua 
--
Moglia (1671) and Difendere L'Offensore (or La Stellidaura 
Vendicata)(l678). 2 Of these only the first has an overture. 
1 
2 
Reproduced in Hugo Botstiber, Geschichte der OuvertHre, 
Breitkopf & HHrtel, Leipzig, 1913, p. 234-.-
MSS of both in Conservatorio Santa Cecilia, Rome. 
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It consists of two short sections, a homophonic part in 
triple rhythm, apparently calling for a slow tempo, followed 
by a polyphonic section, presumably fast, in duple rhythm. 
It is in G minor and is written in three parts, the inten-
tion probably being that it should be played by violins in 
two parts and continuo instruments. The bass is unfigured. 
Except for the reversal of the duple and triple rhythms, 
the sinfonia has much in common with the two-movement Vena-
tian "canzona 11 -overtures.l 
In 1678 the comedy Chi Tal Nasca Tal Viva was performed 
in the Teatro San Bartolomeo in Naples.2 1rhe authorship of 
this opera is uncertain. According to a notation on the 
score in Naples, the dedication of the libretto was signed 
by the librettist Andrea Perruccio and by Francesco della 
Torre, the manager of the Teatro San Bartolomeo from 1678-
1685, and it is therefore possible that della Torre was also 
a composer and wrote the music to this opera. In 1895, how-
ever, Romain Rolland suggested, on external grounds and the 
analogy of musical style, that della Torre and Provenzale 
mi ght have been one and the same man, thus attributing t o the 
latter the composition of Chi Tal Nasca Tal Viva. On this 
1 
2 
The overture to Lo Schiavo di Sua Moglia is reproduced in 
the supplement to Romain Rolland, Histoire de l'Opera en 
Eurqpe . avant Lully et Scarlatti, E. Thorin,-paris, 189~ 
MSS:' in l•iontecassino (according to Loewenberg, Annals of 
Opera, Societas Bibliographica, Geneva, col. 65} and in 
Cons ervatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
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basis, the work is catalogued in Naples under Provenzale's 
name. Other scholars refuse to accept the hypothesis. Pan-
nain, for example, dismisses Rolland's theory as "fantastic".l 
\fJhoever is the true composer of the work , the sinfonia 
provides another example of the pre-scarlattian Neapolitan 
sinfonia. Like Provenzale's sinfonia to LoSchiavo di Sua 
Moglie it is in three parts, probably meant for two violins 
and continuo, has an unfigured bass, and consists of a sec-
tion in triple rhythm followed by one in duple. Here the 
similarity ends, for the first section does not seem neces-
sarily to call for a slow tempo and the second part is not 
treated polyphonically, but is in the homophonic style of the 
concerto. This section is structurally similar to many 
later overture finales, a "rounded binary form", i.e., A II B A, 
excep t that the first part cadences on the tonic rather than 
on the dominant. The entire sinfonia is reproduced as Ex-
ample 1. 
The Sinfonias of Scarlatti. 
The early sinfonias of Scarlatti, those written in the 
1680 's and early 1690's, are often modelled after the sonata 
da chiesa, and consist of four short movements in alternating 
tempos: slow, fast, slow, fast. The sinfonia to La Rosaura 
(1690) , for example, begins with a grave of nine bars which 
1 Guido Pannain, "Francesco Provenzale e la lirica del suo 
tempo" in Rivista Husicale Italiana, Anno XXXII, Fascicolo 
4, Fratelli Bocca, Turin, December, 1925, P• 497. 
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have a polyphonic texture; a fugal allegro follows consis-
ting of twelve bars; thirdly, a homophonic slow movement of 
fourteen bars in the relative minor; the overture closes 
with a dance-like piece of thirteen bars in binary form, 
each section repeated.l 
Scarlatti, however, soon hit upon a different type of 
sinfonia which was destined to become the standard form of 
the Italian opera overture throughout most of the eighteenth 
century and which was the basis for the classical symphony. 
In 1696 he wrote a sinfonia for Dal Malo i Bene in three 
movements: fast-slow-fast. 2 It must not be presumed that 
this three-movement form involved merely a dropping of the 
first movement from the older sinfonia based on the sonata 
da chiesa, for the texture of the first fast movement is no 
longer essentially a polyphonic one. Rather the -style of 
the opening movement shows that it is in fact a borrowing 
from the instrumental concerto. The opening movement of the 
sinfonia to Dal Malo 1 Bene has no definite form, though in 
the matter of key distribution it can be considered ternary. 
1 
2 
Alessandro Scarlatti, La Rosaura, Breitkopf & H~rtel, 
Leipzig, 1885, p. 1, ff7 
Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, ££• cit., p. 681, 
claims Scarlatti standardized the 11 Italian overture" form 
around 1690, and gives 1681 or 1686 as the date of Dal 
Malo! Bene. Both Dent (Alessandro Scarlatti, ££• cit., 
p:-61) and Botstiber (Ges,chichte der OuvertHre, Breitkopf 
& H~rtel, Leipzig, 1913, p. 52) date the sinfonia to Dal 
Malo i Bene from 1696. The confusion may have arisen due 
to the fact that the opera was written in 1681 and the 
sinfonia for the 1696 revival. 
There follows an eight-bar transitional grave making use 
of suspensions and leadi ng from the relative minor to the 
dominant. The piece ends with a minuet in two repeated 
sections.l 
From this time on the basic three-movement form of 
Scarlatti's sinfonias--allegro, transitional slow section, 
dance movement--hardly ever varied, but internal changes 
came about in a gradual development, observable both in 
Scarlatti's own works and in those of his i mitators. 
1 Edward J. Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti, ££• cit., p. 61. 
Chapter IV 
THE SECOND PHASE OF THE I 'l'ALIAN SINFONIA ( 1696-1720) 
A Work of Leo's Youth 
The second phase of the Italian sinfonia, dating from 
1696 to around 1720, is that in which the symphonic style is 
frank ly dependent on the concerto. Scarlatti's early sin-
fonias \vere generally written for strings either alone or 
with two trumpets, but gradually he took an interest in a 
larger orchestra. As early as 1698 he used four trumpets 
added to the strings for Il Prigioniero Superbo;l in 1700 
for Eraclea he used two oboes, two flutes, and t wo trumpets, 
plus the usual strings. 2 Ordinarily, however, Scarlatti's 
overtures are scored for two trumpets and two oboes, plus 
strings. In 1715, although he used a pair of horns in the 
opera Tigrane,3 he did not call for them in the overture. 
1 
2 
3 
Ibid., P • 62. 
Reproduced in a t\vo-staff reduction in Robert Haas, 
Die I'fusik des Barocks, 1.-fildpartlc -Potsdam (Akademische 
Verlags gesellschaft Athenaion), 1929, pp. 207-208. 
MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
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The first movements are built up of the alternation 
of tutti with soli passages and written in a rhythmic style 
of continuo-homophony characteristic of the concerto. Often 
there is a semblance of polyphony, achieved through the 
imitative use of triadic themes, as in the overture to the 
solo cantata Olimpial or the following example from the 
first movement to the oratorio La Giuditta.2 
1 
2 
I 
Sc9.rl~tti: La Giuditta, first movement 
+ .. _ .... 
--· 
Example 2 
Reproduced in Botstiber, ££• cit., p. 247. 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
' 
At other times the sinfonia shows unmistakeably its 
origin in the instrumental concerto~ The sinfonia to Scar-
latti's Sedecia, Re 1 di Gerusalemme (1706), 1 for example, 
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is only one of many cases which begin, as Bukofzer points 
out, 2 with the mannerism of the thrice repeated hammerstroke, 
and continues with a sequence of tutti-soli contrasts. 
The transition type of second section continued to 
appear, but occasionally in the works of Scarlatti it took 
on the character of a real slow movement. That of the Eraclea 
sinfonia, for example, is eighteen bars long. PlayedJn slow 
tempo, it is actually longer than either the first or third 
movements. The slow movement to the sinfonia of Sedecia is a 
concerto movement for violin solo with string orchestra accom-
paniment. 
The finales remained similar to those of the sonata da 
chiesa-type sinfonia--essentially dance pieces in two repeated 
sections, usually, but not always, having the character of 
vigorous minuets, as in the finale to Eraclea: 
Sc~rlttti: Eraclea, third movement 
Fff.+ + j IL I I IJ_ li ... ..I \ ..1 Ill 
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Reproduced in Botstiber, ££• cit., P• 252. 
Manfred Bukofzer, ~· cit., P • 243. 
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'l1he concerto style prevailed here too, as in the finale 
to Sedecia, 1 which is nothing else than a conce rto movement 
for solo violin. The following few bars are representative 
of the movement as a whole. 
Scarlatti: Sedecia, R~ di Gerus~lemme, third movement 
. .... -• • -.:- u+~ • • ~ .... -
..\ I t- ;. tl. Jt t. J l + .... J. .. _.,. ... 
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~xample 4 
Scarlatti's imitators produced similar overtures for 
t heir operas. Tommaso Carapella (1653-1736), though Scar-
latti's elder by a few y ears, seems to have been much influ-
enced by him in both the form and style of the sinfonia to 
Il Genic Austriaco,2 as was Domenico Sarri (1679-1744),3 
I 
~ 
~ 
I 
~ 
and Francesco Feo (1691-1761). The young Feo in 1713 had 
performed in Nap l e s his opera Zenobia (or L 1Amor T1rannico),4 
the sinfonia of which is in the typical concerto manner. The 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Reproduced in full in Botstiber, £E• cit., p. 256. 
MS in Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan. 
Another version of his n~e. equally frequent,is Sarro. 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
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first movement makes use of the contrast between soli and 
tutti sections, varying the solo instrument; to begin, the 
first violin is given the solo part, then the second violin, 
and lastly the second violin and viola play soli together. 
Feo: 
Tu.:tt~ 
Example 5 
.\, 
·. ' 
The second movement consists merely of a few bars transition 
for the whole string orchestra. The third movement is a kind 
of gigue, using syncopations, in which the soli sections are 
given to the first violin and viola. Example 6 consists of 
the opening half of this movement. 
The overture to Sarri's La Ginevra, produced in Naples 
in 1720, is a homophonic concerto-like piece for strings 
alone, written in an energetic vivaldian manner, with a first 
movement somewhat more extended than those of Scarlatti. The 
second movement consists merely of a few transitionary bars, 
and the third movement is a minuet in two repeated sections. 
· Feo: 
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Leo's own teacher at the Conservatorio dei Turchini, 
Francesco Nicola Fago (1677-1745), ·On the other hand, shows 
less tendency to imitate the prevailing scarlattian type. He 
seems to have had little interest in the theater, and his 
few extant overtures do not follow the three-movement form 
or concerto style of Scarlatti and his imitators. For ex-
ample, the sinfonia to the oratorio Faraone Sommersol (date 
unknown) is, except for the absence of the ponderous dotted 
rhythm in ifu opening section, a French overture. In the key 
of B minor, it begins with five bars of duple time, largo, and 
continues with a fugato section in triple rhythm. It is, there-
fore, closer in form and style to his teacher Provenzale's sin-
fonia to Lo Schiavo di Sua Moglie than to the sinfonias of 
Scarlatti. 
Example 7 
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Fago 's overture to La Cassandra Indovina (1711) 1 is more 
usual in one respe ct--it is cast as a concerto g rosso for two 
solo violins with string accor1p animent, not unlike the con-
certos for two violins of Torelli (Op. VIII, 1-6), but its 
one-movement form is unique. 
'rhe earliest sinfonia of Leonardo Leo \·Jhich is available 
for study is that to his cantata Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole.2 
While its e xact date is unknown, its style, ac cording to 
Giacomo Leo3 shows it to be a youthful Hork . The overture is 
32 
certainly a piece of Baroque music, very unlike the pre -classi-
cal overtures typ ical of Leo. Youn8 Leo followed t he trend of 
the times in c onceiving the overture, or rather its first 
two movements , in terms of a concerto; but instead of the 
usual concerto movement with solos for one or two violins, he 
ca s t it as a concerto for oboe solo, . with strin~ accompaniment. 
Like the concertos of Scarlatti , the style derives from north-
ern Italy (see pp . 160-161), and there is much in common be-
tween this work and the oboe concertos of Marcello, Albinoni, 
and even Vivaldi. 
1 
2 
3 
fllS in British r1Iu s eum, London. 
MS in Santini-Bibliothek, :r-'Liins ter . The score to Pisistrato 
( 171~_), a student lnrork of Leo , is reported to be in the 
Hontec a ssino collection ( G. Leo , .2J2.• cit., p. 47). Another 
early work , the Serenata a u (Amore , Diana, Bndimone, Proteo) 
of 1717 is in the library-of the Conservatorio San Pietro a 
Haiella, Har.> l es , but it contains no overture. Hu g o Hiemann 
(Ope rn-Han dbuch, H. Seemann Nachfolger , Leipzig , 1886, p . ~.27) 
mistak enly dates Pisistrato "ca . 17~_0 ;' . 
G. Le o, ££· cit., p . 71 . 
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'rhere exists in Naplesl the score to an Oratorio a Quat-
tro (Maria Vergine, S. Giovanni, Nicodemo, and Onia) of Ales-
sandro Scarlatti, which, according to a notation on the frontis-
piece, was performed in Naples in 1717. It is possible that 
the sinfonia to this work was heard by Leo at that time and 
that it influenced hisstnfonia toLe Nozze di Iole ~Ercole 
.for the two works show certain outward resemblances to each 
other. Both are written .for a combinat ion unusual in operatic 
sin.fonias--oboe and strings, Leo's .for one oboe, Scarlatti's 
for two; both are in minor keys, a rarity in itsel.f; and both 
are modelled after the concertos of the northern Italians. 
The .first movement of Leo's overture .follows the concerto 
pattern o.f being built up by alternations of tutti v-Tith solo 
secti ons. Formally it is unremarkable except .for one .feature, 
small but significant. This is Leo's device o.f using the head-
motive, that is, the first three notes o.f the tutti theme, as 
an accompanying motive .for the solo sections (see example 8, 
bars 17 to 20). Such a practice is not to be .found in the con-
certos o.f Torelli, and rarely in Vivaldi. Leo's use o.f it 
here link s this work with the concertos o.f J. s. Bach (for ex-
ample, the first movement of the E Major Violin Concerto). 
Edward J. Dent writes that Leo's church music is truly classi-
cal, that is, it follows the principle that "a composition 
1 1'1S score and parts in Biblioteca Governativa dei Girola-
mini (this is the former Oratorio del Filippini). 
Leo · Le No~ze d;t Iole ed Ercole (1st movement) . 4 34 - ----
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must develop organically out of its own musical ideas."l In 
the light of the first movement of this sinfonia, it can be 
said that Leo applied the principle to his secular music as 
well. Although the style is still derivative, Leo shows here 
an excellent understanding of concerto writing, and in its 
formal balance, its clear, solid harmonies, and its thematic 
attractiveness, this movement compares favorably with the 
more progressive concertos for violoncello written in his 
mature years. 
The second movement is a ten bar largo consisting of an 
expressive arioso for oboe acc ompanied only by the first . 
violins. In later years Leo, like his contemporaries, gener-
ally wrote a siciliano . as the second movement. This largo, 
in duple time, with its florid cantilena is related to some 
of Scarlatti's slow movements, to be sure, but is utterly 
different from the slow movements of any of Leo's later sin-
fonias, except that toIl Farnace (1735). (See example 9.) 
The l ast movement is the only section of the overture to 
Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole which bears a definite resemblance 
to Leo's later sinfonias. A minuet-type movement in 3/8 time, 
it abandons the precedent of the solo concerto style, perh ap s 
set by Scarlatti's overture to the Oratorio~ Quattro, and is 
written throughout for tutti in three parts--violins in unison 
with oboe doubling , violas, and rontinuo instruments. Its 
1 E. J. Dent, "Leonardo Leo" in Proceedings of the Husical 
Association, 3gnd Session, 1905-06, Novello and Co., Lon-
don, 1906, p. 9. 
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form is rounded-binary, i.e., two repeated halves, the second 
half containing a return of t h e first theme in the tonic key. 
This basic form, as we have seen, was used in Naples for the 
operatic overture at least as early as 1678 (Chi Tal Nasce 
Tal Vive, discussed above) and will come to play an i mportant 
part in the formal development of the first movements of 
later sinfonias. 
Chapter V 
THE THIRD PHASE OF 'l'HE I'rALIAN SINFONIA (1720-1730) 
A Period of Transition in the Comp ositions of Leo 
The third nhase of development in the Italian slnfonia, 
roughly coinciding 1-1ith the 1720 1 s, shmvs less stylistic de-
pendence on the concerto, tending toward a more classical 
conception of orchestral style. 
According to Dent,l it was after his acquaintance with 
the music of Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713) that Scarlatti 
began to realize the possibilities of effective writing for 
strings. He began in his later years to g ive to the violins 
characteristic passages fi1ll of arpeggios and tremolandos. 
As the violin style became more differentiated it became harder 
for the wind instruments to play in unison with the strings. 
Scarlatti turned this problem to his advantage by not requiring 
the winds to double, but instead entrusting them with filling 
in the harmony, accenting the strong beats or supp lying move -
ment for otherwise rhythmically vacant patches. In short, the 
concept of dividing the orchestra into different choirs and 
treating each choir as a unit came into being about this time 
in the works of Scarlatti and from there into the works of the 
1 
E . J. Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti, 2£• cit., p. 170. 
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younger generation of the Neapolitan school. The following 
example, comprising a little more than the last half of the 
first movement to Scarlatti's Cambise overture (1719),1 illus-
trates in its first three bars h01-1 the 1.vinds were used to fill 
in the harmony and provide rhythmic punctuation against a 
characteristic string passage; the next four bars show a re-
gression to the use of pairs of trump ets and oboes separately 
in the old manner of the concerto; the succeeding four bars 
divide the orchestra into definite choirs of strings and winds, 
each 1,..;i th its own characteristics, and both in contrast to 
the fundamental bass; the last three bars show the same prin-
cip le used in the first three of the example. (See example 10.) 
The overture to Griselda (1721), Scarlatti's last extant 
opera,2 shows the typical classical division between the winds 
and strings, making such striking use of the new concept of 
orchestral composition that it can be considered as belonging 
to the third phase of the Italian sinfonia. 
Stylistically, then, important changes were coming about 
in Naples at the end of the second decade o.f the eighteenth 
century in the matter of orchestral writing, changes which con-
tributed much to the breakdown of the late baroque style o.f 
1 
2 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
Renroduced as No. 259 in Historical Anthology o.f Music, 2£· 
ci~t., II, 155. 
Scarla tti: Cambise , first mov ement 
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Example 10 continued 
rtcontrapuntal orchestration", as typified by the works of 
Bach and Handel, and yet which are not dependent on the 
principle of contrast between a large and a small sounding 
body, as in the concertos of Vivaldi. Leo's early sinfonia 
1 -~ 
to ~ Nozze di Iole ed Ercole had depended on the latter con-
cept of orchestral style, but his mature ones, as /we shall 
see, are written in an entirely different manner. 
From the formal point of view, too, a new tendency was 
emerging which was destined to become extremely important. 
With the abando~ment of the formal organization provided first 
f. 
. ~ 
by polyphonic principles and second by the tutti-solo contrast, 
composers set about to find some other means of organization. 
The second movements, generally being, quite short, did not 
.--:"\ 
..... 
2 It 
I 
! 
.I 
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suffer much from this lack, and the dance-like finales con-
tinued to be cast in the traditional bipartite form of the 
suite. It was the first movements for which an organizational 
principle was required, particularly since the first movements 
were now becoming more extended. 
During the 1720's and early '30's, Neapolitan composers, 
perhaps unconsciously but nonetheless surely, conducted vari-
ous formal experiments \vi th first movements. The last over-
tures of Leonardo Vinci (1690?-1730), for example, show a 
great variety in construction. The sinfonia to his Alessan-
dro nell' Indie (1729)1 is built up in an unusual way: there 
are three ideas, all of which are related to each other; all 
are heard in the tonic key, after which the second and third 
proceed to alternate with each other in various keys until 
the end, when the first returns in the tonic. 
This tonal progression from .ttB tonic through various keys 
and back to the tonic also characterizes Vinci's sinfonia to 
Artaserse (1730).2 In this respect he was more adventurous 
than Leo and most Neapolitan composers of the period, in whose 
sinfonias modulation is generally limited to the dominant or 
relative key. Vinci's Artaserse overture presents two ideas 
which alternate throughout the movement, the first always in a 
varied form, the second remaining as in its original presenta-
1 
2 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
MS in Biblioteca Nazionale di s. Marco, Venice. 
tion. The movement is \vritten in a completely continuous 
style, hm'll'ever, Hith no cadences or pauses between the tHo 
ideas. 
The same year saw the production of another setting of 
Artase rse by the Italianized German, Johru1n Adolph Hasse 
(1699-1783). 1 His overture, lik e those of Vinci, modulates 
to various keys and contains five ideas which are presented 
in a rather confused manner. 
A(I) trans. (I-V) B(modulatory) C(V) D(V) 
A'(V) E(V) A11 (VI) E(VI) B(modulatory) E(I) D(I) 
A(I) A' ''(I minor, ending on V). 
The slow movement, in the tonic minor, follows 
inrrnediately. 
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The sinfonias to two other works which appeared in 1730 
are worth comparing at this point. One is the Didone over-
---
ture by. Sarri2 which presents t\vO related ideas in alternation : 
A(I) B(V) A(V) B(III) A(I) B(I) 
The sinfonia to Pergolesi 1 s first oratorio, La Morte di 
s . Giuseppe,3 has the following form: 
A(I) B(I-V) A(V) B 1 (V) C(V) A(I) B"(I) 
Although the various musical ideas in the above works are 
distinct, the movements are written in a continuous style with 
no cadence or pauses separating one idea from another. 
1 
2 
3 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella , Naples. 
NS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. This 
score is dated 1730. According to Loewenberg (££. cit., col. 
149 ), however, the first performance of this work took place 
in Naples in 1724. It is possible that the overture was 
written then, or it may have been written for a later revival 
of the opera. 
MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence 
4.5 
It is unfortunately impossible to conduct a careful s t udy 
at this time of Leo's part in the formal experime ntation car-
ried on in the first movements of the Neapolitan sinfonias. 
hfhile there are extant six operas by Leo -v1ri tten during the 
1720's, thre e of these are to be f ound only in the Montecassino 
collection and are there fo r e not avail able for study (se e p. v ) . 
The r emaining three, Zenobia in Palmira ( 1725), Il 'rrionfo di 
- - -
Camillo (1726), and Catone in Utica (1729), c onstitute in real-
ity only two, due to the fact that the first two operas a re pre-
ceded, excep t for the middle movement, by the same overture. 
Still, the overture for Catone in Utica1 shaHs t hat Leo 
was a ttempting f ormal experimentation. Its f ir s t movement is 
a k ind of ternary form, ma k ing u s e of the r itornello princip le 
borro1ved from the concerto. It is in three parts, the first 
consisting of three sections: A(I) B(V) C(I); following 
this c omes a second p art made up of .four new sections: D (re-
lative minor) E(II) F (modulatory), and G(III). Aft e r this 
the first section returns exactly. 'rhe modulatory p l an of the 
second part recalls that o.f the development section of later 
eighteenth century sonata movements, but this section can by no 
means be c on s idered a deve lopment for it presents only n e w ma-
terial. The return of the .firs t part, 1vith B remaining in the 
dominant k ey, is not enough to offset the r ambling qu ality ef-
fecte d b y the chain of unrelated ideas, and Leo does not use 
this uns a ti s f ac tory form a g ain. 
1 MS in Congressional Library, Wash ing ton, D. C. 
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The first movement to Vinci's Alessa n dro n e ll' Indie 
overture, pro duced i n Rome in 1729, is in a way formally 
similar to Leo ' s Catone in Uti c a sinfonia, in that it begins 
and ends Hith a section that is not referred to in the middle . 
'rhe middle part , howe ver , is not made up of a chain of unre-
lated i deas, but of an a l ternation in various keys of two ideas . 
As these e xamu les show, the third phase of sinfonia deve lop -
ment is chara cterized by a variety of first movement forms . 
But Hhe n vle turn to the overture Hh ich precedes Leo 's Zenobia 
in Palmira and Il Trionfo di Camillo we find an exrunp le of a 
paPticular :form which fre quently appe ared and Hhich 1-.ras to be 
adop ted during the 1730 ' s as standard . This is the fruniliar 
baroque - binary- form in t~..;o halves , the divisions of which were 
usually marke d wi th a double bar b y the c omp oser himself .l In 
this case , the first movements are f'or-.mally similar to the fin-
ales : both are i n t~vo parts , the first o f vJh ich modulate s to 
the domin ant and cadences, the second Peversing the modulation 
t o the tonic and c adencing in a manner usually similar to the 
first . 'rhe first movements are , hoHever, more extended than 
the f ina les, f requently consisting of a sequence of ide as , and 
do not partake of t he dance chara cter of the l ast movements . 
l ~·fuether each hal f -vms intended to be repeated is not al\-vays 
clear. Generally i n the s i nfonias of Leo there are no repeat 
dots , bu t i t i s by no means certain that Hhen t h e end of a 
section is mark ed by a double bar -...ri thout repeat do ts the 
section was not intend ed to be rep eated in a ctual perfor mance. 
The first movement of the sinfonia to Leo 's Oratorio a J± 
( B. V. del Ro sario) contains , at the e nd o:f che f irst-sect ion, 
adoublebar 1.-lithout rep eat dots. Yet there are t~r.ro bass 
lines , one le ading on to the next section, the other back 
to the be g inni n g . There is a similar instru1.ce in the third 
movement . 
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As early as 1723 Feo had used this form for the first 
movement to his sinfonia to Siface, Re di Nmnida . T\·lO years 
later Leo's Zenobia in Palmiral appeared on the Neapolitan 
stage. The overture's first movement is like Feo's in form, 
except that it consists of a series of ideas, rather than a 
single idea, some of which return in the second half. 
Again, in 1729, we find Porpora using the smae baroque-
binary-form for the first movement to his Semiramide Ricono-
sciuta.2 
The two works by Vinci and Porpora mentioned above use 
a larger wind b ~nd than do the two by Leo, for he uses only a 
pair of oboes , while they re quire oboes, horns, and trumpets 
in p airs . But evan with his modest use of winds , Leo divides 
the orchestra after Scarlatti's manner into c hoirs, not con-
sistently, but nevertheless for long passage s . The four bars 
of example 11 illustrate the procedure he follows for several 
p a ges in the score. 
Third Phase of the Neapolitan Sinfonia: Second !1ovements . 
The second movements in Scarlatti's late oneratic over-
tures sho1v no marked advance over the earlier ones . Being 
slow, soft movements he generally restricted the instrumenta-
tion to strings alone and hence did not find occasion to di-
1 
2 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella , Naples . 
HS in Conserva torio Cherubini, Florence. 'rhe same over-
ture pre ce des Porp ora's Carlo il Calvo (1738)( I'1S in Con-
servatorio San Pietro a Maie ll a , Naples .) 
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vide the orchestra into choirs , characteristic of the buter 
movements . Usually consisting of only a few modulatory bars 
they fell into no formal pattern . 
~lith the rise of the younger generation, h01..rever, a l-
though at times the transitionary type movement con tinue d to 
appear , (Feo , Sifac e , 1723; Leo , Zenobia in Palmira, 1725 , 
and Catone in Utica , 1729) generally these were developed 
intc slow movements proper . 'l'a l{ing t he ir cue from t he more 
extended se c ond movement s of Scarlat ti's earlier work , such 
~) 
as that to Sedec ia, R'e d i Gerusalemme (1706) or Eraclea (17 00 ), 
and perhaps from the leng thened slow movements of Vivaldi's 
concertos, of lvhi ch they were surely a 1,vare , they b egan to 
lenp; then the slow section of the overture. 
1 In at least two cases Porp ora omits the second movement 
entirelv : the overture to Ez io (Venice, 1727) which Has 
used ag~in for . nnibale (Venice, 1731) and t h e overture to 
Mitridate (Rome , 1730) . MSS of all three operas are in 
the Brussels Conservatory . 
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The younger generation was motivated by a reaction a-
gainst the severe, aristocratic basis of the music of Scar-
latti 1 s last period. Dent reports that in his late years 
Sc arlatti did not gain popular favor.l He maintains , further, 
that he 1vas imitated by the younger composers only at that 
period of his c areer when he was at the height of his popu-
larity with the public . The younger men, like Sarri and 
Francesco Hancini . (1679-1739) and a little later Feo, Vinci, 
and Leo, did not follow Scarlatti's method of intellectua lly 
wor1dng up an opera aria by organi c growth from a short 
motive.2 Instead they sought for an easier, more p opular 
style--melodies that could be ~grasped at a first hearing by 
the average opera-goer. Thus was born in Naples around 1725 
what has been termed the "dolce stil novo" which distinguishes 
Neapolitan melody of this period .3 The weakness of the new 
style, as is often remarked, was a certain proneness to a 
superficial sentimentality , particul arly noticeable in the 
overuse of the "Lomb ardic rhythm" or "Scotch snap", .f'J. and 
its variationJil. , to p roduce the effect of pathos. Another 
characte ristic which frequently appeared was the use of the 
lowered second degree, a trait common in the Neapolitan folk-
s ongs of the time,4 though the younger generation may have 
1 
2 
3 
~-
E. J. Dent , Alessandro Scarlatti, QE• cit., p . 196 ff. 
E . J. Dent, "Leonardo Leo" in Sa:mmelb!inde der Internation-
alen Nusikgesellshaft, Breithopf & HHrtel , Leipzig , 1906-07, 
~51. 
G. Radiciotti , QE• cit., p . 13. 
E . J. Dent , Alessandro Scarlatti, QE• cit., p. 146. 
derived its use from Scarlatti who probably got it from the 
folksongs of his native Sicily.l 
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The delight of the younger composers with the new style 
of opera aria shows itself in its transference to the opera 
sinfonia, making its first appearance, as might be expected, 
in the slow movements. The middle movement to the overture 
of Sarri 1 s Didone (1730) illustrates within itself most of 
the new tendencies: the sweet, easily singable melody, the 
Lombardic rhythm in bars 13, 14, 17, and 18, and in the sarae 
bars the lowered second degree with its harmonization by 
means of the "Neapolitan sixth" (see example 12). 
Another type of sloH movement frequently to appear both 
at t his time and later is the siciliano. It was already cus-
tomary in the works of Scarlatti, Carelli, and Vivaldi, and 
the younger Neapolitans found the easy, languid style admir-
ably suited to their aims. The sec-ond movement of Vinci's 
Alessandro nell' Indie (1729) furnishes an example (see ex-
ample 13). 
The second movements, like the first movements, are 
found during this stage in a variety of forms. Hasse, in his 
Artaserse overture (1730) uses a kind of chiastic structure: 
A(I) B(I-III) A(III-I) B 1 (I-IV) A(I) Codetta 
and Pergole si, the same year, for the s1o1v movement to his 
Morte di s. Giuseppe uses a kind of ternary form regarding 
1 Ibid., p. 1Lt.7. 
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key distribution and a bar form from the thematic point of 
vievr: 
A(I) A(V) B(I) 
In s p ite of these experiments, the baroque-binary-form 
occurs fre quently in the second movements at this time, per-
haps with greater regularity than in the first movements (e. g ., 
Vinci, Al e ssandro nell' Indie, 1729; Porpora, Semiramide rl in-
conosciuta, 1729; Sarri, Didone, 172~- or 1730; Vinci Arta-
serse , 1730). 
The scores to only three of Leo's operas dating from 
this stage of sinfonia development are extant. The slow 
movements of two of these, Zenobia in Palmira and Catone in 
Utica , are merely transitions. The other opera, Il Trionfo 
di Camillo (1726), has a slow movement which differs markedly 
from all Leo's others. It is written in the \va ll-known "Co-
relli manner," often imitated by late baroque composers . 
+ 
\ 
Camillo, second movement 
r .. = :.r 
Example 14 
This is the only extant opera of Leo written for per-
formance in Rome, and this movement was perhaps an attempt 
to appeal to the Roman audience by writing in the manner of 
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their great composer who had died just thirteen years before . 
This assumption seems justified when it is remembered that 
this mov ement is t h e only new section of the overture, the 
first and l ast mo v ements being borrmv-ed from Zenobia in 
Pal mira of the preceding year . 
The general p ractice regarding the instrumental treat-
ment of the slow movements \vas to score them for string s 
alone . Only rarely are they written for strings in four 
parts. At ti~es the viola doubles t h e bass, forming a three-
part texture. More often the three-part texture is achieved 
by the unisoni of the first and second violins, with the 
viola playin g independently. Sometimes the viola p l ays in 
octaves Hi th. the continuo instruments , resulting in a t, .. m-
part texture, depending for cohe sion l a rgely on the filling-
in cap acity of the harpsichord. 
Although Has se's Artaserse overture calls for oboes in 
the slow movement, t hey are not treated indivi dually, but 
p lay a l most entirely in unison wi th the violins. Pergolesi, 
on the othe r hand, pr•ovide s a maj or exception . In the second 
~ovement to the overture for La Morte di S . Giuseppe, his 
first ma jor wor k , t he twenty-year-old comp cser sho\vs a real 
feeling for the Hind instruments, g iving them characte ristic 
passages and contrasting them ~vi th the strings (see example 15). 
Third Phase (third mov ements). 
Apparently the Neap c litan compose rs' interest in their 
opera overtures 1-vaned, as a rule, by the time they reached the 
I 
I 
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final es, for these are generally short and conventional. In 
a f eH c a ses they are almost unbelievably short . ·rhe .finale 
to Pergo lesi 1 s La Norte d i Giusep pe overture, f or ins t anc e , 
cons ists of twenty unrepeated b ars o f 3/8 time, Presto , to 
all appearances dashed off without t hou ght, although t h e first 
t wo moveme nts show a great d eal of car e . And the f i n a le to 
Vinci's Alessandro n e ll ' Ind i e overture i s not mu ch longer. 
'rhe finales in t he third pha se rarely show an a dvance 
over those of the second phase. •rhey continue to be e x tremely 
simp le minuets in bina r y form, sometimes ivi th each h a lf re-
peated but as often not . Occasionally excen tions appe ar, a s 
- {, .... 
in the duple meter used by Feo ror the rinale t o his Sirace 
overture, or in the cases or gigues in 6/8 or t2/8 time 
(e. g ., Scarlatti, Griselda; Porpora, Semiramide Rinconosciuta). 
On rare occasions the binary form is abandoned in favor 
of a looser construction. In Vinci's Ale ssandro nell' Indie 
overture the short finale consists merely or three different 
phrases, one after the other--A,B,C,--all in the tonic key . 
Hasse , in his Artaserse overture has, as has been pointed out 
(pp. 4~ and 50 above), used unusual forms for the first and 
second movements, and he continues this practice for the ri-
nale, casting it, like the second movement , in a kind of chi-
astic form: 
A(I) transition(V) B(V) A-new(V) B(I) A(I) Coda 
Unlike the first movements, the finales to Neapolitan 
overtures of this time do not usually carry out to any extent 
the first movement practice or contrasting the wind choir 
against the string choir. Perhaps the reason is that in a 
dignified minuet , as these mostly are, there is no place for 
fast arpeggios or tremolandos in the strings. Instead of 
bothering to separate the winds from the string s , since the 
t1,1o group s can easily play in unison, why not let them? The 
bustling finale to Scarlatti's Griselda is a very remarkable 
excep tion to the usual practice , even to finales written long 
after this one, the fast 6/8 meter not making a frequent ap-
pearance again until around 1750, (see example 16). 
It is rerreshing to rind that Leo, in his finales, tends 
to keep them at a l eve l equal 1vi th the first and second move-
o t Scarlatti: 
.,1_ ,J1"CJ " ~- S i I = 
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ments . Even the earliest extant opera, Zenobia in Palmira 
(1725), has a finale extended enough to balance the first 
movement. Its for•m is unusual for its time but similar, as 
we shall see , to the most common form of the fourth phase . 
A(I) B(V) A(V) A(I) B 1 (I) Codetta 
As has been pointed out, this finale was used a g ain for 
the over ture to Il 'rrionfo di Camillo (1726). 
The finale to Catone in Utica (1729) is more usual for 
its time from the formal point of view: 
. (I) B(V) :U U: A 1 (V) modulatory B(I) :II 
Howe ver, it treats the winds in certain passages after 
the fashion of the first movaments . _::xample 17 sh01-1s the 
division made be hJeen the string and the ~vind choirs. 
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Chapter VI 
TH ~ FOURTH PHASB 0~ T~ ITALI AN SI NFONI A (1730-1744) 
Formal Aspe cts of Leo ' s Hature Sinfonias 
The Rise of t he Sonata- Form. 
It would not be appropriate to d iscuss the fourth phase 
of the re apolitan sinfonia without some prefatory remark s 
on the rise of t he sonata- form , although any dis cu ss ion of 
this form is beset with d ifficulty . 
The term " s ona ta- for m11 , 1-vhen applie d to individual move-
ments of Haydn , Mozart , and Be ethoven, i mplies more than the 
mere e x ternal matter of t onal and thematic arrange ment . For 
the classi c a l comp osers a s ona t a movement 1.-vas also a matter 
of proc edure and ultimately of style.l When speaking of the 
earlie st exampl e s of sonata- f orm, then, it must be understood 
t hat it is being referred to in i ts externa l aspe ct only. 
Here there i s no quest i on of motivic deve lopment in the clas-
sical sense , or of dl'"'amatic tension, and rarely of strik ing 
contrasts. The development s e c tion , when it i s present at 
all , consists usually either of new mate r i a l, or of the old 
material presented intact but in new keys. 
In its beginning s , the form 1r1hich be c ame the classica l 
sonata- form \.Yas no more than a varia tiqn of t h e familiar mono -
1 Cf. D. F . Tovey , "~ onata Form11 in Encyclope dia Britanni c a , 
1952, XX, 977 , ff . 
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thematic baroque-binary-form, which can be expressed symbo-
lically as: 
A(I) cadence (V) :1\ \(: A(V) (modulatory) cad e nce( I ) :\\ 
The one indispensable feature was the tonal progression fr om 
the tonic key to the dominant {or relative major if the move-
ment was in a minor key) and the reversal of the modulation 
in the second half. Often the cadence of the second section 
would be a transp osition to the tonic of the cadence to the 
fir st . 
'rhis form, common to all comp osers of the middle and 
late b a roque, sometimes appeared in a version which can be 
cal led the "rounded-binar y" . form. 'Jlha t is, the first t h eme 
returns in the toni c k ey during the second half: 
A(I) c adence (V) :l \\: A(V) A( I) c a dence ( I) :H 
We h ave seen that as early as 1678 the comp oser of the 
over ture to Chi Tal Nasca Tal Vive brought back the firs t 
theme in the tonic k ey during the second half, thus arriving , 
excep t for the k ey of the cadence of the first half, at a 
miniature rounded-binary (see example 1). Leo, too, in the 
finale to his Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole overture had used 
- ----
this form (seep. 36, above). 
Another v ariation c ame a bout by extending the dominant 
cadence of the first section backwards so that it forms an 
i ndividual group of its 01-m.. In the second half this extended 
cadence wa s transp osed to make the two sections end similarly, 
the result being : A (I) B ( V) : 1\ \\: A' ( V) B (I) : \1 
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It is in movements written a round 1720 that the first 
ex~aples of forms combining the above variations app ear. If 
in the first half two distinct themes are presented, the 
second in the dominant or relative major; and if the second 
section consists of first a modulatory part based on the 
first theme, follmved by the tHo themes in the tonic key, 1-ve 
have a movement externally the s~1e as a sonata form: 
A{I) B(V) :t\ n: A'(V) modulatory A(I) B(I) :\) 
Such a movement is the finale to the Trio Sonata in C 
r1ajor for two violins and continuo written by J. s. Bach, 
p resumably between 1717 and 1723. 1 There are two such sonata-
form movements in the sonatas for violin and continuo by 
Francesco Maria Veracini (1685-1750?) 2 published in 1721 
(Sonata No . 1, fifth movement; Sonata No . 6, sixth movement) 
and five others that closely app roach it. One of the latter 
is p articularly interesting . The second movement of the 
Sonata No. 4 follmvs the form e xactly e x cept for a remarkab le 
chan ge in the recap itulation. \'Jhen the second subject re-
turns in the tonic key it is presented in a different version 
and simultaneously with the first subject. (See example 18.) 
Following this, a passage made up of entirely new material is 
presented before the movement closes. Some of these sonata 
1 
2 
J. s. Bach, Werke, Bach-Gesellschaft, Edwards, Ann Arbor, 
Michig an, 1947, IX, 238. This trio, ho~vever, may have ac-
tu a lly be en v.rri tten by one of Bach 1 s pup ils (see Karl Geir-
inger, The Bach Family, Oxford University Press, New York, 
1954, p. 281, footnote 2.) 
Copy in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
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mov ements h ave rath er e x t e nded modulatory "de v e lopment" sec-
ti ons (e. g ., Sonata No. 6, six th movement; · Sonata No. 7, 
first movement). 
· Vera.cini: Sona~~ No . 4, · second movement 
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Simi l ar formal sch emes c an be f ound in isolated sonata 
mov ements of Frances co Geminiani (1687-1762), Giuseppe Tar-
tini (1692-1770) , and Pietro Loca telli (1695-1764 ); 1 a lso in 
1 
Cf. article "Sonata 11 in Grove's Dictionary , .££• cit., VII, 
89 3. 
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Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757), 1 and Giovanni Plat t i (b.?-
d.?).2 In 1739 even Handel wrote such a movement.3 Gio-
vanni Battista Somis (16 86-1763), the ramous Turine se vio-
linist, orten wrote movements in sonata-rorm. A good example 
is the second movement rrom the sonata ror violin and con-
tinuo in B rlat major, Op. 1, No. 9, published in Rome in 
1722. The development section is equal in leng th to the ex-
position and to the rec apitulation, presenting both the princi-
pal and secondary themes in alternation and simultaneou s ly, and 
in the dominant and the mediant keys.~-
Fourth Phase (1730-~): First Movement Form. 
With the establishment or the baroque-binary rorm as the 
standard for the rirst movem3nt or the opera sinronia (see p. 46). 
the Ne ap olitan composers be gan to take over from the ins tru-
mental sonata the reatures or the sonata-rorm. They may not 
have been conscious or the ract that as far back as 1 7 22 at least 
one Italian overture was written whose rirst movement had 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Ralph Kirkpatrick, Domenico Scarlatti, Prince ton University 
Press, Princeton, New Jersey , 1 953, p. 258. 
cr. Willi Apel, 11 Sonata-rorm11 in Harvard Dictionary, op . 
cit., p. 697. 
G. F . Hand~l, · "Concerto Grosso in E minor, Op. 6 No. 3" in 
Chamber Suites and Concerti Grossi, ed. by Albert E. \vier, 
Longmans, Green~and Co., New York, 1940, p. 131, rr. 
Reprinted in Pi~ces Diverses Choisies dans l e s Oeuvres des 
Celebre s Violonistes-Compositeurs des XVII0-et XVI ~Io Siecles ~~~--= -~~~~~~ ---~~~--=- ---- ---- --- , 
ed. by E . M. E . Deldevez, Chez s. Richault, Editeur de 
Nusique, Paris, 1 857 . 
b e en deve lop e d into a fUll-fledged sonata- form- - the sinfonia 
to Pallade Trionfante by Francesco Conti (1681-1736), 1 a Flo-
rentine living in Vienna . Exte rnally the form of Conti's move-
ment is, except for the key of the subordinate theme in the 
exp osition, essentially the same as that of Haydn or Nozart , 
even to the contrasting characte r of the themes. 
Exposition: If: A( I) cad. B(III) cod. (V) cad. :JI (23 b a rs) 
Development: 11: r-1odulatory , using A and B alternately 
and in combination. (18 bars) 
Recapitulation (abridged): A(I) cad. B(I min.) cod . (I) 
cad.:ft (10 bars) 
During the fourth phase of the Ita lian sinfonia the f or-
mal expe riments ch arac t eristi c of the t h ird phase waned, and 
t he first movements took on a fairly uniform formal aspect. 
The usual form 1<1as what can be termed 11 embryo- sona t a -form11 • 
There is an e xp osition of t 1...ro themes, the first in the tonic, 
t h e second in the dominant (rarely the relative ma jor since 
the opera sinfonias we re almost invariably in a major k ey--
mos t frequently in D major , to be p recise) , and the t Ho are 
a t times connected by a modula t ing transition. Although the 
t h e me s are distinct , they are seldom separated by definite 
cadences as b e came customary in the second half of the cen-
tury . Ofte n there is no modulatory deve lopment section. In 
this case the r e cap i tula tion begins at once, or the first 
theme appe a rs in the d ominant, the n imr.1ediately again in t h e 
t onic to announce t h e b eginning of t h e r e cap itula tion. 'rhe 
s e cond theme i s then r esta ted in the tonic and a short coda 
1 Re n roduced in full in Bo tstibe r, ££• cit., p . 258 , ff . 
follows. Frequently the recapitulation presents the theme 
in abridged form. The average form can be expressed: 
A(I) trans. B(V) A(V) A(I) trans. B(I) Coda 
(or deve-
lopment) 
Exceptions to and Variations of First Movement Form. 
Except for the overture to 11orte d'Abele (1732), Leo 
makes use of the sonata-form or embryo-sonata form in the 
first movements of all his overtures written aft e r 1730. 
His predilection f or this form does not seem to have b een 
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shared so enthusiastically by his con temporaries and pupils. 
True, the form appears in the first movements of these com-
p ose rs more frequently than any other one form, but many ex-
ceptions and variations are to be found. 
Occasionally, f or example, in the work s of the slightly 
older composers one find s the last v e stige s of the concerto-
type of opera sinfonia. Feo 1 s L 1Arsace overture (1741)1 and 
Sarri 1 s Achille in ~ciro (1737) 2 take on the f orm and style 
of the concerto. This practice is never found in Leo's sin-
fonias. 
While Frank Walker's sweeping statement that Pergolesi's 
overtures 11 show no sign of sonata form 11 3 is certainly wide of 
t he mark, it is true of a t least one of t hem, for the overture 
1 
2 
3 
HS in Conservator io G. Verdi, Nilan. 
MS in Cons erva torio San Pietro a r-1aiella, Na p les. 
Frank 11'/alke r, 11 Pergolesi 11 in Grove's Dictionary, ££• cit., 
VI, 631. 
------------ -----
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to Il Prig ionier Sunerbo1 is a k ind of rondo: 
A(I) B(V) A(V) C(I) A(I) Coda(I) ( 11 C11 conta:Lns i m-
plic a tions of 11All) 
Pe r golesi's introductory sinfonia to Lo Frate •~namo-
rato is a monothematic embry o-sonata form, and the overture 
which served for S. Guglielmo (1731), Adriano in Siria (1734), 
and Olimpiade (1735) is a complete sona ta-for m and a parti-
cularly interesting one. The deve lopment section is longer 
tha n the e xp osition and equal in leng th to the recau itulation. 
Before the st a tement of the first theme, the re are seven intro-
ductory bar s and at the end of the movement is an eight-bar 
coda. Pergolesi must have thought of the movement without 
the introduction and coda a s complete in itself, for, in 
a d a p ting the overture for use with Adriano in Siria, he omitted 
b oth the op ening and closing sections. 
A variation found in the sinfonia to Perg olesi 1 s Il 
Fla.minio (1735) 2 as Hell a s in that to Terradellas' IVIe rope 
(l7L~3)3 is the complete omission of the second theme from the 
recapitula tion, even though the second theme had a d istinct 
and contras ting character. To a t emperament lik,? Leo's, 
such a.. formal scheme must have seemed out of b a lance, and 
he never practiced this device. 
1 
2 
3 
MS in Bi b lioteca Governativa dei Girolamini, Na p les. 
Pergolesi, Il Flaminio, ed. by F. Ca..ff a r e lli, Gli Ami ci 
della Musica-da Camera, Rome, 1941. 
HS in Lice o IVIusic8le, Bologna... 
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The overture to Siroe by Davide Perez (1740) 1 fur-
nishes an example of a formal variation 1rJhich appeared 
not infrequently in the first movements of Italian sinfonias 
in "t·Jhich there are little or no development sections: the 
c as e in which the recapitulation is leng thened by the in-
sertion of new material between the first and second theme s . 
This new material often venture s into a different key, 
lead ing aHay from the tonic of the first t heme and then 
bac l{ to the tonic for the restatement of t he s econd t heme . 
The de vice is used only once by Leo in his opera sinfonias 
( Achi lle in Sciro) but, as we shall s ee, he finds occa s i on 
to use it s everal times in the concertos for violoncello. 
The s ame idea is made use of by Latilla for h is sin-
fonia to La Finta Cameriera? Besides the addition of new 
material, Latilla goes farther than Leo in making e ven more 
changes in the recapitulation, for upon its return the se cond 
t heme is g iven a new orchestration. 
Leo's Mature Sinfonias: First ~-1ovement Form. 
Oratorio ~ ~uattro (B. V. del Rosario). 
The first movement of the sinfonia to Leo's 11 0ra torio 
a 4. Voci •• • In Lode della B. ma Ve r g ine del Rosario 11 (1730)3 
1 MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Haiella, Nap les. 
2 MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
3 lYIS in Santini Coll e ction, Miinster. 
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is such a form. While it can still be considered a kind of 
baroque-binary--the short second theme is not of a contrast-
ing character and seems to be only a backward extension of 
the cadence--it presents at the same time all the essentials 
of sonata form: a first part consisting of two themes, the 
first in the tonic, the second in the dominant with a cadence 
in the dominant key, and a second part consisting first of 
a modulatory section using elements of the first theme, then 
the recapitulation of both themes in the tonic. 
La Morte d'Abel. 
In 1732 were produced Leo's two f~1ous oratorios, La 
Morte d'Abel (or Caino ~ Abel) 1 and Sant' Elena al Calvaria. 
The overture to the former is not related to sonata form and 
is unique. It opens with a maestoso section in dotted rhythm 
in the tonic, followed by an andantino in the dominant minor 
which is completely different--contrasting in k ey, mode, tex-
ture, rhythm, instrumentation, time sign a ture, tempo, and 
volume (see example 19). 
After the two sections are thus presented, the maestoso 
reappears in a varied form in the dominant key. Following 
t h is, the andantino, slightly varied, is heard again, this 
time in the tonic minor. The maestoso in the tonic k ey, re-
vealing still further changes, ends the movement. 
1 MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples, and 
many other European libraries. 
Leo: La Morte d 1 Abele, first movement 
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Sant 1 Elena al Calvaria. 
Leo's most celebrated dramatic work is the oratorio 
Sant• Elena. 1 It is unusual in being one of the rare Ita-
lian sinfonias in a minor key. The second theme of the 
first movement, though entirely different from the first 
theme, is not of a particularly contrasting character. r11h e 
e xp osition is followed immediately by the recapitul a tion, 
and the latter is much abridged. There is, however, an 
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extended coda using ne ~v material. The formal scheme, then, is: 
A1 A2 (I) trans. B1 B2 (V min.) A1 (I) B1 (I) 
coda (new Material) 
Demofoonte. 
Demofoonte2 (1735), was Leo's most successful opera. 
The first movement to its overture is built on the following 
p lan: 
Al(I) A2(I-V) trans.(I-V) B(V) A1 (I) trans. B( I) 
codetta 
Like the overture to Sant' Elena, and like all of Pergo-
lesi1s overtures, Leo does not yet contrast the characters of 
the principal and sec ondary themes. At this time, the move-
ments being rather short, he evidently felt no need for con-
trast othe r thru1 that afforded by the change in key. The re-
capitulation is abridged and immediately follows upon the 
exp osition. 
1 
2 
!Vi3S in library of University of Upp sala, Conservatorio Che-
rubini, Florence, Biblioteca Governativa dei Girolamini, 
Naples, and many other European libraries. 
IVIS in Congressional Library, 1tlashington, D. C. 
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Emira. 
The same ye ar, 1735, saw t h e p roduction or Emira,l the 
overture of which p resents for the first time in one of Leo's 
embryo-sonata form mov ements contrast in character between 
the first and second themes . More over , the transition has 
also a ch arac te ristic theme which contras ts with both of these. 
The co mplete exp osition in a t ~-;o-staff reduction is s een as 
exam.ple 20. 
There is no passage betwee n the exposition and recapitu-
lation, and the latter is slightly abridged , though all three 
t h emes appe ar . It ends ~..rith a three bar coda which leads 
directly to the second movement. 
The Development Se ction. 
So far Leo h a s never in his f ir s t movements attempted 
any kind of d eve lopment section between t he exposition and 
recap itulation. From 1735 on, in the majority of c a ses, he 
include s in p lace of the development merely a short passage 
c onsisting of the main theme in the dominant key. This is 
lik e wise the practi ce of most Neap olitan compos e r s of the 
p eriod . Hasse, although living in Italy and trained by mem-
bers of the Neap olitan school (Scarlatti and Porpora), shows 
what is perhaps a German trait by his interest in develop ing 
h is themes. Hasse's overture to La Clemenza di 'rite (1735?)2 
l 
2 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a IVJ:a iella, Naples. 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella , Nap les. 
' i;'~te~o~:~~E~m~i~r~a~,~f~i~r~s~t m~o~v~e~m~e~n~t~~~~~~~;· ·~~~~~~~~~~·~·~-~7~1~~~~ 
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has a long development section (34 bars, in comparison to 
32 bars of exposition and 20 of recapitulation)which, begin-
ning in the dominant, modulates through a variety of keys. 
Unfortunately, however, the effect is spoiled by a return to 
the tonic key a full eight bars before the beginning of the 
recapitulation. 
Another illustration of Hasse's early interest in the 
development section is found in the first movement to his 
sinfonia preceding the opera Alfonso, produced in Dresden in 
1738. 1 While this development section is quite ·short, no 
more than six bars long, it is built up motivically, the same 
principle of development used in the lat t er half but very 
infrequently found during the first half of the century. The 
main theme consists of four motives, ~' b, £ 1 and d, motive c 
Example ?1 
Hasse: Alfonso, ls t f:t,/ mOvemeftt _ 
. I 4.. .;,..- . . I (, ~E } lj¢ ;1fl ~- fi# 
The development section is bu~lt up of three sequential 
two-bar phrases, each phrase of which is made by juxtaposing 
motives b and d of the main theme. (See example 22.) 
If Leo was aware of Hasse's ventures into the realms of 
motivic development (La Clemenza di Tito , was produced in 
1 MS in Boston Public Library. 
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Hasse: 
Example 22 
Naples in 1738)1 he seems to have paid but little heed to 
it so far as the sinfonias are concerned. The concertos 
tell a different story. 
1 Carl Mennicke (£E_. cit+, p. 500) gives the fncipit of a 
different sinfonia for La Clemenza di Tito. He makes no 
mention of the Naples score used here, but lists this 
sinfonia as one of three to Attalo, Re di Bitinia (Naples, 
1728) and states that the orchestral-parts are in Re gens -
burg (ibid., p. 508). He claims (ibid., p. 500) t h at LA 
Clemenza di Tito was first performed in Dresden , January, 
1738, given again in Naples, 1759. According to Loewen-
burg , however, (££• cit., col 185) it was performed first 
in Pesaro in September, 1735 and was given a gain in Naples 
in November, 1738. In view of the complete ly classical 
style of the second movement it would seem possible that 
this sinfonia was actually composed much later for a re-
vised performance. 
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Il Farnace. 
In 1736 Leo's Farnace was produced in Naples.1 Its 
first movement does not continue the practice of contrasting 
the character of the first and second themes, but the state-
ment of the main theme in the dominant separating the exposi-
tion from the recapitulation is present. This movement is 
unusually short, consisting of no more than twenty-five bars. 
It is present here in its entirety in a three-staff reduction 
as example 23. 
Giro Riconsciuto. 
The first movement to the Giro Riconosciuto2 (1737} over-
ture has the following formal scheme: 
In this case Leo omits any passage corresponding to a 
development section. 
La Simpatia del Sangue. 
La Simpatia del Sangue3 (1737} shows a structure similar 
to that of Il Farnace: 
1 
2 
3 
A(I) trans. B(V} A(V} A(I) B(I) coda (I} 
HSS in Nationalbibliotek, Vienna, and in Congressional 
Library, Washington, D. C. 
r1S in Conservatorio San Pietro a lVIaiella, Naples. 'rhere 
is a copy of the opera without the overture in the Congres-
sional Library, Washington, D. c. 
l'IS in Congressional Library, 'Washington, D. C.; the auto-
graph of the overture is in the Paris Conservatory library. 
arnace , first movement 
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fi t ( M ) Le o· Il Farnace , rst mo~ emen cone ed I 
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Olimpiade. 
The overture to Olimpiade1 dating from the same year 
makes use of a short closing group at the end of the exposi-
tion and of the recapitulation: 
A ( I ) B ( V ) C ( V ) A ( V ) A ( I ) B ( I ) C ( I ) coda 
Le Nozze di Amore ~ di Psiche . 
'I'his opera was composed in 1738. 2 Its overture makes 
use of new material in the recapitul a tion and omits the 
p a ss age corresponding to the development section: 
A(I) tran s . B(V) A(I) new material B(I) 
Achille in Sciro. 
Achille in Sciro3 (1739) has a more elabora te overture 
for it contains a real transition between A and B which re-
turns in the recapitulation, in addition to the well-defined 
closing group, offering complete contrast at the end of the 
exposition and of the recapitulation. Horeover, there is an 
extended passage of new material in the recapitu l a tion, and 
a leng thy coda making use of the first and trans i tionary 
themes: 
A( I) 
B(I) 
trans. (I - V) 
C(I) 
B(V) C(V) A(V) A(I) New trans. 
(modulatory) 
Example 24 illustrates the important theme groups. 
1 
:HS in Congressional Library, Washington, D. c. 
2 HS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
3 JviS in Congressional Library, Washington, D. c. 
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Leo : Achille Sciro , first movement 
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Example 2L~ continued 
Leo seems now to have gone as far as he was able, for 
after this he has no opera sinfonia with a more elaborate 
or better constructed first movement, although he takes even 
greater pains to achieve a contrasting character betwe e n the 
principal and subsidiary subjects. 
Amor Vuol Sofferenza. 
The same year, 1739, brought forth Leo's masterpiece, 
the comedy Amor Vuol Sofferenza (or La Finta Frascatana, or 
Il Cioe). 1 The first movement to its mnfonia is less elabo-
rate, consisting simply of: 
A(I) B (V minor) A(I) B(I minor) coda 
The marked contrast in the character of the two themes 
is worth an illustration (se e example 25). 
L'Andromaca. 
No more opera scores are extant until 174.2, the year of 
L 1Andromaca. 2 The first movement of the overture shows no 
1 
2 
I"lS in Congressional Library, Washington , D. C. (Published 
in a version edited by Robert Sondheimer, Edit j_ on Bernoulli, 
Vienna, 1937. ) 
Autograp h score in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
d 
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Example 25 
remark able advance over those of the late '30's. Its formal 
scheme is: 
Exposition: A1 (I) Abridge d Recapitula-
tion: A1 (I) 
L 1Ambizione Delusa. 
trans. 
trans. 
B (V) C(V) 
B(I) C(I) 
Another opera, L 1Ambizione Delusa, 1 was produced the 
same year, 1742. Its sinfonia is more like that of L 1Amor 
Vuol Sofferenza in its simplicity of scheme and its c arefully 
maintained contrast between the first and second themes. 
Delusa, 1st mv~~~.: 4,_ .... ~ , 
Example 26 
Second Movement Forms. 
From the formal p oint of view, the second movements of 
Leo 1 s mature sinfonias are much alike. Only two are of the 
1 HS in Congressional Library, Washington , D. c. 
short, transitionary character typical of Scarlatti's slow 
n1ovements and whi ch appeared comn1only in the works of the 
Neapolitan composers during the third phase . One is ternary , 
and one is in a spe cial form. The other ten, despite differ-
ences in style, are , lik e the overwhelming majority of the 
slow movements of Leo's contemporaries , cast in binary form . 
Neve r are the t;,vo halves expressly marked to be repeated, and 
only rarely does the double bar separating them appear. 
The two transitionary movements occur in the overtures 
to the Oratorio~~ ( B . V. del Rosario) and Il Farnace . The 
appearance of this type of move ment in the former mi ght 1·vell 
be expected, as it 1-.ra:;J vJri tten soon after the sinfonia s of 
the third phase (1730), but its use in Il Farnace (1736) is 
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a marked deviati on from Leo's usual practice at that time. The 
t \·JO movements are quite different. That of the oratorio is a 
modulatory transition made up of four-part harmony in dotted 
rhy t hm, while that of the opera i s a long formless cantilena 
i n t\..rO parts-- the mel ody p l ayed by the first violins and a 
bass p layed by violas and bass instruments. It is not of the 
modulating type , but remains throughout in one definite k ey. 
Its a ppearance at this time in Leo's career is surprising for 
he had written nothing like it since the s lovJ movement of the 
overture to the youthful Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole , a move -
ment g r e atly resembling this one. 
The slow movement of the overture to L '~mor Vuol Soffe -
renza is ternary in form . The first part , ten bars long , 
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cadences in the relative major and is rollowed by a cont rast-
ing section of eight bars, modulating rrom the relative major 
to the dominant. Finally the first part r e turns slightly 
varied and extended by one bar. 
'rhe only other non-conformist in the slow movemeniE or 
Leo's available mature sinfonias occurs in the ove rture to 
Achille in Sciro. This movement is a puzzle. Although the 
opera ~vas '1-vritten late in lire (1739) when most of Leo's best 
music t..ras being put ·to paper, and although the rirst movement 
of t hi s sinfonia reached a level rarely attained by Leo's 
overtures, this slow movement is certainly the worst of any 
of h is symphonic movements. It consists ot an insipid four-
bar melody repeated unmercifully six times, always in slightly 
diffe r ent form but with the same rhythm, and alternately forte 
and piano. 
The slovJ movement rrom Ciro Hiconosciuto (1737) illustrates 
the t yp ical binary form of the other ten slow movements. It 
will be noticed that the first par t does not modulate to the 
relative ma jor, as might be expe cted , but to the subrominant. 
Only once ~1ong these slow movements does the first part modu-
l ate to the relative major (L 1Andromaca, 1742). 
At the be ginning of Leo's career, the stereotyped Italian 
sinfonia came in for its share of Benedetto :t1arcello 1 s satire. 
Writing in 1720, he says of the 11modern 11 Italian opera com-
poser's work: 
The Sinfonia will consist of a temp o francese or 
prestissimo of 8 th notes in the mode tvith the 
maj or t hird , ~v-hich must be follo~v-ed in the usual 
fashion by a p iano in the same mode with the minor 
third, concluding finally with a mi nuet , gavotte, 
or gigue , again in the major mode.l 
The habit of writing the second movement in the parallel 
minor key lasted through the first half of the eighteenth 
century. With Leo, as well as the others, Marcello's p re-
di ction concerning the tonal relationship be tween the move -
ments prove s true. Of the twelve mature symphonies in major 
k eys, ten have slmv mo vements in the parallel minor . Only 
La Marte d 1Ab e le and Achille in Scire p rove to be exce p ti onal 
in this matter. Both symphonies are in G ma jor. The second 
movement of the former is in the r e lative mi nor key , that of 
the latter in the subdominant. 
Third I"lovemen t Forms. 
The finales are formally more diversified than the slow 
movements, but here, too, one form prevails. The "rounded-
binary" ap9ears in just half the movements . Two are in embryo-
sonata form, two others would be embryo-sonata but for the 
omis s ion of the dominant passage corresponding to the develop -
ment section, one is a rondo, and two are in special forms. 
The finale to the overture to Olimpiade (1737) is unique, 
not only among Leo 1 s finales but , apparently, among all I talian 
sinfonias. Perhaps its closest formal rela tion is the over-
1 B. Harcello, "Il Teatro alla moda 11 in Source Readings in 
Music History, ed. by 0. Strunk, W. w. Norton, New York , 
1950, p . SJO. 
ture to Ivloz art 1 s Entfilhrung aus dern Serail. In the Olim-
p iade overture Leo seems to have been striving for an over-
all unity of effect. The first movement does n o t caden ce 
on the tonic as do his other overtures but on the dominant. 
~ihile many of his slow movements end on the dominant, this 
one goes a step further in h aving no cadence at all. In-
stead, t he last movement simp ly bursts in unannounced. And 
it is not a minuet, as otherwise invariably happens, but is 
in a fast 4/4 meter and i s nothing else t han a free restate -
. 
ment of t..he recap itulation of the first movement. This for-
mal experiment , though s e emingly successful, was n o t repeated 
by Leo in later y ears and seems not to have made on his col-
l eagues and pupils an i mpre s sion strong enough to invite 
i mitation. 
Another finale in a special form is that to Demofoonte. 
;rhe for mal princip le used here is one of alternation betv.reen 
a major key and its parallel minor. Thus: 
A(I) A 1 (I min.) B(I) B 1 (I min.) C( I ) C 1 (I min.) codetta 
Th e use of the rondo in finales did not become a fre quent 
occu~nce until the end of the ei ghteenth century. It is not 
surp rising , then , that Leo emp loys the form only once. 'rhe 
finale to the overture to Achille in Sciro is, like virtua lly 
all of Leo's f inales, a minuet. But in this case it a ppears 
in the form of a small monothernatic rondo. The melodic line 
alone is enough to illustra te the form: 
A(I) A '(V) A(I) short trans. A11 (VI) A(I) coda 
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Example 27 
Other composers also occasionally used this form for finales. 
For exampl e, Hasse's La Clemenza di Tito overture concludes 
with a small rondo1 as does Jommelli's Ezio overture. The 
latter, however, presents the main theme in the dominant key 
at its second appearance. 
The overtures to the oratorio Morte d'Abele and to t he 
opera buffa Simpatia del Sangue are constructed in a binary 
form which misses the classification of embryo-sonata by the 
omission of the passage between the exposition and recapitu-
1 But see p. 73., footnote 1, concerning the date of this 
overture. 
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lation. There aretwo distinct themes, the second appear-
ing first in the dominant , then in the tonic key. 'l'hese t~-10 
mov ements have another unique feature in common: the first 
theme beg i n s the recapitulation in the minor rather than the 
major mode . The formal scheme, then, is: 
A(I ) B(V) A 1 (I min.) B(I) coda 
The seven finales in "rounded-binary" form are those to 
the overtures for the Oratorio a~ (B. V. del Rosario), Sant' 
~lena, Emira, Farnace,l Giro Riconosciuto, Andromaca, and 
L' Ambizione Delusa. These movements verge on embryo-sonata 
form but cannot :properly be so c alled because of the 1a. ck of 
a definite s e cond theme group. 
The t wo remaining overture finales are to the ope ras 
Le Nozze di Amore a.nd Amor Vuol Soffe renza. These are con-
structed in a manner identidal to the majority of the first 
1 Botstiber (££. cit., p. 75) makes much of t h e fact that 
there is a Marcia following this minuet, and puts this 
forth as an early example of a four-movement classical 
symphony. It seems likely, hmv-ever, that the march was 
not intended as the last movement of the sinfonia, but as 
the opening of the first act. The sinfonia is in the key 
of D major with the middle movement in D minor, while the 
march is in G ma jor. Moreover, the sta ge directions for 
t he be g inning of t h e first act call for military music: 
Gran Atrio con vista del porto , dov 1 ~ inalzato il 
Trono per Mitridate. Porto in lontananza dove da 
p omposa nave sbarca Farnace ritornando con le s poglie 
de Vinti ribelli. Bitini, al suono d i vari istru-
menti incontrato prima da Isacide, po i As pasia, e 
Berenice. 
Pergolesi has a simila r instance in h is opera seria Il 
Prig ionier Superbo, as does Alessandro Scarlatti in both 
Cambise and Tigrane . 
movements , in embryo-sonata form. This formal scheme was 
frequently employed by other members of the Neapolitan school 
in fin ales. The last movement of the San Guglie l mo - Adriano 
in Siria-Olimpiade overture of Pergolesi, for example, is in 
this form, as is the last movement of his introduction to 
Lo Frate 1Nnamorato. The same form serves for Latilla's La 
Finta Cameriera, Perez's Siroe and Terradellas 1 Merope . 
Conclusion. 
This brief survey of the forms used by Leo shows a 
rather steady tendency to incorporate gradually into the first 
movements of his sinfonias more and more elements of the sona-
ta form. Beginning in 1730 with the overture to the Ora torio 
a~ (B. V. del Rosario), in which the dimensions are small 
and the two themes not clearly set off from each other by 
cadences and contrast in character, he become s more and more 
de liberate in his use of the form. In 1739, ivith Achille in 
Sciro, he reached the p eak of his sonata-form writing and 
the sinfonias written after that date are formally simpler. 
'rhey do, hmvever, c ontrast the two themes even more clearly. 
Only once in the overtures written after 1730 does Leo aban-
don the sonata - form completely, thus shol....ring a much stronger 
a dherence to it than do other members of the Ne apolitan 
school. In none of the first movements is there any real at-
tempt at a development, this section c onsisting at most of 
the main theme in the dominant key. 
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The vast majority of the second movements are in binary-
forrn, consisting of two unrepeated sections, an almost univer-
sal practice during the first half of the emghteenth century. 
Leo's las t movements are invariably in the style of minu-
ets, but a variety of forms prevail, the most common being 
the rounded-binary. Occasionally other forms are employed, 
including the embryo-sonata, borrowed :l:rrom the first movements. 
Chapter VII 
FOURTH PRI\SE OF 'r H3: ITALIAN SINFONIA (1730-1744) 
Stylistic Aspects of Leo's Mature Sinfonias 
Orchestral Resources . 
In his mature sinfonias, Leo calls for a rather uniform 
orchestra. Of the fourteen sinfonias of this period which are 
being considered, all but four require tl'lO oboes and tv.ro horns 
(corni or corni da caccia) in addition to the harpsichord and 
s t rings--t-vm violins , viola (violetta), and bassi (violoncelli, 
bassoons, and string basses). The slow movements of a few 
sinfonias are marked "senza cembali 11 , indi c ating the presence , 
at least at times, of more than one harpsichord. 
The exceptions to this norm are the sinfonias to the 
Oratorio ,£ 1:!: (B. V. del Rosario) and La Simpatia de l Sangue, 
both scored for strings alone, Le Nozze di Psiche, which sub-
stitutes trombe lunghe for the horns, and L 1Ambizione Delusa, 
wh ich uses horns but not oboes . Although L 1Andromaca calls 
for oboes, they are marked "oboe di rinforzo 11 and merely 
double the violins. 
Evi dently string s with the a ddition of oboes and horns 
in pairs comprised the standard opera orchestra during the 
' 30 1 s and ' 40 1 s, for Leo 1 s contemporaries scored for this com-
bination almost as consistently as he . If a larger wind group 
was desired, a pair of trumpets was added, as in Pergolesi 1 s 
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overture to San Guglielmo, Perez's Siroe, or Terradellas' 
Merope. Rarely are kettledrums or bassoons expressly named, 
though the absence of a part for them in the score did not 
preclude their use at the actual performance.l Perez, in the 
overture mentioned above calls for a pair of kettledrums, 
tuned to the tonic and dominant, as does Jommelli in his over-
ture to Ezio. 
The use of the transverse flute is rare. There is an 
overture which calls for it--that to Feo's Arsace (1741)--but 
this work is singular in that it is written as a flute con-
certo, the flute being used only in the capacity of soloist. 
The usual absence of the flute from Neapolitan sinfonias at 
this time is not particularly remarkable when it is remembered 
that the flute did not take a regular place in the orchestra 
until quite late in the century.2 
Occasionally the orchestra was reduced by the omission 
of the oboes. Sarri, in the overlture to Achille in Sciro, for 
example, calls only for two horns in addition to strings. 
Use of the Wind Instruments. 
By the third decade of the eighteenth century, Neapolitan 
composers had given themselves in their sinfonias almost exclu-
1 
2 
Adam Carse, The Orchestra in the XVIIIth Century, Heffer & 
Sons, Ltd., Cambridge, 1940; p:-135. 
Quantz, in 1752, remarks 11 denn die Flote wird, wie bekannt, 
mehr zum Solo, und zu conce r tirenden, als zu Ripienstimmen 
gebraucht," (J. J. Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die flute 
tr aversiere ~ spielen, facsimile of 3rd edition, 1739, ed. 
by Hans Peter Schmitz, B!lrenreiter-Verlag, Kassel and Basel, 
1953, Chap. X, para. 14, p. 95.) 
sivel y to the integrated style of orchestral writing inaugu-
rated by Ale ssandro Scarlatti to the virtual abandonment of 
the concerto style . While some comp osers occasionally re-
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verted to the older method--Fee in L 1Arsace, Sarri in Achille 
iri Sciro, for example--such exceptions are rare ~~ong the 
Neapolitans and do not occur in Leo's overtures. 
In Leo 's works the horns were generally tre a ted in much 
the same manner as they were treated by later eighteenth cen-
tury compos ers up to and including the young Mozart. That is, 
their main function was one of providing harmony in the mid-
dle range, filling the gap between the upper melody instru-
ment and the bass instruments. There were three ways of ac-
complishing this, the first being by sustaini ng a long chordal 
note through an entire passage: 
Example 28 
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Second, the horns played the harmony on certain beats of 
the measure (see ex8Jt)plle 29). 
Third, the horns filled in the hannony by playing some 
suitable moving figure (see example 30). 
The great majority of horn parts in Leo's symphonies is 
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Example 29 
accounted for by these three simple devices of harmonic 
filling in. Occasionally Leo writes short passages of a 
different type for horns, but these are rare. For exrunple, 
a few bars at the beg inning of the overture to L' Andromaca 
call for the horns to double the first violins two octaves 
below. At the be g inning of the exposition and of the re-
capitulation in the Farnace overture, the horns double the 
bass line (see example 23). 
An independent solo part was generally not given to 
the horns during the eighteenth century excep t in concerto-
lik e movements. For example, Porpora's overture to Semi-
ramid e Riconosciuta (1729), written during the third phase 
of the Neap olitan sinfonia, contains the passage in example 
31 . 'l'his is obviously a thi•ow-back to the older concerto-
style sinfonia of Alessandro Sc arlatti. Though Porpora 
c a lls for a pair of horns in addition to Scarlatti's trumpets 
and oboes, he treats them in exactly the same manner. 
Leo d oes not g ive the horns thematic passages. Occasion-
ally, however, even during the fourth phase of sinfonia develop-
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Leo: Demofoonte, first movement 
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Example 31 
ment, other Neapolitan composers wrote short passages for 
horns which are thematic or partially so. Latilla, for ex-
ample , begins his overture to La Finta Cameriera as given in 
the following illustration: Examnle 32 
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The recapitulation of the second theme contrasts the 
two horns with the strings (see examp le 33). 
Example 33 
The recap itulation of the first movement to the Siroe 
overture by Perez provides a further example of thematic 
passages for horns. In this one the two horns are unaccom-
panied (see example 34). 
Passages of this sort, however, are rare, forming the 
exceptions, not the rules, and they are not to be found in 
Le o's sinfonias. 
Leo had a t endency to treat the oboes, too, in a rather 
perfunctory manner. True, the oboe in the first half of the 
eighteenth century must often have been out of tune. Ales-
Perez: Siroe, first movement 
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Example 34 
sandro Scarlatti complained of the bad intonation of ;.rind 
instrument players . l Still , this fact did not prevent the 
northern Italians from writing dozens of oboe concertos, nor 
did it prevent Leo in his younger years from composing the 
overture to Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole as a concerto for oboe 
and string s . Nevertheless, in the later sinfonias the fact 
-
remains that Leo treated the oboes purely as supporting instru-
1 ~·Jhen Hasse 1.-.ras trying to persuade Scarlatti to receive 
Q,uantz, vJho 1-.ras visiting Naples, Scarlatti complained , 
11 My son, you knm-1 I cannot endure players of 1-.rind- instru-
ments ; for they all blow out of tune . " (E . J. Dent , Ales-
sandro Scarlatti, £E· cit. , p. 192) . 
, . 
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ments. They had two main functions: (1) to double the parts 
of the first and second violins, either exactly or in a k ind 
of quasi -unison, sui ted to the instrument; and ( 2) to fill in 
the ha~nony with sustained notes or to punctuate cert a in beats 
with chordal notes, in the manner of the horns. The opening 
bars of the Demofoonte overture illustrate the quasi-unison 
style . Here the oboes play a simplified version of the parts 
given to the first and second violins, occasionally sustaining 
chordal notes over a vi olin figure (see example 30). 
Bars four to six of this example show how Leo crossed 
parts in the oboes, even to thee xtent of putting the second 
oboe above the melody line. Alessandro Scarlatti had never 
managed to overcome this unfortunate practice and apparently 
Leo inherited the tendency from him . 
The following p assage from the first moveme nt of the over-
ture to Achille in Scire provides an example of the oboes 
acting as filler by means of long sustained notes (bars 17 -
22), while bars 25 - 28 illustrate how they punctuate the first 
beat of each bar with the appropriate harmony (see example 35). 
Although Leo's predece ssors and contemporaries not infre-
quently employed a pair of trumpets in their orchestras, Leo 
seems never to have included this instrument in his sinfonias. 
In 1738, hm-.rever, in comp osing the 11 festa teatrale", Le Nozze 
di Amore e di Psiche, for the nmrriage of Charles III with 
J'ilaria Amalia Walburg a of Saxony, he evidently "Lvanted a parti-
cularly dazzling effect for this aristocratic celebration 
I 
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Example 35 
and consequently called for a pair of trombe lunghe . He had 
a precedent for their use in the last movement to Pergolesi's 
overture to San Guglielmo . That had been a sacre d work and 
in reorchestrating the overture for late r use in secular operas 
he substituted oboes in their p lace. Pergoles i had used the 
trombe lunghe in a manner whi ch l ent breadth and dignity to 
his final movement . Leo use s them to achieve brilliance, their 
downward figure s contrasting Hith the upward movement of the 
violins and oboes (se e examples 36 and 37) . 
I 
I 
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~. Pergol esi: ~Gugli e lmo, third moveme n t 
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Italian composers, particularly during the eighteenth 
century, have never been noted for their partiality to the 
wind instruments, as for instance, the German composers have. 
Leo, on the whole, seems to have had even less interest than 
most of his contemporaries, not only in the sinfonias but in 
the body of the operas and oratorios, as well as in the in-
strumental accompaniments to the masses and other sacred 
works. He used oboes and horns as supporting instruments al-
most exclusively, and never allows, in his mature works, their 
intrusion in one of his slow movements. Actually to call at-
tention to the presence of the wind instruments, as Pergolesi 
did {see example 15) would probably never have occured to Leo. 
Texture. 
The statement is often made that Leo stands out from his 
contemporary Neapolitan composers by his sometimes dry but al-
ways solid craftsmanship, his desire to display his learning , 
and his predilection for counterpoint. 1 Dent goes so far as 
to say that "Leo always tends toward a contrapuntal style. 112 
However true this may be of his church music, oratorio choruses, 
and aria accompaniments, i~ is assuredly not the case in his 
opera sinfonias. While these are certainly solidly constructed, 
they do not have a contrapuntal basis nor do they contain pas-
sages with a contrapuntal texture. Botstiber finds that Leo's 
1 
2 
Radiciotti, ££• cit., p. 266; Grout, £2• cit., p. 208. 
E. J. Dent, "Leonardo Leo 11 in Sarnrnelbiinde der Internationalen 
Musikgeselischaft, 2£• cit., p. 557. 
overtures generally stand out from his contemporaries' by 
reason of their superior workmanship,! but this statement 
cannot have reference to any contrapuntal technique dis-
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played in t hem, for Leo does not differ in this respect f rom 
his colleagues unless it is to use even less counterpoint. 
A r are c ase of polyphonic thinking in a Neapolitan overture 
occurs in Pergolesi's ma sterful introduction to s. Guglielmo 
(1731). 2 This overture, written at the beginning of Pergo-
lesi's career was never surpas sed by him. He seems to have 
realized he could not do better in a serious vein, for he 
used it twice a gain--for Adriano in Siria3 (1734) in a varied 
form and with a new slow movement, and in the original form 
for Olimpiade4 (1735}. Example No. 38 is the beginning of the 
recapitulation of the first movement. While the counterpoint 
is extremely facile and non-imitative, it nevertheless gives 
evidence of a polyphonic fr ame of reference, unusual in sin-
fonias of the Neapolitan school, and wholly lacking in Le o's 
sinfonias. The same passage occurs in the exposition, slightly 
abridged, and with exchanged p arts--the whole n otes in the bass 
had been in the first violins and oboe; what is here played by 
the second violins was played by the bass; and the repe ated 
eighth notes followed by the descending scale were given in 
the exposition to the second violins. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Botstiber, 2£· cit., P• 73. 
HS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
MS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples. 
HSS in Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella, Naples, and in 
Conservatorio Santa Cecilia, Rome. The latter con t a i ns , 
h owever, only the first movement. 
Pergolesi: ~ Gup;lielmo, first movement 
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Outside of Naples one finds isolated examp les of contra-
puntal passages in the Italian overture. Padre G. B. Martini 
(1706-1784), for example, has a contrapuntal texture for the 
second theme of the first movement of his s . Pietro overture.l 
(See example 39). In the recap itulation this section is trans -
p osed to the tonic and t h e violin parts are exchanged • 
• Hartini : s. Piero, first movement 
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Such a pas sage is also found in the ove rture to Ezio2 
(1741) by Jornrnelli (see example 40) . The second theme of the 
first movement is an imitative section in four parts. The 
contrapuntal texture is doubtless due to the influence of the 
scholarly Martini, for Jommelli wrote t h is opera in Bologna 
while studying with the famous padre. 
l 
2 
NS in Liceo Husicale, Bologna . 
JVIS in Conservatorio San Pietro a ~1aiella, Naples . 
H 
Jommelli: Ezio, 
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These excep tional examples serve to prove the rule that 
the Neapolitan composers tvere reacting against the polyphony 
of the previous era. They seem to have been seeking to main-
tain in their orchestral music a simplicity of t~xture which 
would enable the listener to concentrate his attention on the 
orchestral brilliance, the energetic rhythmic patterns, the 
melodic outline presented by the first violins, and, perhaps 
most i mportant, the unfolding sequence of tonalities. 
This is not to s ay that the essential two-part texture of 
the late b aroque style was wholly lost. The Neapolitans still 
constructed their bass lines with an eye to balance and grace, 
but they are now wholly subordinate to the melody. They had 
a twofold function: to serve as t he basis of the harmony and 
~:: 
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to fill in rhythmically vacant patches in the melody. The con= 
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trasting techniques can be illustrated by comparing the 
melody and bass lines of an early work of Leo with any of 
his later sinfonias. For example, the opening tutti sec-
tion of the overture to Le Nozze di Iole ed Ercole is writ-
ten in two real parts, the viola either doubling or simply 
filling in. The bass line draws attention to itself by be-
ginning each new phrase with an imitation of the melody, and 
it follows its own logical melodic progression. (See ex-
ample 8.) 
Contents. 
It is well-known that during the first half of the cen-
tury it was not the practice to establish a conne.c tion be-
tween the sinfonia and the opera or oratorio to follow. Al-
though the previous century had seen in Cesti's Porno d'oro 
such a connection, and Rameau 1 s Castor et Pollux (1735) in-
corporated in the overture material from the opera, the 
practice did not become generally a ccepted until after 1750. 
Nevertheless, there is in Leo's third period a marked differ-
ence between those sinfonias written for operas and those 
written for oratorios, a difference not always found in his 
contemporaries. 
Francesco Durante (1684-1755}, for example, wrote the 
overture to his oratorio s. Anthony of Padual in a manner in-
distinguishable from the opera overtures of his contemporaries. 
1 11S in library of r"Iuseo San I"iarco, Venice. 
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(Durante himself comp osed no operas.) 'rhe same is true of the 
oratorio San Pietro (1739) of Padre G. B. Martini (1706-1784) 
and Jommelli's oratorio L'Isacco1 (1742), though late in his 
career Jommelli was to take a certain intere s t in establish-
ing a definite connection between the ove rture and the work 
to follow. 
The sinfonias to Leo's Oratorio~~ (B. V. del Rosario), 
La l"Iorte d 'Abe l, and Sant 1 Elena are dignified, a l most pon-
derous pieces. The dotted rhythms of their opening movements 
call to mind the Lullian overture. The sober harmonies of the 
last two in particula r seem to announce that here is no mere 
entertainment, but a serious work whose ultimate purpose is 
the glory of God. In illustration see example 19, and example 
41, from the first movement of the overture to Sant 1 Elena. 
The opera overtures, on the other hand, have, as has been 
p ointed out, brilliant first mo v-:;ments, in duple time, with 
bristling , busy melodies and bass-lines full of bouncing energy. 
In illustr ation s e e examples 16, 17, and LJ-2. 
The distinction between the opera and oratorio sinfonia 
is not so clearly established in the second and t hird move ments. 
In both cases the se cond movements are quiet, contemplative 
p ieces, sicilianos as often as not, and the finales stately 
minuets, usually making use of a triplet rhythm. In illustra-
tion see example 43 • 
. 1 MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
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'1"'D Leo: Sant' Elena al Calvaria first m vement 
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Although Leo definitely sought a distinctive character 
for the first movements of h is sinfonias to his oratorios in 
contrast tot hat of the opera overtures, he does not differ-
entiate between overtures designed for op era seria and opera 
buffa. Yet his younger contemporary Pergolesi consistently 
did this very thing . The overtures to Pergolesi's comic 
op eras are permeated with a certa in gaity, a lightness of 
touch not found in the brilliant but serious overtures to his 
other operas. The introduzione of Lo Frate 'Nnamorato (1732), 
provides a sruaple of the opera buffa type melody introduced 
into the sinfonia from the aria of the comic opera. Example 
44 comprises the last eighteen bars of the last rnovement. 1 
Although Leo lvas esteemed in his mm day as a writer of' 
opera buffa--the success of Amor Vuol Sofferenza was phenome-
nal2--and though E. J. Dent feels he did his best work in this 
field,3 the comic element does not enter into his sinfonias. 
Indeed, the only passage that might seem comp arable to the 
lightnes s of touch so often found in Pergolesi 1 s sinfonias 
occurs n o t in the overture to a comedy but in one preceding 
an opera seriaJ (See example 20, b a rs 10-21). 
1 
2 
3 
G. B. Pergolesi, 11 Lo Frate 'Nnamorato" in Opera Omnia, .£E.• 
cit. This is a reduction for piano made by F. Caffarelli, 
and t h e editorial a dditions are omitted. 
Alfred Loewenberg , Annals of Opera, ££• cit., col. 195. 
E. J. Dent, "Leonardo Leo" in Grove's Dictionary, 2£.• cit., 
p. 135. 
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Pergolesi: L6Frate 'Nnamorato, third movemertf5 J. 
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Example 44 
Pergolesi, Hasse, and Leo ~ Symphonic Composers. 
When Leo be g an to Hrite, the sinfonia was still a rather 
pathetic figure among the instrumental forms. Compared to the 
sonatas and concertos being produced in abundance it Has ex-
tremely -.;-Ieak, its individual movements rambling aimlessly and 
coming to an end just as they seemed to be gathering momentum. 
Moreover, they depended from a stylistic point of view almost 
entirely on the concerto. Alessandro Scarlatti's last works 
pointed the way in which the overture could free itself from 
112 
the bondage of the concerto style, but he died before ful-
filling the promise of these vJ"Orks . Leonardo Vinci, imp ortant 
as he was in the development of bel-canto and the da capo 
aria, wrote rather perfunctory sinfonias and his early death 
in 1730 prevented any advancement he might have been able to 
make. Porpora, Feo, and Sarri regularly wrote their sinfonias 
in the old-fashioned concerto style. Durante wrote no operas 
and therefore no opera overtures, and his one extant oratorio 
over ture is in the same concerto style. The younger genera-
tion--Latilla,, Perez, Terradellas, Jomrnelli , Traetta, and 
Piccinni--were not active until after 1740. 
Among the Neapolitans, then, writing symphonies in the 
1730's, only Pergolesi , Leo , and the Italianized Hasse re-
main. These three men seem to have been responsible for taking 
the hesitant , underdeveloped Neapolitan sinfonia and in one 
decade building it into an extended, structurally balanced, 
musically satisfying form . 
In their hands the first movement took over from the 
instrumental sonata the features of the sonata-form, the 
second section was no longer a mere transition but grew into 
a proper slow movement in binary-form, and the finale, at 
least in Leo's and Hasse 's works , was extended in length to 
balance the other movements. Furthermore, they achieved the 
real orchestral style of the pre -classical period, abandoning 
the concerto type of orchestration with its contrast between 
sounding bodies and the baroque polyphonic orchestration, 
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though both types were being written at this very time by 
Bach, Ha ndel, and Vivaldi. It cannot be claimed for Hasse 
and Leo, hm,ever, that they shared to any great extent in 
Pergolesi 1 s adoption of the buffa-type melody into the or-
chestral sinfonia. The use of these light cheerful tunes as 
subsidiary themes within the symphonic framework was a device 
which found favor with a number of writers of Italian over-
tures after 1740--Latilla among the Neapolitans and Galuppi 
among the Venetians, to name only two--and, according to 
Lang, eventually led to Mozart's sensuous beauty. 1 
1 Lang, .£E.• cit., p. 599. 
Chapter VIII 
TWO SDTPONIAS OP UNCERTAil'I AUTHORSHIP 
Il 1'-ledo . 
In the Brussels Conserva.tory there is, catalogued 
under Leo's name, a manuscript copy or a score to the opera 
Il Hedo . This score has no title page . According to Dr . 
Albert van der Linden, librarian of the conservatory, the 
manuscript was rebound in the nineteenth century without 
the title page, the cover page being blank . l At the end of 
the sinfonia the signature 11Fran : Faelli copista 11 appears, 
but there is no date . Giacomo Leo , 2 Piovano , 3 and Grove's 
Dictionary, 4 have all been unable to uncover any reference 
to this opera whichwould lead to a conclusion concerning 
1-1hen it originated or for lvhat occasion. Florimo makes no 
mention of such a work.5 Riemann6 dates it "ca. 1740 11 and 
1 
2 
3 
~-
5 
6 
Personal letter to the writer, November 12, 1957 . 
G. Leo, ££• cit., P• 70 
Francesco Piovano, "A propos d'une recente biographie de 
Leonardo Leo 11 in Sammelb!inde der Internationalen Iv'Iusik-
gesellschaft, ££· cit . , p . 70 rf . 
Grove's Dictionar~> 
.Q.E• cit ., v, 135. 
Florimo, £e.• cit . 
Riemann, 
.2£· cit ., P• 320 . 
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Eitnerl repeats this date. This is, however, a pure guess. 2 
An examina tion of the score reveals that it differs in 
many respects from other Leo sinfonias. The orchestra itself 
is usual enough. The score ca lls for two horns, two oboes, 
two violins, violas, and "bassi e fagoto". (Although in no 
other of Leo's sinfonias has the bassoon been expressly 
named, to do so may well h ave been the whim of the copyist, 
since bassoons were undoubtedly used to double the bass parts 
of all eighteenth century sinfonias.3) The second movement 
is presumably for strings alone. It is in three parts, marked 
"Uniss:ni," Viole," and 11 Senza Fagoto." Above the bass staff 
in the first bar are written the words "senza cembalo." The 
last movement is, except for a brief passage in the second 
part, essentially t wo-part writing . Violins and oboes in 
unison are given the melody, and two trumpets substituting 
for the horns, double it as far as is possible. Violas, 
'cellos, basses, and bassoons play the bass part in unison. 
The cembalo must have been hard put to it to fill in the gap. 
How it must have sounded--all top and bottoml 
1 
2 
3 
Eitner, ~· cit., p. 137. 
It would be interesting to discover the reason behind 
Riemann's partiality for the year 1740--he seems to h ave 
a ssigned this year to any Leo work the date of which he 
is uncerta in. 
Adam Carse, The Orchestra in the XVII Ith Century, Heffer 
& Sons, Ltd.;-Gambridge, 1940;-p. 124. 
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From the formal point of view the overture is extremely 
unusual for Leo. Although the finale is written in two re-
peated halves it is nonetheless as formless as the first and 
second movements--yet the work "formless" should not be con-
strued in reference to these movements as meaning "confused", 
but only as referring to the fact that they do not fall into 
any recognized form. The first movement consists mainly of 
t wo short contrasting ideas, ~and b, which alternate with 
each other throughout the movement (see example 45). 
Motive a is not presented at once but appears only in 
the third bar. The presentation of ~ in the tonic, b in the 
dominant, and a again in the tonic seems to form a first sec-
tion, though there is no definite cadence. Subsequently there 
is a long modulatory section, ~ and b appearing in alternation 
and in va.rious keys, stress being on the subdominant and the 
rela tive minor, reaching a climax with the appearance of a in 
canonic form. Finally the two motives appear again in the 
tonic and a brief coda concludes the movement. The corres-
pondence of the tonal arrangement with that of sonata-form is 
obvious, yet in no sense could this movement be considered 
even to hint of baroque-binary, much less sonata-form. Except 
that the first theme is not treated to variation, the form is 
quite similar to the first movement of Vinci's Artaserse over-
ture(see page 43). 
The use of counterpoint in the middle section of the first 
movement is noteworthy in that Leo, as had been pointed out 
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Il Medo, f~rst movement 
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Example L~5 
(pages 100 and 101), studiously avoids such a p rocedure in 
h is other sinfonias . 
The second movement is of a typ e hrhi ch is not unusual to 
t he first part of the ei ghteenth century but "\,rhich is uni que 
for Leo . I t is a " fi gured 1 slm·J movement . Li k e t h e f irst 
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prelude of the ~-Tempered Clavier or the slow movement 
to Pergolesi 1 s sinfonia to S. Guglielmo, it gradually unfolds 
a harmonic pattern by means of a repeated figure. 
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Example 46 
With virtually no other means than this one figure, it rises 
steadily to its climax and subsides, ending on the dominant 
chord. 
Because of the two repeated halves, the finale looks at 
first glance like a normal baroque-binary-form. But it is 
hardly even that. True, the first half cadences in the domi-
nant key and the second half reverses the modulation, but 
the two cadences are entirely different from each other. In 
a fast 6/8 meter (it is marked 3/8), it jogs along in no par-
ticular direction until it has satisfied the tonal scheme 
laid out for it. Then it stops. Such a low level of composi-
tional craft, to say nothing of inspiration, is indeed hard to 
come by in any other Leo opera sinfonia. Moreover, all Leo's 
finales are, as we have se en, rather staid minuets. 
There is a final feature of t h is piece which mark s it as 
different from Leo's other sinfonias. Leo, like most of his 
contemporaries, notated his horn parts in C, that is, he wrote 
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the note as it actually sounded (when using the alto clef) 
or an octave below the actual sound (when using the bass clef). 
E. J. Dent, however, points out that LeonardO Vinci had the 
peculiar custom of notating his horn parts a fifth higher 
than the actual sound--as if he were writing for horns in F--
but, without taking the mode into account, using no acciden-
tals.1 In illustration, in the overture to Artaserse, though 
he means the horns to sound in the key of D major, in writing 
them a fifth higher, he puts the parts in A minor rather than 
in A ma jor, as in exa~ple 47. (In this overture, as in many 
others of the period, the horns are called 11 trombe da caccia".) 
It is not known that any other Neapolitan composer of the 
period had the custom of notating his horn parts in this par-
ticular way. It is a matter of some interest, then, to note 
that the horn parts in the sinfonia to Il Medo are written with 
this same peculiarity. The horn parts of the first nine bars 
of t he sinfonia will illustrate the identity of the notational 
method used by Vinci and that used in the Il Medo sinfonia 
(see example 48). 
The great number of unusual features about this sinfonia, 
the failure of the score exp~icity to state that it is a work 
of Leo, plus the lack of any contemporary references to an Il 
Medo of Leo combine to raise serious doubt as to whether this 
opera is really his work. 
1 E. J. Dent, "Notes on Leonardo Vinci" in The :fviusical Anti-
quary, Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, London, July, 
1913, IV, 198. 
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Ex ample ~-7 
Il Medo , first movement (horn par t s ) z~~u~ f~:14r~61~~-~~~· m;rw -J 
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Example 48 
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'rhe notation of the horns immediately c auses the ques -
tion to a rise whether the work might, in fact, be by Le onardo 
Vinci. The formal similarity of the first movement to the 
first movement of Vinci's Artaserse overture has been men-
tioned. The low level of craft displayed in the finale is 
riharacteristic of Vinci's finales. Fin~lly, according to 
both Riemru1nl and He riot,2 an opera Il Medo by Vinci was per-
formed in Parma in 1728, although no other listing of Vinci's 
works ment ions this opera. 
It would be the height of folly to draw conclusions 
·concerning the authorship of an eighteenth century opera from 
evidence offered by the sinfonia alone. It is not 1.vi thin the 
scope of this dissertation to prove who was the true author 
of the score in Brussels. It seems, however, highly doubtful 
that Leo was the author and entirely possible that Il Nedo 
was writ ten by Leonardo Vinci. 
Santa Geneviefa. 
In the Conservatorio San Pietro a Haiella in Naples there 
is a manus cript score entitled nopera di s.ta Geneviefa/ (si 
cre de ) musi ca di Leonardo Le o. 11 Florlmo mentions it as number 
twelve of the scores in this c onservatory library .3 There has 
1 
2 
3 
Riemann , £2• cit., p . 320. 
Angus Heriot, The Castrati in Opera, Sacher and Warburg, 
London , 1956, p -.-89. 
Florimo, op. cit., III, 39. 
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been some uncertainty 1vhether the work was intended as an 
oratorio or an opera seria, 1 and it is listed by Giacomo 
Leo2 and Grove's Dictionary3 as an oratorio. One glance at 
the score, however, dispels all doubt. It is an opera tea-
trale on a sacred subject, for the stage directions call for 
scenery, and there is neither chorus nor narrator. 
The words 11si crede" written on the frontispiece of the 
score are not explained, either as to who believed this to be 
a work of Leo or why it was so believed. If it is a genuine 
Leo work, it shows him to have made very suddenly a tremendous 
jump into the future of the Italian sinfonia. It seems more 
lilcely, however, that the opera is not by Leo. There is no 
external evidence of its performance and internal evidence 
points to a time laterthan Leo's, at least as regards the sin-
fonia. There are a number of features occurring in it which 
do not appear in Leo's other sin.fonias, and these features are 
very characteristic of sinfonias of a later date. 
There are several ways in which the work calls to mind 
the symphonies of Jommelli 1.vritten after 1750. 'I'he orchestral 
crescendo from piano to forte, so common to Jommelli's over-
tures is represented in example 49. 
The second movement is not at all like Leo's expressive 
slow movements, but is written in a real stil galante, as so 
1 
2 
3 
F. Piovano, op. cit., p. 70, ff. 
- --G. Leo, op. cit., P• 74. 
Grove's Dictionary, 2£• cit., V, 135. 
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Geneviefa, first movement. 
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many of Jommelli's are--graceful, fragile, and yet dry and 
crisp. 
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Example 50 
The finale uses a "sky-rocket" theme and the movement is 
developed, not in the disjointed manner of the Mannheimers,l 
1 On the other hand, G. B. Martini in 17 39 used a "slcy--
rocket" theme for the finale to his overture to s. Pietro ( :tJIS in Liceo Musicale, Bologna). 
-":' 
l· .... 
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but ~ii th a continuity that remi nds one of Jomrne l li ' s over-
ture t o L ' Ifi genia (1751 ) .1 
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The f i rst movemen t , howe ver , is in a much more develop ed 
sana ta- al legr o- form than Jommelli was v.ront t o write , 2 a 
defe ct in J ommell i abou t whi ch mor e will be said l ater . 
Another fe ature o.vhich cause s doubt as to Le o' s author-
sh i p oc curs at the b egi nning of the de ve lopment sec tion of 
the first movement . At his po i nt there is a sudden jump , 
1.·Ti thout moduJa tion, f r om the dominant key of the s infoni a , 
i . e ., A major , to the key of F major . The dramati c devi ce of 
jumping from one key t o another i s complete l y fo r eign t o Leo ' s 
1 
2 
r1s in Conservatorio Cherub ini, Florence . 
As l ate as 1770 Jommelli >-ras writing undeve l oped first 
movements . Dr . Burney writes that he -vms disa-pp ointed in 
the ove rture to Demofoonte and that he "expe c ted more to 
be made of the first movemen t . " (Burney , Present State of 
Music in France and Italy, 2nd ed., London, 1773 , p . 327:) 
1 25 
harmonic style. The development is, moreover, a long sec-
tion, unheard of in a Leo sinfonia, as we have seen (page ?0). 
Never do his sinfonias call for two violas, as does this one. 
Furthermore, all of Leo's finales are minuets while this one 
is in a fast 6/8 meter . Finally, the arias do not seem like 
Leo 1s, lacking the polyphony of his accompaniments. 1 
It would be interesting if musical scholarship could dis-
cover the true author and date of this work, for the sinfonia 
stands among the finest Italian opera overtures of the first 
three-quarters of the eighteenth century. 
1 For a discussion of Leo 1 s aria accompaniments, see E. J. 
Dent, "Leonardo Leo" in Samrnelb!inde der Internationalen 
.r1usikgesellschaft, .££• cit., p. 55o, ff. 
Chapter IX 
TliE FIFTH PHASE OF THE ITALIAN SINFONIA (1744-1770) 
The Neapolitan Sinfonia After Leo 
First movements . 
An important influence of Leo, Pergolesi, and Hasse on 
subsequent symphonic composers occurs in their first movement 
form. we have demonstrated how the first movements of the 
Neapolitan sinfonias during the 1730's took over from the 
instrumental sonata the main features of the sonata-form. 
Ne ither Leo nor Pergolesi showed any particular intere st in 
motivic development , and their development sections remained 
non-existent or consisted merely of entirely ne w material or 
of the principal theme stated in the dominant key. Pergolesi 
never reached the p oint \-There he made use of t wo themes of a 
contras ting chai'a cter, his subsidiary theme groups either 
deriving directly from the main theme or partaking of the 
srune general character . Leo, however, especially in the latter 
half of the 1730's, went to great pains to write his second 
themes in a marked stylistic contrast to his first themes, 
and somet i me s, as in the Achil le in Sciro overture, the 
closing group presents still another distinctive character. 
12'7 
During the 1 30 1 s, Hasse's overtures do not show such contrast 
in themes as was his habit to write in his later life, but 
hi s e arly symphonies do show an interest in mo tivic develop-
ment lacking in Pergolesi and Leo. 
The sonata form did not hold the stage alone, however, 
until afte r 1770, other schemes making not infre quent ap -
pearances during the three preceding decades. During t h e 
' 50's and 1 60's the interest in the d e v e lopment section in-
c reased to the point where the recapitulat ion suffered a 
temp orary setback . The main theme having been treated at 
some leng th during the developme nt section, it ~vas felt un-
necessary to return to it in the tonic key. In these cases 
the sec:ond theme in the tonic begins the recapitulation, the 
result being termed by Carse a 11 semi-sonata-form". 1 This 
deviation can be considered as representing a transitionary 
phase through which the first movement sonata-form had to 
pass in its evolution to final ::ruition in the hands of the 
Viennese classicists. Leo, along with Pergolesi and Hasse, 
brought the symphonic first movement form through the f irst 
phase of this development, but only Hasse was to see the 
1 Adam Carse, Ei ghteenth Century Symphonies, Augener Ltd., 
London, 1951, p . 34 -35. 
later stage s. In this light, then, Sondheimer's statement 
that the h istory of the s ymp hony r e ally beg ins 1•Ii th Leo has 
a c e rta i n ~mount of justiflication.l 
The history of the fi r st movement after Leo is inti-
mately bound u p 1-vi th t he enthusiastic accep tanc e , on the 
par t of both comp osers and au d ience , of ti1e orchestral ere-
scendo. The rise of t h is device and the part played in it 
by the Neapolitan c omp osers p os e s a particularly vexing 
quest ion. Dorian writes that the cresce ndo and decresce ndo 
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were an Italian sp e cialty at the beginning of the eight eenth 
century , and t h at the manner of using the crescendo in or-
chestral concerts in Rome was de scribe d in 1711 by Scip ione 
Haffei. 2 But 1.rhether this crescendo technique 1..ras emp l oyed 
in l' aples in t he first part of the century i s not k n ovln. No 
examp les s eem to have been uncovered where s pe cific d irec tions 
have be e n written into the score. Yet certa in symphonic 
mov ements do seem to have been expressly designed for the 
l 
2 
Robert Sondheimer, foreword to Sinfonie G-moll (1732) 
zu Sant ' Elena al Calvaria von Leonardo Leo, Edition 
Bernoulli, Vienna, 1937. 
Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Perforr~nce, 
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., l~ eiv York, 1942, p . 148. 
effect of the orchestral crescendo: Vinci's Artaserse 
(1730), for instance (see example L~7), or the beginning 
of Pergolesi 's ~Guglielmo overture (see example 52) . 
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If, however, the above pieces vJ'ere in fact intended 
to be performed 1-rith a c rescendo , it would seem strange 
that Leo took no notice of the device or at least no in-
terest in imitating it. Nowhere in his sinfonias or con-
certos is there a passage that seems to demand the crescendo 
as do the sinfonias of Vinci and Pergolesi mentione d above . 
It -vms rather Leo 1 s pupil Jommelli who was responsible for 
the exploitation of the orchestral cres c endo, bringing it 
from Rome to Stuttgart from wh e nce it passed to Stamitz 
and Cannabich in Mannhe im. 1 The scores of Jomrnelli•s 
Emene (1747 ) and Artaserse (17L~9) explicitly call for the 
crescendo, and the d evice is found in his sinfonias soon 
after that--indeed, during the l750•s the prominent orches-
tral crescendo i s almost a trade-mark of Jommelli's sym-
phonies. A typical examp le will suffice to illustra te. 
The f irst section of the overture to L' Iper.mestra2 (1751) 
is reproduced as example 53. 
1 Ibid.; and Lang, QE• cit., p. 603. 
2 MS in Boston Public Library. 
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Ex~ple 52 
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The orchestral device of the crescendo rolling mightily 
over a tonic p edal point offered, to be sure, a progressive 
step i n style. At the Sfu~e time, howev er, Jommelli 1 s s ym-
phonies su ffered from the point of view of form. Evidently 
he made so much of the coloristic effect of the cre scendo 
that other aspects ~. seeme d of little i mp ortance to him. 'I'hus 
hi s f irst movements using the cresce ndo a re often struemr-
ally far more primitive than those of Leo and more so t han 
h is ovm symph onies writ ten before 1750. The overture to 
L 1 Ipermestra, for instance, consists merely of example 53 
wlli ch is repeated , plus a short coda leading to the second 
movement. Perhap s this formal laxity grev1 into a habit with 
Jommell~for his later sinfonias, even when not depending 
on the orchestral crescendo for effect, show no more conce rn 
for a satisfying structure. 1'he programmatic overture to 
Fetonte1 (1768 ) has a first mo vement consisting of a cha in 
of unrelated i deas. Simila rly , the first movement of the 
overture to L'Armida Abbandonata2 (1770) does not depend on 
the cresce ndo, yet the 11 form 11 is merely: 
1 
2 
Al23 (I) Bl234 (V) C (V) 
Jom..."'TJ.elli, 11Fetonte 11 , ed. by H. Abert in Denkml!ler deutscher 
Tonkunst, ..£E• cit., XXXII-XXXIII. 
MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence . 
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Jo~elli: L'Ipormestra, firstmovement 
Ob. -. ..t _. __.. - -
-------· • 4··~------ ---
Example 53 
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While there are exceptions to the general rule that 
after 1750 Jommelli's overtures suffered from bad structural 
principles--for instance, the overture to Attilio Regolol 
(1753)--most of his overtures unfortunately s how this defect. 
The use of the crescendo did not necessarily demand a 
formal setback , for other composers employing it did not 
f ail to keep their symphonies on a high structural level. 
Ciampi's overture toIl Chimico2 (1757) makes excellent use 
of the device without sacrificing form as does Traetta 1 s 
programmatic sinfonia to Lo Sofonisba3 (i762). In the latter 
sinfonia it is the coda rather than the usual principal theme 
wh ich employs the crescendo, beginning pianissimo and gradu-
ally rising to a fortissimo ending. In other parts of Italy, 
too, the crescendo was finding favor. Galuppi, in Venice, 
used it in the sonata-form first movement of the overture to 
Il Filosofo di Campagna4 (1754) soon after Jomelli first em-
ployed it in the opera overture (see example 54). 
Second movements. 
From a formal point of view the second movements of the 
Italian overtures after Leo do not show the interesting deve-
1 
2 
3 
4 
MS in Boston Public Library. 
MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
Reproduced in DenkmHler der Tonkunst in Bayern, Breitkopf 
& HHrtel, Leipzig, XIV, i, 154, ff. 
NSS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence, and Boston Pub-
lic Library. 
Ob. I {l , 
I 
L , 
1 . 
..__ _, ---,- ~ ----- -
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Il Filoso.fo di Campagna (1st movement) 
: : : : : 
I ' I 
- --r ·-I 
; _......,.._, 
i~~ i l 
I \ ' ! .Pc .! i"" 
Exampl e 54 
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lopments which were taking place in the first movements. The 
slow section remained in the great majority of cases in binary 
forn1. One continuous melody occupied the first half, cadenc-
ing in the dominant or relative major key, then returned in a 
varied form to the tonic key during the second . half. These 
movements often continued to end on the dominant chord of the 
key. 
From a stylistic point of view, however, a great change 
took place in slow movements soon after Leo's death, a change 
which had begun among the younger composers during his lifetime. 
Virtually all of Leo's slow movements are in a minor ;~y. 
In this respect he differed from Pergolesi who, as often as 
not, wrote his second movements in a major key--the subdomi-
nant. After 1740 the use of the subdominan t gradually gained 
favor in the eyes of symphonists and its occurence is found at 
least as often as the parallel minor--the key which during the 
first part of the century had an almost complete hold on the 
slow moveme.nt. 
Hand in hand with the change in key preference went a 
change in mu s ical style. Leo's slow movements were often 
languid sicilianos. But whether or not they were written in 
this particular rhythm and character they were generally emo-
tion-oriented pieces, expressive, sometimes pathetic. The 
poetic element which he infused into his movements was, to be 
sure, found in the slow movements of Pergolesi's overtures as 
well, though here in a more highly superficial, sentimentalized 
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form. Perhaps this element was one of the last vestiges of 
the romanticism of the dying baroque era. In any case, the 
slow movements of sinfonias written after Leo take on a strik-
ing change. The siciliano is abandoned and movements in 3/4, 
3/8, or duple time emerge. The general rule now is an avoi-
dance of the emotional. The accent is on delicacy, grace, 
even a kind of crisp dryness. 'rhe type of the new slow move-
ment was produced even during Leo's lifetime. The overture to 
Perez's Siroe (1740) has a slow movement which begins in the 
following delicate manner (this pass age is marked "Alla Fran-
cese con la punta dell' arco"): 
Example 55 
Other typical cexamples are the second movmment from the s. Gene-
viefa overture, already discussed (see example 50), and that to 
Piccinni's La Buona Figliuola1 (1760). 
1 MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence. 
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La Bu,ona Figliola (2nd moveme,nt) , 
~' ..... 
Example 56 
Though the preferred place for the orchestral crescendo 
was the opening section of the first movement, its use was 
not confined to that one position. We have see n how Traetta 
used the crescendo in the coda of the first movement, and 
examples are not rare of its use in finales. Only occasion-
ally, however, is it made use of in slow movements. In the 
unusually expressive second movement of Jon~elli's overture 
to Attilio Regolo, the second theme incorporates a particu-
larly ravishing crescendo effect: an ascending passage in-
creases in volume until it reaches its highest note when there 
is a sudden piano for the passage's graceful descent (see ex-
ample 57). 
Third movements. 
'rhe variety of forms which characterized the finales dur-
ing the third stage of the Neapolitan sinfonia continued during 
the decades following Leo's death. The emphasis he had placed 
on the "rounded-binarytt form, however,waned, and more examples 
of the rondo and the embryo-sonata-form became customary, 
though both of these forms, it will be remembered, were also 
e mployed as finales by Leo. 'rhese, of course, were not neces-
1 38 
Examp le 57 
sarily used in the identical manner in which Leo used t hem. 
For example, Leo treats the rondo in the overture to Achille 
in Sciro monothematically, the episodes being little more 
than transpositions of the principal theme into keys other 
than the tonic. Jommelli and Piccinni, on the other hand , 
use contrasting material in the episodes of their rondo-fina-
les but place these, as well as all appearances of the prin-
cip al theme, in the t onic key.l These rondos can in no way be 
considered developments or improvement s over Leo's. On the 
contrary, the monotony of key and the primitive quality of 
the thematic material combine to place them on a level in-
ferior to his. 
1 Jomrnelli, Bajazette (1753) 0 1S in Conservatorio San Pietro 
a Naiella, Naples); and L'Armida Abbandonata (1770) (NS in 
Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence); Piccinni, L'Artaserse (1762) ( MS in Conservatorio Cherubini, Florence). 
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Among the Neapolitans, as among most Italian composers, 
the sonata-form continued to be used for finales only in an 
embryonic state. Ciampi, it is true, has a finale with a 
rather extended modulatory "development" section, but this 
section makes use only of new materia1. 1 It would be extre-
mely difficult to find e xa.mples among Italians of real d eve-
lopment sections such as were being written by, say, Gluck 
or Carl Heinrich Graun during the middle decades of the eigh-
teenth century.2 
'&hile Leo invariably ended his s~nphonies with a rather 
di gnified minuet, the tendency after him was to increase the 
tempo to the point where there was no longer a minuet character 
but one more in the style of a gigue or tarantella. Even in 
movements marked 3/8, the effect was actually of a fast 6/8. 
Alessandro Scarlatti had anticipated this style in his finale 
to La Griselda (1721), previously mentioned (see example 16). 
A device frequently employed along with ' this fast 6/8 
meter was the so-called "rocket" theme, much discussed in con-
nection with the Mannheim symphonists. It has been pointed out 
that this feature was used in the finale to the s. Geneviefa 
overture (see example 51) and that it was frequently employed 
1 
2 
Ciampi, Il Chimico (1757) (NS in Conservatorio Cherubini, 
Florence-.-
See, for exruaple, the finale of the overture to Gluck's 
Le Nozze d' Ercole e d 1 Ebe (1747) in Denk:m!!ler der Tonkunst 
In Bayern, Q£1 cit7, XIV, ii. (The first movement of this 
overture is by Sammartini.) Also the finale to Graun's 
Montezuma overture (1755) in Denkm~ler deutscher Tonkunst, 
££.• cit., XV. 
ll.,_o 
by Jommelli. In his sinfonia to L 1 Ifigenia he uses it in 
both the first and second themes. Example 58 illustra tes 
first the main theme itself, then the second theme as it 
apr:e ars in the exDosi tion and then in the recapitulation, 
the 11rocket" phrase of the second theme being inverted in 
its first appearance. 
Leo a nd the Sinfonia. 
In concluding Part Two, it is well to remember that the 
i n strumental overture was n ot, to most Italian composers dur-
ing the first sixty years of the eighteenth century, a matter 
of gre a t i mportance. Bel- c anto 1rms at its height-- the human 
voice reigned supreme. Compo sers kne-vJ the crowds c ame to an 
opera or oratorio to h ear voc a l music, if not simply to hear 
a p articular singer, and tha t most would not li s ten to the 
orchestral introduction but would cnntinue talking until the 
actual singing be g an. So why should a g r eat deal of thought 
and effort be put into a p iece of b a ckground music? 
1 
Qu antz expresses the situation thus: 
'rhe Italian sinf'onias, having the same purpose as the 
[French] overtures, n a turally re quire, a s re gards magni-
ficence, p recisely the same qu a litie s . But since mo st 
of them are contrived by compo sers such as have exer-
cised their genius mo re in voc a l tha n in instrumental 
music, tve have t hus far only a very fe t·J sinf' onias, per-
fe ct in all resp ects, to use as models. Sometimes it 
seems as though the comp osers of opera, in contriving 
their sinfonias, \vent about it as do those painters who, 
in finishing a nortrait, use the left-over colors to :fill 
in the sk y or the costume.l 
Quant z , op. cit., XVIII, par. L~J, p. 301. Translation from 
Oliver Strun~Source Headings in 1'1usic History, W. W. Nor-
ton and Co., Inc., lifeltJ York, 1 95'0 , p. 588 . 
I Jo!"l.rn9lli: , 1 Ifi r,e~ia, finale . ) 
j /"ftL;_. Tl.e.-t::... tl4tti l>t u-rtiJo""- .... J o~ot: ... .....,.r 
l~cm , ; 
I . • 
' 
Example 58 
We can assume that the sinfonias were hurriedly dashed 
off before the first performance. Nevertheless, there were 
a certain number of fine sinfonias written during this period 
and these ~re a tribute to the integrity of the composers who 
penned them under these uninspiring conditions. Pergolesi's 
S. Guglielmo overture is such a work, as is- the introduction 
to S. Geneviefa, discussed in the preceding chapter. Although 
Leo probably shared his compatriots' attitude toward the 
superiority of vocal music, the bulk of his symphonic writing 
shows that he was not willing to lower his standards of good 
composition simply because the chances were that few would 
give his overtures serious attention. While it is true that 
the high leve l of melodic inspiration which characterizes his 
vocal arias or the austere grandeur of his church music are 
not to be found herein, still his symphonies contain solid 
craftsmanship regarding structure and balance, sincerely ex-
pressive slow movements, and some of the earliest examples of 
genuine orchestral writing designed for brilliance of effect. 
There was in Burney's time in the playing of the musi-
cians in Naples "an energy and fire, not to be met with per-
haps elsewhere in the whole universe: it is so ardent as to 
border on fury. 111 There is a captivating quality in Leo's 
frankly naive harmonies, the busy-ness of the melodies, and 
the bouncing energy of the bass lines. It is easy to imagine 
1 Burney, Present State, QE• cit., p. 365. 
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that thirty years berore Burney the members of the opera or-
chestra in Naples were playing Leo 1 s ~nfonias with so much 
energy and fire as to border on fury--and perhaps even making 
themselves heard over the din of the audience. 
PART III 
LEONARDO LEO AND 'I'HE I'I'ALIAN CONCERTO 
Chapte r X 
TH~ SOLO CONC~RTO BEFORE LEO 
Bac kground of the Concerto . 
Contrast between separate sound ing bodies is found even 
in ancient times as a formal e l ement i n music. In the pheno-
menon of the e cho He h a ve in nature a prototype of this prin-
cip le. The antiphonal psalm sing ing of the ancient Je ws, the 
alternating choru s es of Greek tragedy, the dialogue betHeen 
priest and choir in the li turgic a l wor ship of the Church, as 
Hell as that between the solo c antor and the ch oir in the sing -
ing of p lainchant, exemplify the princip le of contras t. 
During the baroque era, the des ire for contrast wa s very 
strone; , and 1.~-as empha sized in all the arts. Pa i nters delighted 
in the ch i a r oscuro t ecru1ique, architecture was cha racterized 
by r epetition and contrast , t h e Sh akespear ean princip le in 
drruna of hei e;htening tragedy by introducing comic s cenes be-
c ame p reva l ent . It should come as no surprise , then, that it 
was t h e baro que era which p roduc ed the concer to , the form 
~'IThich, more than a ny other, is b a sed upon the c oncept of op-
position betwe e n sounding bodies. 
The term "conce rto 11 , hO\'lever, was not a lways, a s is usually 
assumed, com1e cted with music th!l t is based on the princip l e 
of contras t. A desire t o unde rstand the connota tion of the word 
to t he late renal ss ance a n d baroque mind has c ause d ivri t e rs 
to attempt to d iscover its etymology. The resu lt is a wide 
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divergence of op inion. 
A common ide a is that the word was de rived from t he 
Latin "concertare:t (to contend, dispute, debate) . 1 Apel 
derives the i.v-ord from "concertare" but in the sens e of ''fight-
ing side by side," "competing as brothers-in-arms" rather than 
in a "master-servant re l ationship. 112 Culshaw think s it not 
unreasonable to suppo s e tha t the •-vord der ived fr om the La tin 
11con certa re 11 ('r ...Iith the meaning "to contend, to debate ''), but 
that it more like ly came from the Italian 11 concertare" with 
the sense "to accord together."3 H. c. Colles suggests the 
La tin . "concentus" (sing ing together, harmony, concord ).4 
Franz Giegling , on the other hand, maintains tha t the 
word is a mutation of the Italian 11 conserto 11 (from the Latin 
11 consero 11 ) and that t h is i s its sole deriva tion. 'l'he meaning 
therefore is limited to "join or bind toge ther."5 
David Boyden takes exception to Gie g ling 1 s limiting inter-
pretation and, with a bewildering array of evidence, shows that 
l 
2 
3 
}.j. 
5 
The deriva tion is g iven thus in 'Vvebs ter 's Ne \·l International 
Dictionar[, 2nd ed ., una bridged, G. C. l'-'Ierriam, Springfield, 
Mass, 193 • 
Harvard Dictionary, ££· cit., p . 171. 
John Culshaw, The Concerto, Chanticleer Press, Inc., N. Y., 
p. 10. 
H. C . Colles, "concerto" in Grove's Dictionary , 5th ed., 
2£· cit., II, 392. 
Franz Gieg ling , 11 Concertoll in Die Nusik in Geschichte und 
Ge genwart, ££· cit., II, col. 1399, ff. 
the 1;-10rd had in f'act a dual meaning i n Latin and Italian. 1 
In the s ense of' 11 conserto 11 (Latin "cons ero") it meant a 
!! joining together." In the sense of' aconcerto" (L a tin "con-
certare ") it denoted a "contention, rivalry, contrast." The 
1.vor d itse lf', as regards musical usage, is, he claims, derived 
f'rom rtconcertare 11 but the term 
concerto as use d in music h ad at f'irst (c. 1 519) 
t h e Ita lian meaning 'join or bind together' but 
l ate in the 16th century it acquired the a dd itional 
Latin sense of' 1 strive or contend 1,.Ji th' and t hese 
two d if'f'erent connotations exis ted side by s i de 
in music f'rom the end of' the sixteenth to the mid-
dl e of' the ei8htee nth c entury.2 
Onl y when t h e t e r m is understood a s h a vins this doub le 
meaning c a n it b e exp l a ined ho>...r works of' various styles and 
textures c ould , f'rom the sixte e nth to the ei ghteenth centuries, 
a ll be g rouped under this same heading . 
The term 11 concePt a to" during the sixteenth a n d seven-
teenth centuries applied not only to instrumenta l mus ic, 
but to vocal as Hel l, as in Giovanni Gabriel i 1 s Concerti 
Ecclesias ti ci (15 87). ( Even as l ate a s Bach's time canta t a s 
\vere some time s c a lled 11 concerti . 11 ) Gabrieli applied the 
p rin cip l e to i nstrumental music i n h is d ouble ensembles de-
signed f'or opp osite gal l eries of' S t. Mark ' s Cathedr a l in 
Venice , and the s ame treatment c an be found in his c e.nzone 
1 
2 
Davi d Boyden, " vJhen Is a Concerto No t a Concerto? 11 in 
Iius ica l Quarte rly, vol. 43, G. Schirmer, 11J . Y., April, 
1957, p . 220, f'f. 
I bid ., p . 221. 
d a sona r for four ins tl"'um.ents. 
During the first h a lf of the seventeenth century, 
a n umber of comp osers, such as Castello, Berna r di, Fontana, 
l~1erula, and l"lassimiliano Neri, composed ins trumental pie ces 
c a lled canzone, sona te, or sinfonie, 1.;rhich cons is ted of 
short contrasting s ections containing ce rtain soloistic 
p a s s a ges, usua lly for violin. But 1d t h the incre a sed. in-
t e re s t in pure instrumenta l music during the last half of 
t he seven teent h c entury, especially in northern Italy, 
these s ectional piece s began to b e develop ed into a struc-
ture cf three or four moveme nts and were c B.lled concerti. 
Arnol d Schering distinguishes three types of concertos 
which were in existence around the be g inning of the eighteenth 
century. 1 These are the 11 1\:onzertsinfonie" ( Bukofzer pre-
f e rs the term 11 orchestral concerto 112 ), the "Concerto Grosso", 
a n d the 11 Solok onzert." 
It may not i mnediately be clear why the first, the 
11 Konzertsinfonie , n would b e clas s ed a s a concerto at all, 
f or it is not based on contras t between separate sounding 
bodies. Accord ing to Apel, the conce rto princip le is i n volved 
here in tha t t h e se comp ositions ma k e use of contrasting 
princip les of techni que -- sections in tutti character against 
sections of a brilli ant nature) Bu k ofzer maintains they were 
1 
2 
3 
Arnold Scher:i..n g , Geschichte des Instrumentalk onz erts, 
Breitkopf & Hartel , Leipzig , 1927. 
Nanfred Bu k ofzer, .££• cit. , p. 226. 
Willi Apel, Harvard Dictiona ry, on . cit., p. 174. 
l 
clas sed thus because they are written in concerto style, 
that is mainly homophonic with melodic emphasis on the 
violin and bass parts, rather than in the highly contra-
puntal style of the sinfonia. 1 Thus Torelli in his Op. 5 
( Sinf onie ~ tre ~ Concerti ~ quattro) clearly dis ting~ishes 
bet1.v-een the ttv-o sty les in n ame as Hell as in manne r of 
writing . But if Boyden's contention regard ing the dual 
meaning of 11 c oncerto" is accurate, there is no need for 
further justification of the application of the term to 
the s e 1.v-orks. 
The earliest knmm music making use of the concerto 
grosso principle, that is, a small group of solo instru-
ments (concertina) alternating with the full orchestra 
(concerto grosso), is, according to Schering, to be found 
in tv.ro ,,.,arks of Ale s sandra Stradella (? - 1682), the 11 Sin-
fonie a pi~ Istrumenti, " 2 contrast t-v10 solo violins Hith 
a body of strine ed instruments.3 Although Carelli's 
Concerti Grossi, Op. 6, 1.v-ere not published u ntil 1712 
or 1714, external as we ll as intePna l evi dence point to 
a much e arlier date o f composition f'or at least some of 
them--probably before 16 82.4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Bu k ofzer, QE• cit., p. 226. 
MSS in Biblioteca Estense , Modena. 
A. Sche r ing , QE· cit., p. L!_l. 
Bu kofzer, ££• cit., p. 223. 
--~- ----
The concerto gr o t; so continued to be the most i mp ortant t yp e 
o:f baro que concerto. It 1.voul d even seem t h at the solo co nc e rto , 
Hh ich Sch ering puts i n a se parate class, Has , in t h e mind s of 
c omp o ser s , simp ly one typ e of c onc e rto e;rosso rather than a dif-
fer e n t :form, one in wh ich the c oncertina is made u p of one 
p l ayer , rather than two or more . It ts t rue t hat by 1 75 2 Quantz 
distingu i shed between them, 1 but toward the be g inning of the 
century comp oser s of ten included solo co n certos a long s i de of 
concerti grossi within the same opus. 'ror elli's Op . 8, for in-
stan c e , c onsists o f six con c e rtos for t~v-o violins and six for a 
solo vi olin . This fact, in addition to there beine; no disce rn-
a b l e structural difference between a concerto written for one 
s olo instrument and one vli'i tten for t lvO or more, p oint s t o such 
a c onclu s ion. 1h e two t y p es seem to hav e e x iste d side by side 
a n d i t is onl y afte r t h e baroque era h a d beg~n to die out t h at 
the s olo c o n certo definitely becrune a form in its o~m right , and 
eve n conquered over the conc e rto grosso. 
Beginning s of the Solo Concerto 
It was at the time of Leo 's birth and early ch ildhood in 
s outh ern It a l y t h at c ertain north ern Ita li an c omp osers ~o~rere 
occupying themselves with the first b egiru~ing s of the solo con-
c e rto . 
I n Bologna t h e c omp osers c onnecte d ·Hi th the music of S. 
Petronio--Torelli (l6 5 d-l7 09 ), G. A. Perti (16 61-1756) , and 
l 
~uantz , £E• cit., XVII I , Pa r. 30, p . 294 .• 
l 
1$0 
J h . . ( '.' .... ) d d " . ' 1 ' . " . t d a cc.l.nl. r - -, --p r o U C ·3 , Il.rs-c , T;JOr.:[ S vJDl Cl1 l. n c o r u ora e 
elements of t h e solo c onc e rto an d t h en , excep t for 'erti , entire 
c o nce rt o s. Farthe r n orth , in Veni c e a nd i t s env iron s , the s olo 
c on c (~r t o 1->i"as be inG emphasized t o a n eve n e;re a t e r e .:;;: t ont by 
.Al b inoni (1671 -175 0 ), Bonv orti (1 6 72-1 7L~9 ), Andr ea Zani ( ? - '?) , 
Ales san dro Harc e llo, (1684-1750) , B ,nedetto ·arc e llo(l686-1739), 
a n d above a ll by Vivaldi ( 167.5-1 7L~l). 
Th ePe is no c e rtainty as to Hho wrote the first solo c on-
c erto . Bu k ofzer sta tes that the fi rst published v iolin c oncertos 
a re t h ose by Alb inoni, ~rinted in 1700 . 1 Presumably he is refer-
ring t o Op . 2 , whi ch Ap el thi~~ s may have been c om)osed in tha t 
2 yaar . Giazotto , hm·.rever , p l a c es t h e da te of c omp os i t ion in 
169L!- • 3 On the other hand , Torelli's Op . 8, ~ osthumously mblished 
in 1709 , may \·Jell h a v e b een c om1) osed b efore t h ose of Al binoni 
as t h e l a tter 1rJas Torelli 1 s junior by thirteen ye a rs. Howe v e r 
t h is may b e , neither Al binoni nor Tore l li r eally 11 inv ~:mted 1 1 the 
solo conc3rto on the oc c a si ons of c omp osing their Opp . 2 and 8 
resp ect:tve ly, fo r these are p ass age s in older c oncerti g ros si 
wh i ch rnake use of t he same p rinciple of solo vs. tutti. The 
sectional canzone of the first h a lf of the s e venteenth century 
h a ve been , en t i on e d. Furth e r more , Corelli 1 s c onc 8rti g rossi 
1 
2 
3 
Nanfre d Bu k ofzer , .9£• cit., p . 227. 
, illi Ap e l, Harvard Dic ti onar y , .QQ• ci t ., p . 174 . 
Re rno Giazot to, Tomaso Al b inoni , Fra telli .3 occ a , Hilano , 1 91~.5 , 
P • 113. 
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contain r any such p assage s . Bars 45 to 67 of the last move -
ment of the first concerto g ive strong soloistic treatment to 
the first violin, 1 as do several passages in the first Allegro 
of the fifth concerto, 2 and the fourth movement of the tenth.J 
The second movement of the eleventh c onc erto4 g ives such solo-
istic tre atment to the solo 'cello, and thus foreshado1. .rs the 
first 'cello c once rtos, written by J a cchini and publish ed in 
1701. But the most consistently soloistic movement of Corelli 
i s t he first allegro of the t \·Jelfth concerto5 whi c h is virtually 
a s olo concerto movement for violin, t h e second vi olin and 
'ce llo of the concertino r emaining a l most co nstantl y in t he back -
ground . Similar examples are to be found in Torelli 's Op . 6 . 
,,~'hen , then, the first concertos wh i c h -v.rere ;;..rri tten throughout 
for one solo instrumen t and string orchestra ~dth continuo ap-
pe a red , t h e ~·my h a d been wel l prepared for them. ·rhey retained 
t h e form and genera l style of the concerto g rosse, and if not 
p laced by their c omposers in the same c ate gory with the conce rti 
grossi, were at leas t close l y associated togethe r. 
Bonn orti 1 s Op . 11 (1714) offered a substantial contribu-
tion to the s olo violin conc erto, t h ough his 11 violino di rin-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Arcangelo Carelli, Les Oeuvres , ed. by Joachim and Chrysander, 
Au g ener, Lon don , l i:39 0, v. 1, pp . 2 ~.-27. 
I b i d ., pp . ~1}.2 - ~.L~7 . 
Ibid., p p . 195-199, v . 2. 
Ibid., pp . 206 -210. 
Ibid., p p . 220-229. 
--~-- --- ------
forzo" does not act constantly in a solo c apacity. Not all 
northern Italian c omp osers oft his p eriod, hO vJever, Here in-
tere s t e d in contributing to its gro1..rth. Geminiani, for instance, 
a pup il of COI'elli, carried on only Hi th the concerto grosse 
p roper. 
At this time the p rimacy of concerto writing of all th~ee 
t ypes fell to one man , Antonio Vivaldi. He outdistanced h is 
prede c e ss ors and contemp oraries in sheer output--221 violin 
concertos, 38 for bassoon, 16 for flute, one fer piccolo, 20 
for 1 c e llo, ll for oboe, six for viola d 1 amore, a.."ld one for 
mandolin are still in existence, in addition to 133 orchestral 
c oncertos and c oncerti r; r ossi • 1 Vivaldi very like ly cor:rpo sed 
e ven more concertos tfh i ch h a ve been lost. Not the least of his 
many i mmense contributions and influences was the formal esta-
blish~ent of the solo concerto as a type. He developed the slow 
middle section into a real movement on a par with the outer move-
ment scheme of fast-slm-1-fast rather than their alternative five 
movement plan, and established the former as standard for the 
conc e rto, which p revailed all through the nineteenth century and 
has l a sted even to the p re s ent time. Being a violin virtuoso 
himself, he ~-las able to exp loit the soloistic and virtuoso p os-
sibilities of the violin to a point it had never reach ed before 
and he did a similar service for many other instrument s for 1rrhich 
he 1,Jrote. His homophonic style, characte rized by vi e;orous melodies, 
1 Marc Pincherle, Antonio Vivaldi et l a musique instrumentale, 
Libraire Floury, Paris, 1948 , Thematic Index, pp. 26-64. 
l 
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functional harmony, and a driving energy based on persistent 
motor p01ver became the model for most of the c oncerto writing 
in Ita ly and extended into Gerr~ny a s well. 
The Quick l"Iovements. 
The quick movements of the solo conce rtos of Torelli, Al-
b inoni, and Vivaldi, are built on the "concerto grosso principle", 
wherein the tutti is contras ted with the solo sections. The 
tutti idea returns at intervals throughout t he movement in dif-
ferent k eys, beginning and ending in the t onic. 'l1he ~vord "tutti" 
here means just that. In the baroque concerto all play du ring 
the tutti p a ssag es, soloists as well as orchestra. 
In Torelli's concertos the tutti p ass ages are genera lly 
somewhat p olyphonic in character, for instance the follo-vJing 
examp le from the Violin concerto in E minor, Op. 8 No. 9: 1 
1 
Torelli : Conce'rt'o --tn. ··E ·minor ~ · 
.. • • + _· t£ tt=!==l:rt;..l.2~ 
--
Example 59 
No. 9 in 11 Concerti Grossi/ con una pas torale p er il Santissi:mo 
Natale/ di Giuseppe Torelli Verone se/. • • Opera Otta v a/. • • 
i n Bologna H. DCC .IX" (in Liceo Musica le, Bologna). 
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Example 59 continued 
Albinoni and Vivaldi, however , tended for the most part 
to a void polyphony in their concerto movements. rr•o be sure, 
one can find many examp les of voices in i mitation, but the se 
are not of a g enuinely p olyphonic nature but are more like the 
pseudop olyphony of Scarlatti's opera overtures previou sly dis-
cuss ed (see p . 26) . 'l'hey prefer red instead a rhyth.."'nic ener-
geti c homophony b a sed on pregnant , easily remembered motives. 
'l'h e following e x ample from Vivaldi 1 s concerto for bassoon in 
A"minor is t ypical. 1 
1 
. -~ -
Antonio Vivaldi, Concerto per Fagotto ed Archi, ed. by A. 
Ephrik ian, Tomo 72° in the Ricordi edition ( Nilan) of the 
comp lete instrumental works of Vivaldi now being published 
u nder the general direction of G. F. Ma lip i ero . For the 
sake of convenience the concertos of Vivaldi not published 
during his lifetime will hereafter b e referred t o by their 
tomo numbe r in this edition. 
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Example 60 
'rhis t yp e of per si s tent driving r hyth..m became t h e earmark 
of the f as t mov emen ts of Vivaldi 1s ro ncertos. A lyric, c ant ab ile 
typ e of melody is genera lly t o be found only in c erta i n of his 
slow movements. 
The solo sections , alternating with the tutti, serve a s 
c ontra st a nd provide t h e opportunity for t h e solist 1 s technical 
di s p l ay . The s e sections , as usually tre a ted by Torelli and Al -
binoni and fre quently by Viva ldi, ""ere no more than fi gure s 
sui-ted to the instrument, generally chords in one form or a nother 
of arp e g gio . Another typ e of tre atment occasionally f ound in 
t h e olde r composers and usua lly in Vivaldi i s to entrust t h e 
solo instrument 'iJith a vari a tion of the tutti theme . A third 
method of t reat i n g the solo, used by Torelli but only occasion-
ally by Vivaldi, is to g ive the p rincip al instrlli~ent a new theme 
of its own . 
1 _56 
The Slow Movement 
It was Vivaldi "tvho developed the slow movement of the con-
c e rto into an extended form on a par ivi th the outer movements. 
Torelli, i n his D Minor Concerto Op . 8 No. 7, has two brief 
slm'i sections surrounding a fast mi ddle part . These se ctions 
are motivic and sequential, consisting of a melody in the solo 
violin accompanied only by the basso continuo. In the C E i n or 
Concerto , Op . 8 No. 8, the slow movement mak es use of the tutti -
solo p rincip le, a s in the outer movements. But here i t is used 
in a rudimenta r y way. The solo sections are free and of a 
r hap sodic, recita tive style, and a re again a ccompanied only by 
the basso continuo. 'I'he Hhole is ver•y short and obviously 
inserted between the outer movements simply as an interlude. 
Similarly Albinoni 1 s slow movements are frief interludes, though 
some time s of gre a t beauty. Por instance, the op ening of the 
slmv movement of the Oboe Concerto in B flat major ( Op. 8 No. 3) 
1 is of a transparent sensitiveness rarely surpassed. 
-- -
Concerto in · flat 
Example 61 
1 Remo Giazotto , 2£· cit., p . 1 81. 
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Example 61 continued 
Occasionally one fi n.d s in Vivaldi this type of brief inter-
lude in the p lace of the sl01.v movement. For instance, the 
second movement of Il Riposo consists of nothing more than nine 
bars of simple chords. But usually Vivaldi liked to indulg e 
in more extended movements of a quiet , contemplative a t mosphere . 
There are a great v ariety of forras and styles among t hem, but a 
few seem t o p revail • 
. One t)~ical type is the siciliano, in binary form, with 
its distinctive dotted rhythm in 6/8 or 12/8 meter, and its 
restful 11 lullaby 11 quality. 
Example 62 
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Another is the aria type , in which the solo inst1~ment 
p lays a song-like melody and the orchestra, or part of it, ac-
comp anies. Sometimes these melodies are very simple, and it 
seems certain that Vivaldi did not intend them to be played as 
r,..;ri tten, but meant them merely to be a kind of frame around 
which the performer could improvise in the manner of the time. 
Example 63 
A fre quently used vari a tion of the aria typ e slow movement 
is to precede the solo with a pu.rely orchestral prelude and 
follow it with the same in the manner of a p ost;lude. Often the 
postlude is abridged, but many times it is the exact reproduction 
of the prelude . 
One very distinctive device often used by Vivaldi is to 
build the slOiv movement over an ostinato figure played by the 
orchestra in unison. Generally the orchestra plays the fi gure 
through once, then the solo instrument be g ins a melody above it 
and continues to the end , the orche s tra often repeating the 
figure at the end as a cadence. 
1.59 
Ernulating the concerto s tyle of Vivaldi were a number 
of Italian comp o se rs, mostly Venetian--Alessandro and Bene detto 
Ivlarcello, Ga sparini, I•1anfr edini, :Hontanari, Taglietti, Zani, 
and Valentini, a ll of ~...rhom Here excellent musicians and tnTorthy 
c ompo se rs but ·Hho d id not succeed in carry ing the baroque con-
certo beyond t he point reached by Vivaldi. 
Beginn ing s of Pre-Classic a l Conc e rto. 
The final consummation of the Italia n baroque solo c on-
certo Has not t he product of Itali an composers at all, but 
c ame r ather in t he organ concertos of Handel and the violin 
concertos i n A minor and E ma jor of J. s . Bach . I n It a ly t he 
t endency of the younge r generation Has a way from the s -v;eeping 
drive and fiery energy of the baroque and toward a more vocally 
conceived melodic style tnThich le d finally to the concer tos 
of the Viennese class icists. Tendencies tovmr d more me lodious 
themes, greater rhythmic v a riety, and l e s s dependence on the 
cons ta~"ltly a l ternating t utti- solo sections of t he c once rto 
grosso f or-m. s c an be found in the conce rtos of Francesc o Haria 
Veracini (ca . 168.5-17.50?), Carlo Tess a rini (b . 1690), Pietro 
Loc atelli (1693-1764), and Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770). The 
ne H emphasis on singable attractive me lody c an be most strik -
i ngly seen, however, in those c oncertos produced .by t he com-
posers of the Neapolitan sch ool. 
Concerto-"tvri ting in Naples. 
Leo's Ne apolitan predecessors in the fiel d of concerto 
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writing ~-1ere fel-J and far betvJeen . During the first thirty 
years of the eighteenth century the production of concertos 
by members of the Ne apolitan school -vm s a l most limited to 
those t -vrel ve re trospec ti ve 11 sinfonie di concerto gro s so 11 of 
Alessandro Scarlatti and t he six concertos transcribed from 
string quartets (see p . 9). I n these works Scarlatti does 
not rise above the level of the craftsman. In contrast to 
his progress ive operas ru~d cantatas , they a re comp ose d in 
a manner old-fashioned even at the time, and hardly ever is 
the material orig inal or p a rticularly interesting. 
Apel and Davison sta te that "Sc arlatti is the sec on d 
great fi gure in the development of the baroque concerto, 
be t He en 1r orelli and Vivald i. The c oncerto g iven here in 
Hi s torica l Anthology of Music, No. 260 clearly foreshadows 
the much admi red dyna:m.i sm and rhythmic vitality of Vivaldi. nl 
It is difficult to see the justification for such a statement 
since none of these instrumental works of Scarlatti was writ-
ten before 1715. 2 By this time Vivaldi's concerto style had 
already fully matured and he h ad published his first four 
opera. 3 Included in Vivaldi 1 s II'!Orks published before Scar-
latti 1 s concertos were written are mo s t of those made famous 
1 
2 
3 
Apel and Davison, Historic a l Antho logy, .£!?.• cit., II, 238 . 
See p . 9 above, a.nd Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti, .9..£.• cit., 
pp. 173 and 232. 
The dates of Vivaldi 1 s published 'v-orks a re based on Otto 
Erich Deutsch, Music Publ i shers' N-umbe rs, Aslib, London, 
1946, pp . 18-19. 
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in the transcriptions of J. s . Bach: the fourth, fifth, 
seventh, and ninth clavier concertos, the concerto for four 
claviers, and the A minor organ concerto. The conclusion 
one is compelled to reach is that Alessandro Scarlatti \vas, 
after all, not a significant figure in the history of the 
concerto. 
In the years immediately following the comp os ition 
of Scarlatti's concertos, none seem to have been forth-
coming by members of the Neapolitan school othe r than the 
one for tHO violins, flute, viola, and ba ss by Domenico Sar-
ro, 1>1ritten in 1725 or earlier. 1 
'fhe 11 dolce stil novo." 
In Durante, Pergolesi, and Leo, the Neapolitan school 
was first able to produce concerto work s \vhich could compete 
in quality, if not in quantity, with the products of tre 
northern Italians. The mos t striking char a cteristic of these 
concertos is the change in the melodic s tyle which they mani-
fest, a style which had first appeared in the opera tic arias, 
then in instrumental music, including the slow movements of 
1 I'he date 1725 is given in connection lvith t h i s a...'1.d other 
concertos in the s ame group in the catalogue of the li-
brary of t he Conservatorio S. Pietro a Maiella in Nap les. 
(Pubblicazioni dell' Associazione de i Musicologi Italiani, 
Zerbini e Fresching , Parma, p. 548). 
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the sinfonias (see p . L.1.8 above). Bu t unlike its use in 
the sinfonias, in concertos and sonatas the "dolce stil 
novo" Has a pp lied to the fast move ments a s He ll as t he slow. 
~vnile the style Has in use all over Italy, it Has in Nap l e s 
that it reached its full flo1v-er. 
There is much uncertainty concerning the first use 
i n Italian instrumental music of this sweet, singable, mel-
odic styl e in f as t movements. R.iemann ca.lls it the 11kan-
table Allegro 11 1 and which he believes originated in the trio 
s onata.s attributed to Pergolesi (see p . 11), from which the 
following first mov emen t themes are taken. 2 (See example 64.) 
l 
2 
Example 64 
Hu go Riemann, "Pergolesi" in Husik Lexikon, Elfte Auglag e 
bearb. von A. Einstein, Max Hessen Verlag, Berlin, 1929, 
p . 1367-1368. 
Giov . Batt . Pergolesi, Sonate a Tre, ed. by F. Caffarelli, 
Gli Ami ci della l1usica da C~era, Rome, 1940. 
Torrefranca, hmv-ever, points out that this style is 
characteristic also of much instrumental music preceding 
Pergolesi 1 s first works, works by Platti1 (before 1725), 
della Ciaja (1727), Durante, and others.2 
The violin concerto in B flat ma jor is the only 
instrumental work of Pergolesi whose authenticity during 
recent years has not been called into question and the 
only Neapolitan solo concerto after Scarlatti vJhich ~-ms 
certainly written before the 'cello concertos of Leo. 
~Vhile its first movement partakes of the masculine 
energy of the vivaldian concerto, it lacks the persistent 
motoric drive characteristic of the baroque concerto of 
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the northern Italians. Here· there is rhythmic variety coupled 
with definite melodic lyricism. The first and third solo sec-
tions be g in not with soloistic fi guration or v ariation of the 
tutti theme, but, in a manner entirely different from Viva ldi's 
procedure, the violin is g iven new themes in a contrasting 
lyric style. Brilliant passag es are reserved for the last part 
of these solo sections and make up the entire second solo. 
1 
2 
Fausto Torrefranca, 11 Prime Ricognizioni dello stile violon-
cellistico Plattiano 11 in Internationa le Gesellschaft filr 
Musik Kongres s - Bericht, Basel ~' BRrenreiter Verlag;-
Kassel und Basel, 1949, p. 204. 
Fausto Torrefranca, Le Orig ine italiane del romanticismo 
musicale, Fratelli Bocca, ·rurin, 1930, p:-b2 • 
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The melodic style of the first movement .is therefore hybrid--
at times it s e ems to be derived from the vivaldian concerto, 
yet there are many features 1-Jhich link Pergolesi r s concerto 
with the melodic style of the trio sonatas attributed to him. 
~xample 65 comprises the op ening tutti section (wh ich returns 
intact at the end) and the beginning of the first solo section. 
It has been pointed out ·that the authenticity of the two 
flute concertos in G and D published in the Opera Omnia of 
Pergolesi h a s been questioned. No external evi dence has been 
brought forHard to substantiate this p osition and there is no 
internal evidence against his having been the author. On the 
other hand, the pieces could easily have been wTitten by some-
one else and we have no evidence, other than the attribution 
to him of the manuscripts themselves,l for believing them 
authentic . Perhaps it would be the better part of prudence, 
then, not to place too much emphasis on these concertos in the 
search for Leo's models. Suffice it to say that the "singing 
allegro 11 style is maintained throughout the greater part of all 
the movements, fast or slow. The G major concerto, like Pergo-
lesi1s violin concerto, follows the three-movement form of 
Vivaldi, Hhile the D major is in the older four-movement p lan 
of the sonata da cb.iesa. 
Durante's remarkable concertos for strings in four parts 
provide further exm.1ples of the singing melodic style. Unfor-
1 In the University Library, Uppsala. 
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Violin Concerto in B flat major • ·tirqt movement . 
Example 65 
166 
~xample 65 continued 
167 
Example 65 continued 
tunately, the date of' comp osition of' these eight work s is not 
l 
k nown. while the style is not applied to the f' a st movements 
to any great e x tent, it is fre quen tly f'ound in the slow. 'l'he 
third moveiTient of' t h e f'irst concerto in F minor is a sonata 
f'orm. The exp osition of' this movement f'ollo 1.vs. 
1 
HS p arts in Conservatorio San Pietro a I'1aiello, Naples, and 
Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan. These concertos are published 
in a modern edition so highly edited and elabor ated as alrrtost 
to constitute a new work : Otto Concerti ner Orchestra d'archi, 
a cura da Adriano Lualdi, Carisch S. A., I"'ilan, 1948. 
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Ex ample 66 
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The date of Durante's only solo concerto--that in B flat 
major for cembalo with two violins and continuo1 --is not 
kno~m, nor even whether it preceded or followed the string 
concertos. The melodic style differs from them in that here 
the c antabile is applied to a fast tempo as well as to the 
s low. The opening allegro movement, for example, be g ins with 
the following p a ss age in the s trings. Example 67 
One of Johann Adolph Hasse's twelve concertos for flute 
and string s has been published in a modern edition edited by 
Arnol d Schering. 2 The date of composition is not k no1.m. They 
were first published by J. Walsh in London in 1760. ~Wile Hasse 
is generally considered to be a member of the Neap olitan school, 
this concerto shows lit t le resemblanc e to the instrumental work s 
of Perg ole si, Durante, and Leo. As Schering points out,3 the 
1 
2 
3 
MS i n Conse r vator io San Pietr o a Maiella , Nap les. 
Denkmliler deutseher Tonkunst, ~· cit., Bd. 29-30, 'p. 33 ff. 
Ibid., p. xii. 
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f a st movements ai'e decidedly vi valdian in character, and t h e 
Larg o seems to be decidely German. 
'l'he rhythrrlic characteristics of the p ost-vivaldian con-
c e rtos c h ang ed vd th the change in melo dic s tyle. The r hythmic 
p ropulsion of Vivaldi's f a st movements t~s abandoned in favor 
of greater v a riety. 1,>/i th the disappearance of the i mpelling 
forward thrust of the baroque rhythmic style, the concerto all 
over Italy lost much of its depth and pO\ver. 'fhe rococo ideal, 
h owever, was not depth and power but beauty, clarity and grace. 
I ndeed, Galuppi's definition of good music as 11 vaghezza, chia-
rezza, e buona modulazione 111 does no more than put into 1...rord s 
1-Jha t is musically defined on every p ag e of t h ese concertos. It 
con es as no shock , then, to find that Leo's concertos, thoug h 
1vritten with in Vivaldi's lifetime, bear no resemblance to his. 
Once mature, Vivaldi continued to Hrite in the manne r Hhich h e 
develop ed in his youth and felt, apparently, little sympathy 
v.ri th the beginnings of the classical style which were t aking 
shape all around him, Leo, almost t wenty years his junior, 
f ound hims elf in the midst of this ch ang e and did not he s itate 
to join forces with it. 
~ •Cello ~ ~ Solo Instrument before Leo. 
The beginning of solo •cello writing is closely connected 
with the Basilica of s. Petronio in Bologna. Here Dome nico 
Gabrielli (1655-1690) was •cellist in the orche s tra from 1680 
l Charles Burney , PreseQtState, ££• cit., p. 185. 
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to 1687. His ricercari for unaccomp anied 'cello, famous as 
being the first known work s for solo 1 cello, ivere ho~v-ever, 
probably not written in Bologna but in Modena where Gabrieli 
wa s in the service of the Duke for a short time after le aving 
t h e orchestra of s. Petronio. At least the manuscrip t is 
da te d 1689 and is located in the Biblioteca Estense, Modena. 1 
Also in the Biblioteca Estense a re other works for 'cello by 
Domenico Gabrielli which , presumably, date from the s ame time: 
c a nons for t wo violoncelli, some 11Rice rcari 11 for violoncello 
and basso c ontinuo, and two sonatas for the same combination. 
With some of the younger musici ans, members of the orche s-
t r a at S . Petronio after Gabrielli, the 'cello assume d a cer-
tain imp ortance. Perti made sporadic use of it. For instance, 
t h e t h ird movement of his "Sinfonia per archi, violonce llo 
2 
obbligato e organa in fa maggiore" is a primitive concerto 
movement for 'cello solo, while the other movements a re stra i ght-
forward pieces for string orchestra in four parts (see exa~ple 
68 ). 
Perti 1 s fellow-musician Jacchini, however, t-vh o was , lik e 
Gabrielli be f ore him, a 'cellist in the orchestra of S. Petronio, 
published in 1701 his ten "Concerti p er Camera a 3 e 4 S tru-
menti con Violoncello Obligato. • • Opera Quarta 11 , Hell- known as 
the fir s t s olo concerto for 'cello. Soon the interest in 'cello 
began t o grow outside of Bologna, tha t is in and arou nd Venice. 
1 
2 
See Example No. 228 in Arnold Schering , Geschichte der Nusi1{: 
in Beisp ielen, Br e itkopf und H~rtel, Leip zig , 1931, p. 3 02. 
l'' S p a rt s in Archivio Husicale di Basilica 3. Petronius, Bologna. 
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Ex ample 68 continu ed 
In Trevi s o , Domenico dall a Bella ( ? - ?) pu b lish e d some time 
around the turn of t h e c entury t welve Senate da Chie sa ~ 3 
with 'ce llo 0.-bbl igato a n d a s onata for 'c e llo 8,Ild c on t i nuo. l 
I n 1708 Bene det t o Marcello's conce rti ~ cin que with obb l i g a t o 
1 cel l o appear ed an d., soon af t e r, h is six sonatas for 'cell o and 
;:; 
c ontinuo .- Marc e llo s eems t o have had a s p ecial pre dile c tion 
l 
2 
Domenico dalla Bell a , Sena te ftir Violon c e ll o u nd Unbe ziffe r-
t e n Bass, e d . by Wal te r Upmeyer , Verlag Adolph Nage l, Hannov e r, 
1931:--- . 
A c omple t e and ca re f ul study of 1"ia rcello ' s i ns trumental vJo r ks 
has n o t be en mad e , and h ence t h ere i s a good deal of confusion 
regarding the music it se l f and it s dating . THo c ol l ec t i ons 
a r e per tinent here : t he Concer t i ~ cinque and the s i x sonatas 
fo r v iol onc el l o and continuo . Ger ber l i sts the 'cello sonatas 
a s Op . 1 pu b l ished i n An1 ste r dam, ( E . L . Gerb e r, Neue s Hi s-
tori sch - b i ograph i s ches Lexik on de r Tonkunst l er , Kilh nel, Leipz i g, 
1813, II , 313 ) . .villi am s . l~ e Hman likewise states that the se 
for the violoncello, a taste which is shown not only in these 
instrumental Harks but in his accompaniments to vocal works 
such as certain of the canta tas and the psalms. 1 But it is 
only with Vivaldi's tHenty concertos that the 'cello can be 
1 
made up his first opus but claims they were not published 
until around 1733 when Walsh in London printed them as Op. 2 
( ~Jilliam S. Net.rrnan, 11 'rhe Keyboard Sana tas of Benedetto I1ar-
cello11 in Acta 1'1usicologica, BHrenreiter, Kassel und Basel, 
1957, L'\ IX, fasc. l, pp. 2b-29.) Marcello's real Op. 2, 
hO'!tiever, the flute sonatas, appeared in 1712, and Newman 
therefore presumes the 1 cello sonatas 1.vere 1•r ri tten before 
that time. Yet the date remains problema tic for 1-.re are 
given no clue as to why Gerber lists them as Op. l nor why 
Ne wman accepts this listing but rejects the statement that 
they vJere published in Amsterdam. 'I'he Concerti a c inoue 
were listed by Fetis as being published by G. Sala in Venice 
in the ye ar 1701 (P. J. Fetis, 11 i'1arcello" in Biogr auhie 
Uni verselle des l'1usi ciens, 2me edition, Didot :b'rere s, Fils 
et cie, Paris;-1867, V, 442) and this date has been f ollo"L-1ed 
by l a ter writers. r:I'he only exdeption is Eitner who makes 
no mention of t hese concertos a t all (Robert .ci:itner, 11 Bene-
detto Harcello i'l: in Honatshefte fur I''iusik-Geschichte, Breit-
k opf und HHrtel, Leipzig , 1891, :XXIII, ii, pp . 193-4; supple-
mented in Q.uellen-Lexik on, 21?.• cit.) Ne i-rrnan doubts their very 
existence (Ne -.,v:rnan, ..££• cit., p. 29). Yet these concertos do 
exist. In the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice there is a modern 
manus cript sc ore ivhich claims to be a 11 copia tratta fedelmente 
dalla stampa 11 entitled 11 Concerti a cinque- con Violino Solo e 
Violincello obbligato/Op era Prima/di Benedetto Harcello nob. 
ven. dilettante di contrappunto/ ••• in Venezia nel 1708. • " 
The year 1708 as the date of publica tion is certainly more 
credible than 1701, for the last six of this set of t welve 
concertos are in r eality nothing else than solo concertos for 
violoncello. It is hard to believe that a fifteen-year-old 
boy would be able to compose and publish a number of con-
c ertos in an entirely new idiom--indeed, in the same y e ar in 
1..rhich Jacchini, an able a nd experienced 1 cellist and composer, 
pub lished. his rather more hesi~ant and tentative concertos 
for this instrument, concertos whi ch a re generally considered 
to be the first of their kind. 
Andr ea d ' An geli, Bene.detto l"larc~llo, La Vi ta-Le Opere, l"ra-
telli, Bocca, Nilan, 19~-6, p :-6"'9. 
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said r eally to have made adv a nces as a solo instrument in Italy. 
(Heamv-hile, of course, in Ge rmany J. S . Bach t.va s quiet l y p roduc-
ing the suites for unaccomp anied 'cello, carry ing the i nstrument 
to remote technical achievements, and G. P. 'I'e lemann ~...ras also 
l applying his t alent to the t a s l{ of 1r.rri ting 1 cello musi c. ) 
Accord ing to ~vas ielel..,;rsk i, the viola da gamba had a l most 
entirely disapp eared by 1730. The a scendency of the 'ce llo ove~ 
the older instrument , he asserts , l.·r as due in great part to the 
magni f icent playing of the f amed Itali an 'cellist Franciscello. 2 
Geminiani recorde d that while Alessandro ~carlatti 1.-.ras in Rome 
h e a ccompanied on the harpsichord a c antata of his O>m composi-
tion to -v.rhi ch Francis cello p l ayed an obbligato 1 cello part. ~'Jhen 
the performance was ended S c arlatti maintained that the 'cellist 
must be none other than an an ge l in human form.3 Perhaps it was 
due to Franciscello's influence tha t Scarlatti compo sed the three 
sonatas for violoncello and c on tinuo mentioned on page ten of 
this study. As Q.uantz heard Fr•anciscello 1 s playing in Nap l es in 
the y e ar 1725,4 it seems likely that Leo v.ras acquainted ·Hi th the 
remar~K:able achievements of this performing artist. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
A Sonata in D major for violoncello and continuo 1vas published 
in 11Der Getreue r1Iusilaneis ter", Hamburg, 1728 . 
\riilhelm Jose ph von Was ielewsk i, 'I'he Violoncello and Its History, 
rendered into English by Isabe lla S. E . Stigand, Novello and Co., 
London , 1 894, p. 50. 
F~tis, op. cit., I I I, 307, Hho adds that this event must have 
taken p lace in 1713. 
Autobiographical sketch of J. J. Q.uantz, i n Paul Nettl, For~ot­
ten N'usici ans, Philosophical Library, Ne1·J York, 1 941, p. 302. 
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Torrefranca has c a lled the attention of the mu s ical 1J>JOrld 
to t h e 1-.rork of G. B. Platti, Hho, apparently, Has a vir tuoso 
of the 'cello a s vJell a s of the violin. 1 Platti comp osed two 
sets of sonatas for 'cello and continuo, six in each set. The 
second set c ame out in 1725 and Torrefranca b e lieved the first 
set to have orig ina ted some years b e fore that. In addit ion, 
he comp osed a number of 1 cello concertos , some of 1..rhi ch are 
i dentic a l with his Concerti a Tre. 'l1orrefranca thought t he 
Concerti .§: Tre 10vere written first 8Jld the 1 cello concertos tran-
scrib ed from them. The date of the 'cello concertos is not 
known, but Torrefranca deduced that they 1vere v e ry p rob ably 
comp osed before 17 35. 2 The number of conce i•tos is not revealed 
nor , maddeningly, is their whereabouts, and they are listed in 
none of the catalogues of the Italian libraries pu b lished by 
the Associazione dei Busicologi Italiani. 
Salvatore Lanzetti (1710-17 80), a frunous 'cellist and a 
Neapolitan by birth and training, published in AmsterdMa in 1736 
t wo book s of sonatas for viol oncello and continuo.3 
Solo 1Cello Writing of Uncertain Date, Contemporary with Leo . 
_ mon g the 1...ror k s by unknown authors in the library of the 
Conserva torio San Pietro a Haiella, in Naples, is a concerto in 
l 
2 
3 
Fausto Torrefranca , ''Prime Ricognizioni de llo stile violon-
cellistico Pl a ttiano" in Internationale Gesellschaft fHr lfu sik -
wissenschaft Kongress-Bericht, Basel 1 949 , BHrenre iter-Ve rlag , 
3 asel , 1949, p . 203. 
Ibid. 
FE! tis, .212.. cit. , V, 1 9 7 • 
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C major for solo'cello accompanied by two violins and bass.l 
It is in four movements , s lm-I-fas t-slow-fas t, and in rnusical 
s tyle is a.i.{: in to the baroque solo concertos of the northern 
Italians . 
The g r eat emphasis on counterpoint displayed in the Con-
certo in G ma jor for Violoncello with Two Violins, Viola, and 
Basses of Nicola Porpora (1 686 -1766) 2 distinguishes it from 
the t-y-pical imitations of Vivaldi. Yet it too is in reality 
a b a roque work, having more in common vJi th the i nstrumental 
music of Handel than 1..ri th that of Leo. Like the anonyrnous con-
certo a n d those of Leo it is in four movements, a lternately 
slow and fast. Porpora a lso composed a sonata for 'cello and 
continuo.3 Walker, in his chronology , h a s been unable to date, 
even approximately, either of these works)!-
Among the v ast number of instrumenta l -...rorks of Giuseppe 
Tartini (1692-1770)--around a hundred and fifty concertos for 
solo violin--there s eems to b e but one concerto for violoncello5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Listed erroneously in the catalogue of t h e cons ervatory library 
published by the Associazione dei Husicologi Italian! as "Con-
c erto di Violoncello con tre violini (in La min.). 
l•1S parts in British l'·1useum. 
HS in British l\'Iuseum. 
Fr ank 1~alker, "A Chronology of the Life and ·~iorks of Nicola 
Porpora 11 in Italian Studies, Heffer a nd Sons , Ltd., Ca-mbridge, 
195l, VI, 29 f f . 
l\1S (Autograph) in· Archivio musicale della Cappella Antoniana, 
Padua . 
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though there seem to be extant s ome wor k s for viola da gamba.l 
The 'cello concerto, i n A major , f olloHs the traditional three 
mov sment scheme of fas t-slow-fa st, and is scored for string s 
in four parts, i. e ., two violins , viola, and b a sses, in addi-
tion to the solo 'cello part. Van Leyden has fixed the date 
for this c oncerto as somewhere between 1735 and 1750 . 2 As Leo's 
concertos were comp osed in 1737 and 1738 it seems unlikely 
that 'I'artini 1 s preceded his. 
1 
2 
1--Jilli Ape l, Harva rd Di ctionary , .£!2.• cit., p . 804. 'I'here are 
t wo modern editions of a sonata in D major for glli~ba, ed. by 
F . Grtitzma cher (Breitk opf & HM.rte l, Leipzig , 1891) and by 
R. Hindemith ( Sch ott, Mainz, 1949) . 
Rolf Van Leyden, 11 Vorvmrt 11 to Konzert in A- Dur .!.9.£ G. 'rartini, 
ed . by Vfu'l Leyden , Hus i kHissens chaftli cher Verlag, Le ipzig, 
Leipzig, Wien, 1937. 
Chapter XI 
LEO ' 3 SIX VIOLONC!!:LLO CO ~ C ERTOS 
Sources 
The autograph scores of the six concertos for violoncello 
are in the library of the Conservatorio San Pietro a Maiella 
in Naples. They are written on sixty-four page s of paper twenty-
five centimeters high and thirty-eight centimeters wide . Each 
concerto is tied separately and is >vi thout covers. Each bears 
the autograph signature 11 L. Leo 11 and, except in one case, the 
month and year of its comp osition in Leo's own hand. Five of 
the six are entitled: "Concerto di Violoncello con V. V. pe r 
solo servizio di s . Ecc.za il Sigr. Duca di 1adalona . 11 One is 
c alled 11 Sinfonia concertata di Violoncello con V. V. il Solo 
servizio dis. Ecc.za il Sigr: Duca di I'-1adalona." 
For the sak e of convenience the concertos will b e identi-
fied in this paper by their keys . Tl.vO are in the lcey of A 
ma jor and will be distinguished by refe r ring to them as the 
"first A major concerto" and the "second A major concerto", 
according to their chronology. 
The D major concerto and the first A ma jor are dated Sep-
tember, 1737, and the C minor concerto (i. e., the Sinfonia 
Concertata) the following month, October, 1737. The second 
A major bears the date August, 1738, as doe s the D minor c on-
c e rto. The concerto in F mi n or is not dated . 
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The co ncertos 1-1e re apparently n ever published during the 
eig h"t:;eenth century. A nineteenth c entury manuscript copy of 
the s core is in the Archivio Mu sica le Noseda at the Conserva-
torio G. Verdi, Milan. This score bears the following statement 
on the frontis p iece: 
Copia conforme all' Originale esistente 
nell' Archivio del Real Colleg ia di Husicaj 
Verificata da me Vice Archivista del Real 
Colle gia/ M° Frances co Hondinella . 
To all appearances, this sta tement is a true one . 
Occasion 
Domenico Iviarzio Caraffa was the Duke of Haddaloni (as the 
name of the present town is spelled) from 1716 to 1760.1 It 
has been mentioned above (p. 13) that he ll'[as an amateur of' the 
violoncello and , as Pergolesi 1 s patron :from 1734 on, 2 presum-
ably brought about the composition of the Sinfonia for violon-
cello and basso continuo. Thee xact nature of his rel a tionsh ip 
11 i th Leo is not known. According to Vi llarosa, Leo himself wa s 
a 'cellist (see p . 4 above). Di d Leo comp ose these to p lay at 
the court of the Duke or were they intended for t he Du k e him-
self to perform? 'rhe technical difficulty of the solo 1 cello 
part is not so great as to preclude performance by a g ifted 
amateur . 
\Vhatever the ans Her, in view of the titles of the concertos 
and the fact that Leo was primarily a comp oser of operas and 
l 
2 
Alfred von Reumont, Die Carafa v on Haddaloni, Deckerschen Ge-
heimen Ober-Hofbuchdruckerei, Berlin, 1851, II, 309. 
Radiciotti, ££• cit., p . 32. 
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r·eligious music, there can be no doubt that the concertos i,..;ere 
a coram.ission from the Duke and probably his idea. 'rhe 1-..rorld 
is, therefore, in debt to this noble musical amateur v.rho pro-
vided both a patron for Pergolesi and a stimulus for the com-
position of these deli ghtful -v.rorks at a time Hhen the r cello as 
a solo instrument had first begun to make its vJay in the musical 
1.forld. 
The Orchestra 
Leo's 'cello concertos, like virtually every solo concerto 
from the earliest to around 1760 and often after, uses an accom-
panying orchestra consisting solely of string s with improvising 
keyb oard instrument . \l}b.ile outside of Naples the custom v.ras, 
and alHays had been, to v.rrite for the accomp anying strings in 
four p arts--t·Ho violins, viola, and basses--the post-baroque 
~eapolitan comp osers generally preferred three parts only, omit-
ting the viola. Although Pergolesi's violin concerto does in-
clude the viola, the two flute concertos attributed to him do 
not. Si mil arly, Porp ora's concerto for violoncello in G major 
uses the viola, but Eitner menti ons that there are in Karlsruhe 
t 1--vo concertos for transverse flute by Porpora which are accom-
panied by an orchestra consisting only of two violins and bass. 1 
Durante's concer•to for cemb alo omits the viola part, and , accord-
ing to Schering , the orig inal version of Hasse ' 's t welve flute 
l Eitner, Que llen-Lexicon, ££• cit., VIII, 23. 
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concertos was vJI'i tten for t v-m violins and bass only, the print-
ed viola part being added at a l a ter time. 1 If the p resence 
in the Naples conservatory of the anonymous 'cello concerto in 
C ma jor can be tak enas indicative of its origin, it provides a 
further example of a Neapolitan concerto in Hhich the accom-
paniment does not include a viola. 
Whether or not the viola was actually employed in perfor-
mance is, hm-Jever, another question and one 1....rhich is not liable 
to a definitive a ns vJer . 'l'he p resence of violas in the Heap oli-
tan op era orchestra is dertain, as all the sinfonia scores 
testify. It may be , then, that in actual p erformance the viola 
~rJas intended to double the bass part, either i n unison or an 
octa ve hi gher , depending on the range and context. 
It is "\>Vell - k noHU that the solo instrument in the baroque 
conc e rto customarily p l ayed during the tutti sections. 'I'he 
same is true of Pergolesi 1 s concertos for violin and for flute, 
as t h e s eparate parts testify, and of Durante's concerto for 
c e mbalo.2 Judging from the autograph s core, however , Leo ap-
parently d id not intend the solo 'cello to join with the arche s-
tra in t h e tutti sections. Rather than leaving t h e staff blank 
or writing simply 11 col basso", he has c arefully Hritten rests 
into the 'cello part during these sections. 
1 
2 
A. S chering , 11Revisions-bericht 11 in De nkm!iler deutscher 'I'on-
kunst, .££• cit., Erste F'ol ge , Bd . 29 -30, p. xxiii. 
In his edition of Hasse's concerto in B minor for flute (Ibid.) 
Sch ering indicates that the flute shoul d rest during the tutti 
sections. 
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The Movement Sc heme of Le o's Concertos 
Five of Le o's concertos for 1 cello, lik e the c onc e rto 
for four violins, are in fou r movements ( slo1.v--fas t- slmv--fast). 
In the D major c onc erto , one of the tHo earliest , Leo has in-
serte d a fifth movement , a fugue, before the final movement. 
The four - movement scheme, obviou s l y inherited from the 
s onata da chies~ tv-as not traditionally conne c ted with the solo 
conc e rto, al t hought woof Jacchini 1 s 'cello concertos, the sixth 
and the tenth, are cast in this form. Tore lli and Albinoni 
favored e ith er the thre e - mo v ement ( f g.st-slot..r- fast) or a five-
movement p l an ( f a s t ;slow-fast-slow- fast) . While isolated ex-
amp les in f our movements c an be found among Viv aldi's 1v-ork s 1 
the overwhelmi ng majority of his solo concertos are in tP~ee 
mov ements, as are those of his imitators. 
'l,he four - movement scheme had by no means di ed out of in-
strument a l mu sic, ho1-vever , for it c ontinued i n the sonata. 'l'he 
'cello sonatas of Mar c e llo, the Sinfonia for 'cello and continuo 
of Pergolesi, the violin sonatas of Veracini (published 1721) , 
Han del (published ca. 1730), and Porp ora (published 1754), and 
the s on a tas f or cembalo, Op . I , (c a . 1742) and those for 'cello 
of G. B . P1atti, to mention onl y a fe1.-1, are constructed in this 
manner . 
Apu lied to the solo c oncerto , ho>..rever , the four - movement 
scheme vms not the usual procedure . Of the t h ree c oncertos of 
1 For exa<.11pl e , the Violin Concerto in C ma jor ( Op . XII No. 4) 
and that in A mi nor ( ~omo 1 28° in the Ricordi edition). 
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Pe r~ol esi , the one f or vi olin and the one in G ma jor fo r flute 
a r e i n t h ree mov eme n ts. The D major f l u te c on cer t o is in four 
mov ements (Amoroso-Allegro-Gr a ve- Pre s to). The anonymous 'cello 
concerto inC ma jor, roontioned above, follows a similar sch eme, 
as doe s Porp ora 1 s concerto. 
Most of t h e individual movements in Leo's concertos are 
g iven affective temp o indications: "andante grazioso 11 , 11 amoro-
so '' , " larg o e gustoso", "col S"!J irito", and the like . Such a 
p rocedure ~·ms not uncommon in the instrumental music of t h e Nea-
p ol i tan s ch ool a t that time. Durante's concertos f or string s 
contain many similar mark i n g s, inclu ding 11 affetuoso 11 an d e ven a 
11 canone amabile. '' 
A perus a l of the key r e la t ionsh i p s in t h e v a rious movements 
of the Italian sinfonia shows that in the gr e at majority of 
case s t h e slow mov ement is p laced in the p ara llel minor k ey, y et 
in none of t h e Neap olitan solo concertos examined for t h is study 
is such a procedure followed. Rather, in the case of a conc e r t o 
in a major key, the slow movement (i. 0 v., the third mov0ment of 
a four- mov ement -vrork; the second of a three-movement) is invari-
ably written in t h e relative minor. In Leo's concertos in A 
major and t h e one in D ma jor the third movements are, then, in 
F# minor and B minor, respectively. In his three concertos 
\vri tten in a minor k e y, t h e third mov ements are in t h e d ominant 
minor. 'l'his choice is occasionally found in Vivaldi and Albinoni, 
but more often t h e slov.r movements of these comp osers in the key 
of t h e outer movements or t h e relative major. 
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Form: First Novement s 
As a composer, Leo belong ed to a p eriod of transition: 
his generation was groping toward something new without com-
pletely letting g o of the old. Both stylistically and formally 
Leo 1 s 1 cello concertos shmv- baroque i' eatures alongside of' char-
acteristics remarkably similar to tho se of the Viennese clas-
sicists. 
The form of his first movements provide striking ex~~ples 
of this Janus-faced aspect of his music. Here one immediately 
s p ots the orchestral ritornelli alternating with solo passage s 
quite lik e countless other concertos of his contemporaries and 
predecessors. The C minor Sinfonia Concertata has a first move-
ment made up of four tutti sections (in the tonic, dominant, 
subdominant, and tonic, respectively) interspersedwith solo 
passage s. The F minor conc e rto also has four tutti sec t ions 
(in tonic, dominant, tonic, and tonic, respectively) . The others 
have only three tutti sections. 
Upon closer examination, howe v e r, it becomes more and more 
clear that these movements c ontain ivi thin themselves as many or 
n1ore features of the sonata-form than are found in the first 
movements of the opera overtures, and, combined >vith the orches-
tral ritornelli derived from the baroque solo concerto, emerge as 
movements in a form very close to that used by Mozart in his 
concertos. 
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The usual text-book exp lanation of . the first-movement 
form of the classical concerto is that it consists of an arch-
estra l exp osition in which the themes are sta ted in the tonic 
key after whi ch there is a second exposition in t..rhich the solo 
instrument p resents the s ame themes, with the secondary theme 
in the dominant or relative ma jor; follmv-ing this is a deve-
lopmen t and recap itulation as in any sonata-allegro movement .l 
In 1903 Donald l"rancis ·r ovey tvrote a r1onograp h ";rhe Clas-
sica l Concerto 11 in Hhi ch he p ointed out tha t the exp lanation 
d e s cribed ·above appl ies to none of Mozart's concertos and to 
only one of Beethoven's, the t h ird, and that the cla s si c a l con-
c e rtos depend :'f'ar more on the ri tornello principle than is 
usually realized. 2 In elabora ting on Tovey , Hutching s finds 
t hat Hhile every concerto of 11ozart is unique in its detailed 
formal :as.pect,ea ch of them consists of six sections ;3 
1. Pre lude 
2. Exn osition 
3 . Ritornello 
4· Middle section 
5. Re capitulation 
6. Final. Ritornello 
The p relude is played by the orchestra and contains a 
numbe r of themes whi ch lr-Till recure in the ri tornellos. 'rhe 
1 
2 
3 
See for instance, Stev.rart Na c Pherson 1 s P orm in Iviusic, Joseph 
i:lilliams, London, Rev . Bd ., 1930, p . 22cr:--
Re p rinted in Ess ays in Nusical Analysis, Oxford University 
Press, London , 1936, III, 3 ff. 
Arthur Hutching s, A Companion to Hozart 1 s Piano Concertos, 
Oxfm•d University Press, Londori; 1 948, p p . 4-9. 
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exposition is played by the soloist and the orchestra and the 
themes it presents can be the same or p artly the same as the 
ones played by the orchestra in the p relude, but often t hey are 
entirely ne~v themes. 'rhe subsidiary theme or themes is in the 
dominant or relative major key. The ritornello, played by the 
orchestra, is in the dominant or relative major key a n d by 
defini t ion uses material heard before, n ame ly, in the p relude. 
The mi ddle section, in which the soloist and orchestra share 
equally, is not called a 11 developrnent 11 because , while it may 
be that, it is not so of necessity. The recap itulation, in the 
tonic key, be g ins lik e the opening of the concerto, 11 for which 
reason alone it is called a recap itulation" (Hutchin's emphasis).l 
The final ritornello is interrup ted by the cadenza. It is not 
possible to draw up a more definite formal scheme for Mozart's 
concertos since they differ from each other to such a g re a t extent. 
'rhe same general outline for concerto first movement s can 
be found in the works of older comp osers than iVIozart. 'rhe con-
certo for 1 cello and string orchestra in B flat ma jor by Litigi 
Bo ccherini ( 17L~3-1 8 0.5) is similar2 as is the cemb a lo concerto in 
E flat ma jor by Johann Christian Bach (173.5-1782),3 which, 
though it Has not published until 1770, was p robably comp ose d 
around 1754-17.5.5. ~-
1 
2 
3 
Ibid., p . 6 . 
Luig i Boccherini, Konzert B dur fiir Violoncell mit Orchester, 
ed. by i'lilhe l m Altmann, Eul enburg , Leipzig , 1 9 3-g-:--
Joh. Christian Bach, Piano Concerto, E flat Fia jor, :B.ule nburg, 
ed. by Ernst Praetorius, London, 1 937~ 
4 Ibid., 11Revisionsberich t 11 • 
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On the other hand, the concertos of Tartini, Hasse, Dur-
ante, Pergolesi, and Porpora do not show this structure, nor 
even the gallant cembalo concertos (1742 and 1747) of Padre 
1·1artini, 1 to whom Johann Christian Bach acknowledged his in-
debtedne ss. 
It is a matter of some surprise, then, to note the struc-
tur a l similarity of the first movements of four of Leo's six 
concertos to the general plan used by Nozart, rudimentary as 
they may be in comparison to his. 
'rhe first movement of the D maj01"' concerto, like that of 
the D minor p ia...11o concerto of Hozart ( K . 466), provides a set 
of themes for the solo instrumen t separate from t hose f or the 
orchestra. 'l'he p relude (13 b ars) comprises three themes, A, 
B , and C, in the order A, B , A , C, ~vhile the exposition ( 14 
bars) presents t hre e different themes, X, Y, and z. ( See 
example 69). 
The function of Y is transitionary and modulatory, connec t -
ing X in the tonic with Z in the d ominant. 'l'he ensuring orch-
estral ri tornello ( 2 bars) c onsists merely of C. 'I'he mi ddle 
section (~:~b ars), based on X, be g ins in the t onic, passes 
through the supe rtonic, and ends in the dominant. The recapi-
tul a tion (13 bars) begins I!Vith A in the orchestra, c ont inues 
~-J"i th Y in the solo leading to a slightly l onger statement of Z, 
this time in the tonic, and concludes 1·Ji th a short reference 
1 Padre G. B . Martini, Concerti £_~ Cemb a lo ~ Orchestra, ed. 
by Guido Agostl, I Classici Nusicali .L taliana, volume II, 
Hil an, 1943. 
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Example 69 
to C (the only time in the mov ement \vhen the solo touches on 
a tutti theme or vice versa). The final ritornello (u~ bars) 
. 2 
begins vli th part of A but ir(Lmediately jumps to C to conclude 
the movement. 
The first A major concerto, like the D major, has a pre -
lude (23 bars) made up of three themes in the order A, B, A, c. 
In the exp osition ( 23 bars), hoHever, the 'cello is entrusted 
1,-vi th a variation of A (A') and only its subsidiary theme X, in 
the dominant, is its O'f,Vll property . (See exrunpme 70.) 
The first ritornello (4 bars) is based on the original 
version of A, in the dominant key . The middle section (13 bars) 
is devoted to new material in the 'cello vrlLich, however, recalls 
material heard in the exp osition. Its moduJ.a tory scheme is the 
same as that of the corresp ond ing section of the D major con-
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Example 70 
certo. 'rhe recapitulation ( 14 bars) p resents quite a different 
picture from the exposition. It be g ins naturally enough Hith 
the original version of A in the or chestra in the tonic key 
and with some references in the •cello to A' , but continues 
Hi th nel.J material in the 1 cello that is recognized as X only by 
the rhythmic strucpure. The final ritornello (18 bars) consists 
of C played twice by the orchestra 1dth intrusions on the part 
of the solo instrument. 
These two concertos \vere , it will be remembered written in 
Se p tember, 1737. In August , 1738, the other two concertos, 
using 11 l'Ioz 3.rt 1 s '' formal fscheme, the D minor and the second A 
major , v-1ere .Jritten . The t-vm later ones deviate ~ from the pat-
tern inasmuch as the middle sections are omitted entirely. 
The D minor concerto be gins with an orchestral prelude ( 15~ 
bars) ma de up of six melodic ideas: A, B, C, D, E, F . 'rhe en-
tire prelude and the be giD~ing of the exposition is given in 
example 71. 
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The exp osition (16t bars) beg ins with a variant of A ( A ') 
in the solo 'cello , continues with B in the orchestra, and a 
variant of C in the relative major played by the solois t . The 
:first ritornello (4t bars) which follows consists of E and 
ends in the dominant key. rl'he re capitulation ( 14 bars) pre-
sents A 1 in the solo 1 cello f ollmv-ed by a third variant of C 
in t he tonic key. It continues 1.Jith D and F, both played this 
time by the 1 cello rath er than the orchestra. The conclud ing 
ritornello (6 bars) for orch estra be g ins with A in its original 
for, 1r1hich h a s not been heard since. the beginning of t h e move-
ment, continues with D and concludes l.·lith F. 
The second A major concerto pre sents in the prelude (19 
b a rs) four melodic ide as , A, B, C, and D. The op ening theme 
of the exp osition (20 bars) is p a rticularly interesting . The 
orche stra p lay s A, "tvhile the 'cello p rovides a simp le counter-
p oint, a device used by Mozart in the A major violin concerto 
(K. 219) . (See example 72 .) The 'cello continues with Band 
C, modulating and leading to D which, in the dominant key, serves 
as the subsidiary theme . The orchestral ritornello (4 bars) 
p re sents A and B in the dominant.key . The recapitulation (17 
bars) be g ins like the e xp osition but continues with a few bars 
of nevJ material (touching on D and B), leads to the transition-
ary t h eme C l.vh ich ·,_.takes t h e 'cello to the subsidiary theme D, 
this time in the tonic . D comes to an accented tonic six-four 
c h ord wh ere Le o c a lls for a cadenza--the only one expressly named 
in all the concertos. The final ritornello (4 bars) is based on 
A. 
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The C minor and F minor concertos differ from the four 
others in having an extra orchestral ritornello and solo 
section inserted near the end of the movement . In the C minor 
concerto the added ritornello is placed in the recapitulation 
following t he restatement by solo and orchestra of the first 
theme. It is in the subdominant lcey and is follm-.red by a 
bravura section for 'cello leadi ng to the restate~ent in the 
tonic of the subsidiary theme. The movement , as has been men-
tioned , thus takes on the appe arance of a concerto grosso form, 
Until the end of the recap itulation, the F minor concerto 
a ppears to be in the same form as the D minor and second A 
ma jor concertos--that is, the 11Hozart 11 form, minus the middle 
section. But after the ~e capitulation and before the final 
ritornello, the main theme is played three times--once by t he 
orchestra in the tonic, followed by the solo in the subdominant, 
a nd finally again by the solo in the tonic. Because <af this 
great emphasis on the opening theme, the final ritornello omits 
it entirely . 
Form, second movements • 
The s econd mow ments of the six concertos are all in fast 
temp o. That of the G minor concerto is fugal and '£.-Jill be dis-
cussed l a ter. The other five taken t ogether form a group Hhich 
seems to be unique from the formal point of view in the eigh-
teenth century concerto. 'fhe three-movement v-wrks v-rhich domi-
nate concerto ~~iting in the eighteenth century have nothing 
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lik e these second-movement allegros, and those few four-movement 
concertos by other comp osers, such as Porp ora and Perg olesi (if 
the D major flute concerto be authentic), do not corresp ond 
Hi t h these but are more in the traditional concerto gros so form. 
The tran sitionary character of Leo's instrumental music 
is emphasized in these allegro movements for they combine the 
essential features of the baroque solo concertowith those of 
t h e l a ter classic a l concerto. The constant alternation of tutti 
and solo passages recalls the manner of construction used by 
Vivaldi. But ivhile Vivaldi's solo sections are large ly ma de 
u -o of rhythmic fi guration in a bravura style, Leo 1 s solo pas-
sages consist mainly of cantabile tunes. One or more of these 
tunes use d n e ar the be g inning in the dominant or relative ma jor 
key almost always returns near the end transp osed to the tonic. 
The mov ements divide themselves into a definite binary form, 
(in one case, t h e second A major, the d ouble bar is Hritten in) 
ruLd in four out of the five there is a middle section at the 
be g inning of the second hal£ f'olloVIed by a recapitulation of 
the first theme in the t onic. The connection, then, '.·lith sonata-
f orm is obvious. The existence of the middle sec t ion is a f'ea-
ture vJh ich the first move ments ofthe opera sinfonias, for all 
their resemblance to sonata-form, did not contain. On the other 
h and, the concerto movements are much more diffuse, one mi ght 
almost s ay i mp rovisatory, than Leo's sonata-form movements in 
the sinfonias. Here h e usually us e s, as Hozart did after him, 
a..."1 abundance of themes v-Ii thin a single movement but, unlike 
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h ozart, d id not always manipula te t h is gre a t v ariety of ma-
terial to produce a logical, coherent structure. To say t h is 
is n o t to disp arage Leo 1 s a chieveme nt. ~vri ting in 1737 and 
1738, a very short time after Bach's B minor mass had come 
into the 1-..r orld a nd Hhile Vivaldi Ha s still alive and composing , 
he c a n hardly be censured for not k nowing hoH to handle the 
mate rial of the nel.v homophonic gallant style like l"loz art. ~-Ji th-
ou t denying the e xcellent features which the second movements 
do co:ptain, it must be admitted that in many lvays t h eir virtue 
reg arding .form lies in Hha t they p oint to rather than in v.rha t 
t h ey are . 
The second mOV '3ments of three of the concertos--hm in 
A ma jor and one in D minor--are quite similar in construction. 
'l'he individual movements f a ll into three large sections. The 
first , the exp osition, is devoted to the sta tement of a numb er 
of themes . The solo instrurnent always begins alone, accompanied 
by the continuo, and only after a long ish period doe s the tutti 
ent er in t h e tonic either with a theme of its own or a variation 
of the opening theme. 'rhe solo 1 cello then continues with a 
number of subsidiary ideas, often containing slight references 
to the opening theme, in the d ominant or relative major key . At 
least one of t hese subsidiary themes will return in the recap i-
tulati on in a transp osition to the tonic. After the appe arance 
of another tutti s ection there is a middle section which may or 
may not modul a te through a number of keys. Th is section cannot 
properly b e ca lled a 11 dev e lo:pmentn, any more than can any but 
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t h e latest of Mozart 1s 1 because it contains little real deve-
lopment in the true sense of the word . It beg ins 1·Ji th the op en-
ing theme in the tonic k ey and includes one or more of the sub-
sidiary themes transp osed to t h is k ey. Other than t hat, t he 
construc tion of the recap itul a tion var i es from con cer to to 
c oncerto , a practice shared by Hozart , and Haydn in their reca-
pitulations. 
The D minor c oncerto presents i n the exp osition of its 
second movement three distinct melodic ide a s f or tiLe solo 'cel lo 
in add i tion to a separate tutti theme. I n the recapi tulati on 
one of the 'cello's themes fails to make an appearance. In 
comp ensation an entire l y new melodi c idea followed by a bravura 
sect i on is inserted b etHeen the r e c apitul ati ons of the main and 
subsidi ary themes . 
The second A major c oncerto likewise omits from the r e c a -
pitul ation c ertain melodic ideas which had appeared in the ex-
n osi tion . No ne \v material is added, howe v e r, except f or a bravura 
section just preceding the f inal appearfu~ce of the tutti theme. 
The first A ma jor concerto h a s the most logical alLd \-.Jell-
ordered recap itulation of the three for e verythin g presented 
in the exposition r eappears in the recapitul ation, not, hoHever , 
in exact l y the same form or order. The exp osition c ontai n s 
f ive me lodic i deas in the f ollowing order : ABCABA 1Dll: 'l1h e 
1 
Hu t chings , op . cit., p . 13. 
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recap i t1.1l a tion reshuffles them as: ABADBEC . 'l'his princip l e 
of variety in the order of themes is one v-Jhich was to p lay a 
gr e at par t in the concerto construction of the Viennese clas-
sical school. 
I n the three concertos discussed above, while the t u tti-
s olo element of the b a roque solo concerto is p re sent , the 
:mov ement is not dominated b y it but by the sonata- form princip le. 
In the F minor concerto, however, the situation is reve rsed . 
'.rhe concerto beg ins like the others ~vi th a long s e ction for 
'ce llo alone in which c e rtain melodic i de as are presented . 
~xcept for this, and the non- fi guristic character of the solo 
sections, the movement bears more formal resemblance to the 
baroque solo concerto than to the later clas s ica l ones. There 
is a special theme for the tutti sections which is not shared 
1-ri th the 1 cello.l The s e tutti sections appear six time s through-
out the movement in v a rious k eys, i . e . , tonic, dominant, a nd 
r e la t ive m9..j or . 
The second movement of the D major is treate d ;·still dif-
ferently . It is e ssential l y a monothematic movement , but in 
constructing it Leo has shoHn , as can onlybe exp e cted , little 
of the or ganizational po1-..rers that Haydn brought to h is mono-
t hemati c sonata- forms . 2 The tutti h a s a very small role in 
1 
2 
W1"'lich, ho•·Je ver, occured also in the sec ond A maj or concerto . 
See, for instance, t he d iscus sion of Haydn's monothematic 
sonata-form finale to the quartet in D minor, Op. 1.12 oy 
Tovey in "Sonata f orm11 , Encyclope d ia Britannica, 1 9?2, XX, 
97 7, f f . 
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the movement: it p l ays only v a riations o f the 'cello 's sing le 
t heme, ap pear s rarely , and t hen only fo r brief moments . 'rhe 
s olo 'ce llo, therefore, c arries the burden of the entire move-
ment , p resen t ing the theme in various k eys and a l ways i n a 
slightl y diffe rent form, and it has a long bravura s e c tion near 
the end . The mov ement falls into three sec tions , corresuonding 
roughly (because of the tonal organization) ;,,ri th the exposition, 
davelo~~ent , an d recap itul a tion of the sona ta form . The extremely 
free structure of each section, however, p reve nts the as sig runent 
of this l abe l. 
Porm: 'rhird 11ovements 
Lik e the s lov.r mov ements of the opera sinfonias , Leo 1 s third 
n oveme nts a re a ll es sentially b inary and four of the six are 
:si cili ano in character. 'rhe contrast between the solo 1 cello 
and the orchestra, inherent in the conc erto , a l most dictate s 
the differen c e betwe e n the slow movements in the sinfonias and 
t h ose in the conc e rtos. There a simp l e d ivision in tHo parts 
Hi th approp r i ate modulations v.ras enough. Here, the orche stra 
introduces each half and p rovides a closing p ostlude . The c on-
ce rtos, bein g on r a ther a l a r ger sc a le than the sinfonias , offer 
the opportunity for more e x tended sections. Leo the refore p ro-
vides a s econd theme in the dominant or relat i v e ma jor key vrh ich 
he trans ·o os es i n five out of the s i x c a ses to t he tonic in the 
se c ond hal f . The r esult i s a mov emen t much life the f irst move -
ment.s i n structure , but Hith f ewer me lodic ide as - -ra rely more 
than tHo-- and 1-.Ji thout the mi ddle se ction . 
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The scheme of the third mov ement s , t hen , c an be su1nmar -
ized as : 
Orchestral Prelude (tonic) 
Sol o Exuosition (t1,ro themes: toni c. and dominant) 
Orchestral Ritorne llo (dominant) 
He cap itulat ion (tvro themes : tonic) 
Orchestral Ritornello ( tonic) 
'I'he C minor c oncerto offers the only variation from this 
p lan. After the solo exp osition the rec apitulation be g ins im-
mediately rather than Hait ing for the ritornell o . To make up 
for t h is lack , Leo divi de s the main theme between the solo in-
strument and the or chestra in a most intere s ting manner . 
c on e r to , third move ment . 
. ... ~---==1~~=+=1~Wt:++~;====;:=! 
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'l'he r e c a p itul ation of this concerto i s not a true one in 
that the sub s idiary t heme of thee xposi tion d oes not r eappear, 
but i s rep laced b y new ma t erial. 
F orm: .Finales 
The c oncerto finales a re very unlike t he finales of t he 
op era sinfonias. Hather t han being sedate minuets, these are 
full of bustling sixteenth notes in a fast 6/ 8 meter, (D major , 
first A major, C minor, and D minor) or are g i gue-lik e pieces 
in 1 2/ 8 with the eighth note a s the smallest time unit (F minor 
and second A major). For mally, they all tend to be poured from 
t h e same mold, though minor variations a ppear fr•om time to time. 
Leo shows a remar kable disregard for the p rac t ice of h is 
con temp ora ries in the structure of the se finale s , for the tutti -
s olo c ontras t is employed here as a construqtional princip le 
even less than in the oth er movements . Indeed, in three of the 
c oncertos (C minor, D major , F minor) it disappears altogether; 
i n the second A ma jor the tutti is use d only for brief moments 
as a k ind of punctuation--ne ver more than a bar and a half a t 
a time--to give the solo instruments a bre a thing space (lik e the 
second movement of this concerto , the finale is i.·Iri tten a s a 
double concerto f or violin solo a nd 'cello, wi th only a little 
more e mphasis g iven to t h e 1 c e llo). In the t 1..ro remaining 1.-.rork s 
( ~ minor and first A ma jor) the tutti is used to a g r eater extent . 
'l 'he movements open '<·Jith a n orch e sti•al p relude a nd the ritornell~ 
appears in the middle of t h e movement . But never is it e :rnployed 
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in these f inales in a manner comparable to his use of it in 
the first mov ements, or to its use in the concertos of Per-
golesi, Durante, Porpora, Hasse, or Padre Martini. 
The fin a le s are again in Leo's usual sonata form. The 
first A ma jor differs in that the recapitul a tion bring s in a 
new subsidiary theme r a t her t han the one heard in the exposi-
tion . The D minor concerto has no middle section as the others 
do , but only a four- bar section in which the main theme appears 
in the d ominant k ey--the usual p roce dure, it 1.vill be remembered, 
in the s infonias. 
F or perhaps the first t ime , the mi ddle section of one of 
Leo's sonata movements might be leg itima tely t e rmed "deve lop-
ment 11 • 'l'he finale of the C minor concerto has a compar at ively 
long mi ddle section which incorp orates no new material. The 
main the me is subjected to v a riation in a se quential and mo tivic 
way , modulating the wh ile through the subdominant and relat ive 
major k eys. Rudimentary it is, but in this section can be found 
the s e eds of the clas sical developmental p r o ce s s. The b e g inning 
of the exp osition and the whole development section are e iven 
i n e xa..rnp 1 e 7L~. 
'I'he re cap itula tions of the f inales are particularly in-
tere s ting . In four of the six cas es , Leo used he re a device 
'Vvhich \vas later to become standard in the sonata for a single 
instrument and piano. Nat erial which first appeared in the 
orchestra is given in the recap itulation to the solo 'cello 
and vice v e rsa. 'l'o d o t h is effe ct ive l y Leo devises his themes 
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in such a 1.vay that they c an be brol{en u p and handed back and 
forth from t he 'cello to the orch e s tra . In illustration, the 
first theme of t h e finale of the D ma jor c oncerto is g ive n a s 
it appears i n the exp osition, and then as it appears in the 
re c a p itulat ion . 
Leo : D major concerto , fina le . 
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The Fu g al J.Vlovements 
~he second movement of t h e C minor c oncerto and t h e fourth 
of the D major conce rto (Hhich h a s five movements in all) are 
b o t h fugue s . Here the b a roque element i n Leo comes to the 
fore, the s~me eleme n t wh ich c reated the g r eat fugal choruses 
of t h e mass a s and ora torios. Leo's intere st in counterp o i nt 
was one of the fe a tures of his style which caused the younger 
com:oosei's of Nap l es to contra st him with Durante a nd even to 
f a ll into t l.;O camps, thenioisti 11 and the 11Durantisti". 1 Yet 
Leo confined most of h is p olyphonic writing to his ch oruses and 
aria accomp animents. Almost n e ver does counte r p oint have a 
p l a c e in the op era overture s , nor does it appe a r to any extent 
in t h e other concerto movements. It is p erhap s curious, t h en, 
t o f i nd these t1..ro fugal movements in the 1 cello concerto s, and 
a f u gue as one of the movements of t h e conc e rto for four violins, 
to be discussed later. 
'l1orelli, as has b e en point ed out, genera lly wrote fug ally 
i n h is tutti sections, as .did Albinoni and Vivaldi on very rare 
occasion s, but nowhere did he include a complete fugue as an 
entire movement in a solo concerto. If Platti's 'cello concer-
tos antedat e Le o's, it may be that they s erve d as models in 
t h is resp ect for the finale of Pl a tti's D minor 'cello concerto 
is a fugue and t h e second mov ement of his C r11inor c oncerto a 
fug ato. 2 
1 
2 
Ra d ici o tti, op . cit., pp . 265-66 . 
'I1orrefranca, 11 Prime Ricognizione n, .2.12.• cit., p . 205. 
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In the D major concerto, the earlier of' the two to be com-
p osed, the paradoxi c al situation seems not to hav e bothered 
Leo in the l east . With two violins, the solo 'cello, an d the 
bass he had at his disp osal four voices tvith which he proceeded 
to write a rath er ordinary four-part :fugue ~vi th three exposi -
ti ons, two interludes and coda.l In the interludes and c oda 
h e concentrates on the 'cello and g ives it a fairly gra te fu l 
part, but in the expositions the solo 'cello h as a part equal 
to but no more i mp ortant than the o thers. 
s in all Leo 1 s instrumental :fugues , the ther,1e is constantly 
in the company of' a counter-subject. 
· teo: D major c oncerto , :fourth movement (fugue ). 
] v~. ~1 . ____ , ___ .. -·--- -- ·--· -------- ------·------P~ 
CJ1::.. - -- . . -l-J -- . f·-f;i~~- j---1----e---- ~- . -~--·-~·~-=f ~---==--==i-·. . =-· -:_ ----~-- ~ .- _:::_-:::::.·=-=-·=--:-- --·- =--!===1--::--t:-==-H 
- ------------ - - --- -- -· . - - --------·----···- -- ·-- -- ---
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Example 76 
The ans v.re r he uses is contrary to the rules of' school :fugue. 
~ fa 0 
I 
Leo's sensitivity to the rules caus ed him to point out, in an 
exp l a n a tory note at the beginning of' this movement , hi s at·mre-
ness of the correct i.e. 
l On the other hand, Florimo sing les this movement out for 
s p ecial mention as being particularly beautiful ( F'lorimo, 
op . cit., III, 37). 
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In the C minor concerto, Leo 1 s approa ch ~vas some Hha t dif-
ferent . Just a s J·. S . Bach combined in c ertain of his fugues 
(e. g ., the organ Preludes and Fu gues in E minor and inC minor, 
B ~1V 548 and 537) the ri tornello princ i p le Hi th the fugal, so 
Leo in this move ment contrasts the tutti with the solo with the 
fugal fr ame wor k . Bach brings back tb.e first exposition at the 
e nd of the fu gue as a ritornello. Le o Harks in a different 1-~ay, 
for t he various p arts of the p iece have double meaning s . From 
the fugal p oint of vie \v, the mov ement is made u p of five expo-
sitions separated by four interludes , in 1vhich a ttention is 
sometimes, but not always, focused on the 'cello as in the fugue 
of the D major concerto . From the concerto g rosso point of 
vie_,,r, t he movement consist s of an orchestral tutti in the tonic, 
a solo section modula ting m the d ominant , a tutti in the domi-
nant, a solo section modulating to the subdominant, a tutti i n 
the subdominant , a solo section modulating back to the tonic, 
a tutti in the tonic , a solo section in the same key, and a 
final tutti . Having all the essential feature s of a baroque 
solo concerto, the movement is nevertheless a Peal fugue from 
b eg inning to end. 
Style 
The appearance of the s lveetly singing melodies, the "dolce 
stil novo" of eighteenth century music derived from the bel -
canto of ope ra and app lied to instrumental music, has been 
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emphasize d . Asid e from the fugal mov ements and t he· f i nales , 
the 'cello c onc ertos a r e based as c ompl e t e l y on this me l odi c 
s t yle a s any l us c ious aria of Dur an te or Pe r g o lesi . Leo had 
in t he ' ce l l o an instrument c apab l e of a gor geous sing ing 
t one , admirabl y sui ted to the r ender i ng of flm·dng mel o dies , 
and he does not hesita t e t o make full use of these qualities . 
His prede cessors i n the field of 'cel lo writing d i d no t 
use a me l odic style whi ch c ould emphas i ze the p e cu l i arly me l-
l ow quality of the 'ce ll o ' s tone . Jac ch i ni 1 s style is rare l y 
a s l yric as i n the firs t movement of the ten th c once r to i n 
G minor , yet eve n h e re the 'ce llo is not able to s i n g freely 
or shm.; off i t s spe c ial qu aliti es . 
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Vivaldi 1 s fast mov eme nts provi de brilliant passage -r..-Jork 
for t h e 'cello and figuration of grea t po~ver and intensity , 
but a l mo s t no opp ortunity for a c antabile. This opportu nity 
is provi <ied, to be sure, in the slow movements but by no 
means re gul arly or f or long periods. Some of the slow move-
ments are entirely of the "figure d 11 t ype , such a s the slow 
Examp le 78 
Others begin with a cantabile theme, but soon pass 
ov er into figuration, as does the D minor concerto ( Tomo 
212°) and the B minor (Tomo 219°). ~ 1 7g ~xamp e __ 
dt!~~§f@=_1~~~1·~1m®r-~ D-- -~  EEB ---- ----- -.- - } - -- t!&EEEcr~-
: -- - - - - - - · . -- . .. - --:-- -_ ~~- --- -· . . . .. -- _-__ - ~ ---- - I J . . . 
Only occasiona lly is there a complete movement devoted 
to a me lody in a singing style. The C ma jor c oncer to (Tomo 
204°) is one of these exceptions. 
According to Torrefranca, G. B . Platti 1 s sonatas and 
concertos for 'cello apply the c antabile style to fast move-
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ments . 1 His failure to re veal t he loca tion of these con-
certos , h oHever, or to quote the actual 'cello part of any 
alle gro cantante movement f orce s one to defer comment . But 
in the Sinfonia for violonc ello and basso c ontinuo by Pergo-
lesi, one does find the second movement, an allegro, Hrit ten 
in a manne r ca lculated to make the most of the 'cello' s abil-
i ty to p lay s 1.·1eetly. 
Example 80 
The slo~T movements of this l,rork are in t he s a.rne vein, Hi th 
an added de gree of e xpre ss iveness. 
Leo vJas surely a1.vare of t he ac ti vi ties of his younger 
contemp orary and could ~·.Jell have been a ·c quain ted 1-vi t h this 
part icu l ar piece. It does not necessarily follow, however, 
that Pergolesi was a real influence on Leo. Sixteen years 
younge r t han he, in many ways inferior t o him as a comp os er,2 
and not particu larly succ ess f u l during his lifetirre , Pergolesi 
was probably not ccnsi dered one from whom to le arn the art 
of comp osition. Horeover, the melodic s tyle used in the 
1 
2 
Torrefranca, 11 Pl"ime Ricognizioni 11 , op . cit., p. 20l.J- . 
See E . J. Dent's compari son of the aria 11Grandi e ver 11 
from Leo 1 s Olimpiade 1-Ji t h the corresp onding aria in 
Pergole si 1 s Olimpiade in 11 Leonard o Leo 11 , Sa..'iillle lb!inde 
Internationa len 1·1us i kp;esell s chaf t, .2.£· cit., p. 555. 
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'c e llo concertos had already fully ma tured in Leo's vocal 
music, a s an examination of almost any of the ar i a s in his 
operas, oratorios, and canta tas will show. By way of illus-
tration, t he opening b a rs of the soprano aria 11 Ji el mira r quel 
s ass o amato" from the oratorio s. Elena a l Calvaria are re-
produced &.wre. 
\v"' \ " 
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Further illustration can be found in the siciliano 11Ahi che 
la pe n a rnia mi guida a morte."l 
'l'he s ame qualities of simple attra ctive melody can be 
recognized in the first movement theme s of the 'cello con-
certos reproduced in examples 69 to 72. 
Applied to the second movements, the c antabile style 
produces an a p pealing grace and clarity. 
second 
Exa..rnpl e 82 
l 
-
Repro duced in Karl Nef, Outline of Husic History, trans. 
by- Carl Pfatteicher, Columbia University Press, N. Y ., p. 211. 
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: Le8.1J, ~irst A m:t ~r concerto, second movement . · · 
~ ~ l _¥~ ~- ~L ~ (r ·1r1· A~0_-0E]-f--;;r-;'!"'""~ 
·. Le~econd A ~jar concerto, second movemen£!tt 
. ~ ---:1 ~ ~ -· ~ \it'$t¢ =:-~~~~y~ 
. - .. . ·-- - -~ . ·-· . - .-- .. .. ---· 
Example 82 continued 
In a minor key, the allegro c antante can result in a 
almost mozartian flavor. 
· . ;w· Leo . y·mrno,~: ~rto, second Movement · ' 
~~'--~~· _oco ._•~ j-~--00· 
-~~tm&f!Jli~ 
--:· . . ·. . lo.,.., . . P. lrJ'f'. 
Example 83 
In comparison, how platitudinous seem the themes of 
Porpora 1 s 'cello concerto. All his contrapuntal treatment 
cannot save the 1-vork from the dreariness to which his themes 
subject it. 
Example 84 
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Examp le 84 continued 
'I'he melodic s t yle of t h e four third-movement sicilianos · ·': 
is much t h e s ~~e as in Leo's vocal . sicilianos a n d those which 
serve as the slow movements in the operatic sinfonias. As 
was p ointed out in connection with the opera overtures, the 
siciliano, while conforming comple t ely to the re quireme nts 
of the Ne apolitans of the 1730's, "\.J"as not of their invention 
or the ir exclusive property. Long before, this languid s tyle 
h ad been used b oth in and out of Naples by Carelli, •rorelli, 
Aless a ndro Scarlatti, Vival di, Bach, and Handel. Le o's appli-
cation of it to the solo 'cello is sineularly approp riate. 
His own knowledge of the 'cello enabled him to g ive the :melo-
dies the mo s t adv ante..e;eous te ssitura. In the follo-vling example 
from the 11 l argo e gustoso 11 third movement of the F minor con-
certo, the 'cello holds a G above mi ddle C, a crescendo being 
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i mp lied by the f'orte indication in the second bar, Hhile the 
violins in unison pl ay the f'irst two bars of' t he me lody. The 
s o lo 'cello then take s over the melodic line while the vio-
lins retire to the background . The unusual harmony of' the 
f'ourth bar is e mphasized by the increas e in volUi.ile in the 
'ce llo on the C sharp . The las t part of' the passag e is then 
repeated at the third above. The 'cello never rises h i ghe r 
than its openi ng G, and its lowest note is only a tenth be lmv 
that . The bulk of the melody is located in the fifth be t -.;-veen 
mi ddl e C and G, a r ang e 1..rhich, for sheer tonal beauty, is 
perhap s the 'ce llo' s fines t. Example 85 
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The D major concerto and the first A major do not 
contain sicilianos. Their third movements are both in 3/4 
meter , marked "l a r ghetto, mezza voce;' and in the D ma jor 
concerto there is the further indica tion "con poco moto ." 
In the D ma jor concerto, the orchestral prelude of the 
third movement presents a long sustained melody 1.1hich will 
be repeated 1-v-ith slight variations at the entry of the 'cello. 
As in the third movement of the F minor concerto just dis-
cussed, Leo wants to arrange for the solo 'cello to enter 
on a long sustained note over a moving figure. He therefore 
b e g ins the orchestral prelude in this way, the first violins 
holding an F sharp while the second violins and bass p lay 
the moving accompaniment. (See ex~mple 86 .) 
This device wa s not ne w with Leo, for Albinoni had used 
it in his oboe concerto i n B flat ma jor (see examp le 61) . It 
was probably derived from a vocal technique in the operatic 
aria , a familiar examp le being the aria 11 0mbra mai fu 11 from 
Handel's Xerxes . Its use has continued since that time, 
having been employed by Nozart in the slmv- movement of the 
oboe quartet, K. 370, B.nd by fllendelssohn in the second org an 
sonata in C minor. 
E . J . Dent h a s maintained that the music a l progress ma d e 
by the generation after Scarlatti in Naples was technical 
rather than in terms of p oetic expressiveness~ In the fields 
1 E . J . Dent, "Leonardo Leo", ProceecUnp;s of the Iviusical 
Associ ation, v. 32, 1 905-06, Novello, London;-1906, p . 63. 
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Leo: D . ~ · ma Jor concert third movement • 
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of' op era and c hurch music this may well b e true, but the 
statement cannot with impunity be applied to the instru-
mental music. Both Durante and Leo applied the e xpr e ss i vity 
learned from op era to their concertos endowing t hem with a 
noble s e ntiment utte rly lack ing in the instrumental Har k s 
of' t h e elder Scarlatti. Already Leo had imbued t h e slow 
mo vements of' hi s sinfoni a s with a de p th o f fe e ling not in-
dul g ed in by his p redece s sors. In t h ese concertos h e ~vent 
even farther, and the slo~v movem.ents of' the D ma jor concerto 
a n d the first A major anticip ate the Empf'indsamkeit of' the 
later north Germans. 
Leo 1 s conce rn with fe e ling in music is not limited to 
t h e sloH movements, a s a discus sion of' the second movement 
of' the D minor concerto will show. It is in this move ment 
t h at Leo most completely a bandons the baroque and strikes 
out toward the classical, for in the intensity of its con-
trasts the work is defin itely drrunatic. Lik e the g reat C 
ma jor s ymph ony of Mozart, the op ening theme c ompris e s both 
a . strong 11masculine 11 idea and a \veaker nf'erninine 11 one. 
Leo: D minor concerto, sec0nd movem~t~ · ~ , ~- .f ata--~~1li i11 i f]' 
. ( ...... ~c. ... li .. ~) . 
:f bh-~!4 ~A~1~~=¥f#~¥_i±_ng 
: r t~ . . ) !o'rle 1 . 
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'rhe second theme, in a different vein, be g i ns c almly , 
but its peac e is seen shatte red by a des c endi n g 
· · cf · t 
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The recurring outbursts of the tutti theme , forte and 
stacc a to, 1-1ith it s augmented and diminishe d i nterv a ls, are 
like cri es of protest , adding s till another element of 
contrast • 
. tJT ~ttJ r~ J~i H ):':~f f:-:J_:: J~~:,!;~- ~ J-:,~--
bO". . 
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Example 89 
Thus , Leo, by c a lculating the emotional cha r a cters 
of his several music a l ideas, and bal ru1cing and contr as ting 
them Hi th each o ther , -r,-va s able to pPoduce a dramatic movement 
without having the advantag e of a real development se ction . 
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At the return of the se c ond theme in the recap itulation, 
it s character is changed . Now no longe r in a ma jor key , 
i t i s g i ven an added po i gnancy. Both parts are p l ayed by 
the violins, freeing the solo 'ce llo for -the underlying pedal 
point , which in turn release s the bass for deli c ate punctua -
tion. Now there a r e no interrup tions to disturb the peace -
ful atmosphere , only a gentle ch romatic rise in the 'cello, 
lifting the t wo-bar phrase to a n ev-1 higher l evel . 
Leo: ·n minor c~to, second movement • 
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Texture. 
As i de from the fugal movements, perhaps the on e feature 
of his ins trumental music which linl{S Leo most firmly to 
t h e traditional p ast is t he extent of his ;,·.rri ting in a two-
part texture with its de pende nce on the f illing - in of the 
h a r monies by the harpsichord. The p rac t ice is more apparent 
i n the 'ce llo conc ertos than i n the opera sinf oni as in Hh ich 
the ability as h a r moni c f iller of the Hind instr ument s , par-
ticularly t he horns, was readily a cce ss i b le and \vh ich also 
put the viol a s to use in t h is c apacity. we f ind in the con -
certos, hOI'ITever , long stretch es consisting of no mora than 
two part s : in t he tutti sections, violins in unison l·Ji th 
bass a c comp ani me n ts; i n solo sections, 'cello solo 1vith a ccom-
paniment by either bas s or violins. 
All the concertos seem about e qual i n t he prop ortion 
given over to t v.;o-p art •·rri tine; . The D ma jor c on certo , t h en , 
c an s erve as a s a.tp l e of the extent to t-Jhich Leo depended on 
t h is te x ture . By actu a l count, L~5% of the first movement con-
sists only of melody and bass , 65i& of the second movement, 
36% of t he t h ird movement , (the fourth moveme nt, a four-part 
fugue , i s omit t ed f r om t h is survey), and 58% of t h e l ast 
movement. 
'l'he tie Hi th the b a roque, then, is cle ar. On the other 
h and , there are two i mp ortant "'.vays i n which Leo 's t vro - part 
Hri ting is vas tly d ifferent f r cm that found in t h e baroque 
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solo concerto. The first is the position of the sections 
i n t1t10 p a rts. 1-1any sections of the solo concertos of the 
northern It a lians as we ll a s Pergolesi, Dura nte, Porpora, 
and Hasse a re devote d to h..ro-part writ ing . These are , ho"L-.rever, 
the solo se ctions 1...rherein the solo ins trurne n 't i s a ccompani ed 
cnly by the basso continuo, or perhaps by one or more of the 
other i ns trurn(:mts in a sins le line. The tutti s ections are 
~-Jri tten in three or four parts. In Leo 1 s concertos the situ-
ation is a l most reversed. The majority of the tutti sections 
are v1ritten in t1-10 parts and the solo sections often use a 
t v10 or three - part accompani ment to the solo 'ce llo's me lody. 
Sec0ndly, the nature of Leo 1 s t v-Jo-part v.rri t ing , as was 
nointe d out in connection with the sinfon ias (pp . 10~ - 105, 
above), had chan ged. 
I n l ate baroque mus ic there "tvere t~-10 chief me t h ods of 
t tv-o - part V<Jri ting . One method , c orrmon in the s onatas for 
one ins trw11ent and continuo , was to shape the melody and the 
bass in a real t Ho-p a rt counterpoin t , each paPt b e ing about 
e qu a lly i mp ortant. The other method is found mo s t often in 
the solo sections of the vival di a n concerto. Here the solo 
ins trument is everyth ing , the bas s relegated to the simplest, 
most unobstrusive po sition possible. (See exrump le 91.) 
Like the classical composers of the second half of the 
century, Leo sought s. vi a me d i a bet1·1een these extremes. The 
u pper voice is ahmys more i mportant a n d the b a ss only an 
2 2 2 
Example 91 
accompaniment to the main melodic line, yet the bass is 
g iven a definite life of its ovm. 
The only time the bas s approaches an e qual status with 
the melody is in the first movement of the C minor concerto, 
in T.·Jhich it enters in i mita tion. By the s econd bar, hm>Iever, 
the violins have estab lished the ir usua l prominence and the 
bass is relega ted to the background , to emerg e again only 
in those p l a ces in ~vhich it a gain i mita tes t h e violins. 
To emp hasize the prefera.ble p osition g iven the melodic 
line, whether played by the violins or the solo 'cello, is 
not to claim dullness and ina dequacy for Leo's basses. l4hile 
remaining subordinate to the melody, they are carefully con-
structed to complement it. For instance, exrunple 92 is a 
re p roduction of the be g inning orchestral prelude from· the 
fir s t movement of the first A major concerto. The only strik-
ing feature of the bass line lies in the three descen ding 
notes in dotted rhythra at the end of the s econ d., fourth, 
thirteenth, f'ifteen th, a..'"ld nine tee n th bars- -all places ~,-,rhere 
the violin melody is at rest. Other-wise, the bas s p roceed s 
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Example 92 
for the mos t part in even quarter no t es . It divides it-
self into f our phrases, each of VJhich h a s it s OVJn climax 
a t a different p oint from the climax of the melody. The 
b a s s line of the fir s t phrase (b a rs 1 - 6) re a ches its 
zenith in the f ourth b a r at almo s t the precise moment in 
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~v-:1.ich the melody reaches its nadir. The high point of the 
secon d phras e (bars 7 - 13) is a wh ole ste p above that of 
t h e fir s t phrase. Th e climax of the third phrase (bars 
14 - 19) is reached in the seventeenth bar , a whole step 
h i gher still . The fourth phrase, a repetition of the l ast 
part of the third , serves as a relaxing element, bringing 
the pre lude to a close. The melody i t self being pra ctica lly 
identical to its previous appearance, the release of tension 
depends on the bass. This is a ccomp lished by dropp ing some 
of the bass notes do1-vn an octave ( comp are bars 16 - 17 1.-vi th 
b a rs 20 - 21) , t hus oblitera ting the h i gh climax o:f t he 
t h ird phrase. 
Such refinement s , the common property of all good 
composers, do not s h oH their virtues ostentatiously, but 
are f elt as natural and ri ght unconsciously in the listener. 
Leo's Use of the Violoncello. 
E . J. Dent states that Leo, in his operatic arias never 
wrote brillia nt colora tura pas sages, a fact which makes it 
surprising that he could remain successfully in the field of 
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opera . He all-rays preferred a 11noble purity of melod ic 
outline 11 to technical e x travagances . 1 ·rhis characteristic 
is equally true of' his c oncertos for ' cello . 
Indeed, Leo 1 s preoc cupation in these "t;vOrk s ~vi th be auty 
of melody le a ves him little opportunity to exploit the 
possibilities of using the 'cell o for brilliant soloistic 
d isp lay, a practice which at t h is very time Has at its height 
in the concertos of' the north It a lian violin virtu osos . Loca-
tell i , had gi ven the cadenza i ts mo s t cons i s tent and elaborate 
expression j u st four years bei'ore in h i s L 1Arte del Violino . 
Yet Leo c a lls for a cadenz a only once , in the f irst movement 
of the second A ma jor concerto. Th i s is , of c ourse, a slow 
movement, eliminating the desirabi l i ty of a p articularly 
bril l iant f lourish even here . 
Occ a sionally Leo does give to the solo 'cello short 
bravura sections, such as the foll owing passag e f rom the 
sec on d movement of t he D minor c oncerto. Example 93 
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1 Dent , "Leonardo Leo 11 , Sarn..rne lb!inde Interna tionalen Nusik -
gesel l schaft , ..2.12. · cit . , p . 552. 
These p laces are , howe ver , rather on the tame side 
i:r'l compar ison with some 1-.rri tten by Vi v a ldi . 
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Usually d oubl e stops are not used f or di s play purposes , 
but appear i n the more l yric se c tions . For example , the 
third movemant of the D ma jor concerto employs them in the 
second theme . 
Leo : D major -concerto, third movement 
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Triple stops do not appear and quadruple stops are 
used only once: in the "Andante grazioso 11 of the C minor 
concerto 1-lhere they occur in a slm-.r , expre~sive c ontext. 
A g ood deal of technical facility is re quired of the 
'cellist in the finales, for their bustling nature demand s 
it. The difficulties are not there for d isp l ay , hO\·Jever , 
but a re inherent in the themes themselves. For ins t ance, 
the fina le of the F minor conce rto {see example 96) provi des 
the 1 cellist vri th a chance to shov-r off his abilities, yet 
never sinks to v apid, empty figuration. 
The Ricercar per Violoncello Solo of Domenico Gabrielli1 
defines 1-ri thin itse lf the 1 cello 1 s range as it appears in 
the ma jority of t·vorks using s olo 'c e llo in the first thirty 
years of the eighteenth century. This range e x tends, in 
Gabrielli's piece, from the 'cello's lowest note, C, to the 
G above middle C. Jacchini calls for a very mo dest range, 
rarely re a ching as high as that. Except for an occasional 
A above .the upper G, Marcello does not excee d this rang e in 
h is 'ce llo son atas . Viv a l d i a l s o was in l a rge part content 
t o remain 1vithin this are a . T'.o.e C ma jor concerto (Tomo 211°) 
is restricted entirely to fir s t position, the 'cello never 
rising h i e;her than the D a bove mi ddle c. Still, Vivaldi was 
av.rare of the p os sibility of p laying in the upper rang e for 
1 No. 228 in Schering , Gesch ichte del" rviusik in Beisuielen, 
op . c i t. 
Leo : F min~r C0ncertn , fin l e . 
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he c a lls for a number of D 1 s a ninth ab ove m.i ddle C in the 
first movement of the C ma jor c oncerto ( Torno 20L~0 ), notes 
Hh ich re quire bring ing the t humb onto the fingerboard . The 
use of t he upper thumb p o s itions mu s t have been knmv-n at leas t 
duri n g the 1730's, for Ni chel Corrette 1 s 'ce llo me t h o d , pu b -
lished in 1741, devo te s a full chapter to the subject. 1 Only 
once, however, in Leo's c oncertos is it necessary for t he 
thumb t o be brought above the finge r board for a D. He often 
c a ll s for the C sha r p , C, and B just belo~v-, h01-1ever, and 
seems fond of requiring the 'cello to p lay i n the oc t a ve above 
middle C. 
The 'cel lo's lowest notes are e ven more sparingly u s ed 
than in the 'c e llo concertos of Bocche rini and Haydn . Tot 
unti l Be e t h oven's sonatas for t h is instrument and :p i ano d id 
co1;m oser s tak e del i e;ht i n exp loitin g the lower reg ions of t he 
'ce llo f or the deep rich tone c olor. 
1 Willi Apel, Harva rd Dictionary, 2£· cit., p . 805 . 
Chapter XII 
THE CONC.2:R'l'O FOrl FOUR VIOLITS 
Source . 
The Y.Thereabouts of the autograph manu scrip t of Leo 1 s 
c oncerto for four violins is not kno~vn . Probably it is 
no longer extant. There is a manu s cript copy, a ccording 
to GiB.como Leo, 1 in Dre s den . F'or t h is study , mi crofilms 
y.;e re obtained of a manus c ript c opy in the ·lJe s tdeu tsche 
Bibliothek in Narburg . 
'l'he concerto is entit l ed , "C oncerti [sic] a ·~uatro 
Violini Obli gati I p er Servizio di S : E : il Si gr: I 
Marchese de l Vasto I de l Sigr: D: Lionardo Leo." 
Since its f i rst publicat ion i n 1 895 , 2 this conc e rto 
has b e c ome comp aratively tvell - k nown . In a d i scussion of 
Le onardo Leo at t h e 1usi c a l Association i n London in 1905, 
Profes sor Dent remark s that the re is no ne ed to di s cu s s 
t h is c oncerto as it is s o farniliar.3 Since it s first p ub-
lication i t h a s been re-issue d in at leas t four di fferent 
editi ons . 4 
l 
2 
3 
4 
G. Leo, ££· cit ., p . 82 . 
Aug en e r , Lon don, 1 895 ( ed . G. Jens en) . 
~ . J. Dent , "Leonardo Leo, 11 Proc e e dings of the Ivius ica l 
~ssociation, op . cit., p . 63. 
Schott , J'IIainz , 1 902 ( G. Jensen); · icordi , Ni l an , 192 3 (Polo); 
Vie 1.-Je g , Berlin , 1933 (Upme yer ); and a n ed i tion with orche stra , 
Ricordi , Milan, 1939 ( Polo and Abbado). 
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Va s to is a. town on the Adriatic in the province of 
Abruzzi and more than 250 mount a inous k ilometers fr om Nap l e s. 
J.{ othing is kno·Hn about the relations bet-\.veen the Harchese 
there and Leo, for inJh a t occ a sion the conc erto ~,-vas commiss ioned, 
or Hhen . 
Gene r a l Char ac t e ristics. 
'l'he c oncerto i s 1·Jri tten on five staffs , one for each 
violin and a fifth for the fi gured bass. In the first, third, 
and fourth movements the v.rords ''tutti 11 and rrsoli" appear a t 
appropriate p l a ces on each staff of the four vi olins. App ar-
ently, then, the work is intended to be performed by four s olo 
violins accompanied by a string or chestra made u p of violins 
in four parts -vli th bass instruments and an irnp rovi s ing harpsi-
chord. During the tutti sections, hoHever, t he violin s of 
the orch es t r a are never r equired to p l ay in four real parts. 
Mo stl y they p l ay in u n ison or two parts, and in three on only 
t ·Ho occasions. As in t he c ase of the 1 cello concertos, there 
is no viola part, though the intention may again have b een 
for the viola to double the bass line in octaves. 
Like t he 'ce llo con certos , the four movement s are a lter-
n ate ly s low and fast: Ivlaes t os o, Fug a, [ Siciliano J, Alle gro. 
Influences. 
The choice of four viol ins as the concertina in a 
concerto grosse 1,ras never a p opular one. Examples of this 
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c omb inati on ( with accompaniments including real viol a parts) 
occur in Vivaldi's Op. 3, No s . l and 4, and a c oncerto i n 
B f l at ma jor ( Tomo 134°), until recently unpu blished. 1 The 
seventh and tenth concertos of Vival di's Op. 3 are a lso for 
four violins but with the a ddition to the con certina of a 
violoncello.2 The 'cello, however, does not have an e labor-
ate part, and for pur p oses of c omparison thes e concer tos 
may a l s o be cons i de re d , thus bring i n r..; the •...rork s by Viva l d i 
i n thi s genre u p to five. 
I n the Licea I•lusic a l e , Bologna, is a manuscript dated 
1735 cont a ining s i x introduzioni and six concertos by Pietro 
Locate lli. These works are listed in Koole's thematic index3 
as Op . 4. The last of this se t is enti t led, "Concerto 12° 
c on 4 violini obbligati e t ut ti le a ltre parti i n Fa, e per 
tutti stru.menti da corda . 11 Both formally an d stylistica lly 
it f ollows the pat tern of Viva l di's c oncertos.4 
In Nap les, in t he Cons ervatorio San Pietro a Hai e l1a, 
are manuscript copie s of t 1.r0 \vOrk s which may f ~tll i nto the 
c ateg ory under c onsiderat ion here . One is an anonymous 
i!Sonata in ?J!i mi nore a 4 violini, violone, e bassou and the 
1 J\.lS in Bi bliote c a Nazionale, Turin , F o'a II, fol . l. 
2 
3 
The tenth was transcribed a t one lower for four claviers 
by J . S . Ba ch . 
Arend ~\:o ole, Leven ~ ·werken Y§l! Pietro Antonio Locatelli, 
Jasonp ers, Univer s ite i tspers , Amsterdam, 1 949 , p . 256. 
Publ i shed in a n arrang ement for p iano four hands ( ed . Alce o 
Toni) a s No. 16 in I Cl ass ici de lla ·Husica Italiana , 
Societa Anoni ma Notari, La Sant a , Illli l an , 1921. 
other is entitled "Concerto con 4 Violini e Violetta, 
Violoncello, e Bas s o, 1728 11 by Angelo Ragazzi (1680-
1750). 1 Little is known about Ra gazzi 1s life. He lived 
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in Vienna from 1713 to 1740 a nd was therefore in all proba-
bility unknown t o Leo. 
The six concertini for string orches tra with violins 
in four parts vJhich h ave been variously attributed to Per-
g ol e si and to Ricciotti (see pp . 11-12 above) do not i'all 
i n to thi s c a te gory. These are not conce rti gros s i, i'or 
there is no concertina t o be c on t ras te d with the main b ody 
of p l ayer s . Occ a siona lly solos appe a r in one or another of 
the instruments, ofte n in t he viol a or 'ce llo part, but 
with no consistency. The pieces are to b e c onsidered as 
corning under the c ategory of orchestral conc ertos. 
The three c oncertos for four violins without accompani-
ment by G. P. Telemann 2 (between 1709 and 1721) h a ve little 
relationship t o this work of Leo's, b e ing actually works of 
chamber music written throughout in four parts for four solo 
instruments and having nothing to do 1-.ri th the Itali an concel~to 
style. 
It HOuld seem that Leo, commissioned by the Narchese del 
Vasto to comp o s e t h i s concerto, had little in the vmy of a 
mo de l. I n all p robab ili ty he was a c quainted ,.,ri th or had a c-
1 
2 
'l'he parts for the third violin and the vi ol a are lack ing . 
G. P . Te lemann, Husikali sche ~ve rke , BMrenreiter, Kas s el 
und Basel, 1955, Bd . 6. 
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cess to Viva l d i's Op. 3, yet his temperament v-rould not alloH 
him to join the rank s of the i mitators of the 11 re.d p riest 11 
as Locatelli did in h is concer to for f our violins. As we 
have s een in connection 1..rith the 'cello concertos, Le o's 
t endency vJas either tO \vard bel- c a nto me lody, or the more 
involved contrapunta l forms. The c onstant rhythmic drive 
of Vivaldi's homophony evidently d i d not attract him to the 
p oint oi' emulation. The baroque p ower and brilliance of 
the op ening of the B fl at rnaj or conce rto ( 1'omo 134 °), for 
example, could hope to find little response in Leo. (See 
example 97. ) 
In v.rriting t h is concerto Leo apparently fe lt no need to 
call for a model on any music other than his ov-vn . From the 
first movement s of the ope r atic s infoni a s he took the maj es-
tic unison s t atement 1,.Jhich serves as a tutti in t he first 
movemen t here, and from the opera tic aria he t ook the sing-
ing characte r of the solo sections. He made use of his ex-
perience in 1vri tine; sacred choruses for the second movement 
fugue, from his ov-m sicil:lanos, both vocal and instrumental, 
he t o olr the style for his third movement, a n d the f inale, a 
dance p iece in 3/8 meter, is reminiscent of the fin a les i n 
the opera overtures . 
The first movement. 
The formal scheme of the first movement is similar to 
that of the 'cello concertos. The orchestr al prelude pre-
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sents a s t atement of a theme which remai ns the property 
of t he tutt i throughout. Examp l e 98 
Concerto for four viol ins , first movemen t • 
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The burden of the e xp osition i s c a rrie d by the fir s t 
and second s o l o violins and the b a ss , t he thi rd and fourth 
vi o l ins t aking par t on l y in a c comp a n i me n tal figures . The 
first t heme i n the ton ic and the s e c ond i n the dominant a re 
conne c ted by a modul at ing me lody three bars i n leng th. (See 
example 99 .) The orchestral ritornello r eappears in t he 
domi nant key , compressed into t 1v-o bars . It i s only j ust 
that the bulk of the mi ddle section shoul d fall to t he thi rd 
and fourth violins , 1vi th t h e f i r s t and se c ond p l aying the 
a ccomp an i mental f i gure s . 'rhis se c tion be g ins 1.v-i th a dominant 
s t atement of the fir st theme of the e x p o s ition which le ads 
to ne o-1 material, fir s t in the supertonic and then a gR.i n in 
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the dominant. The recapitulation begins wi th the abridged 
tutti theme in the tonic, and the f irst i de a of the exposi -
tion re turns in the same 1cey , t h is time d ivide d equally be-
tween the two c ouples of violins . The l as t t wo abridgements 
of the tutti theme h a ve omitted its second part. In compen-
sation is an orchestral se cti on , in t he role of trans ition, 
bas ed on t h is part of the p relude. 1.J ow the se c ond theme 
r eturns in the tonic, p l ayo d by the f i rst and s e cond violins, 
t hen repeated by the t h ird and fourth . The tutti t heme re-
turns, once more compressed into t 1-vo bars , to c onclude the 
movement on the dominan t ch ord . ( 'l"he t h i rd movement of this 
c oncerto a lso cadenc es on the dominant , a practice occuring 
in Leo ' s sinfonias but never in the 'c e llo c oncertos.) 
'rhe se c ond movement. 
The se c ond movement is a triple fugue in five voices , 
t he four v oice s of the violins and the bass e a ch h a ving an 
equal part . The s core does not ind icate whether Leo des ired 
t he separate par t s to be p l ayed by t he whole string orchestra 
or only by the violin s oloists. Its massive and powerful 
charac ter , ho~ve ver, woul d se em. t o indica te the former a s the 
p r e f e rable procedure . 
The subjects are devised i n trip le counterpoint, a tech-
n i que wh ich g ives six possib le pos itions i n 1r1hich they can 
appear simul t aneously : 
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I I II II III III 
II III I III I I I 
III II III I II I 
Disregarding f or the tirn.e being the instruments em-
p loyed and thinking merely of the a c tual p osition of the 
themes, Leo uses only three of the s ix possible positions : 
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He much prefers the first arrang emGnt, for it appears 
e i ght times in the course of the fugue, Nhile the se c ond 
arrangement appears only once and the third twice. 
~------------------------
The rirst subject is ~nswered tonally,~~;--~ ~ti~~~~~ 
Y.Jh ile the second a nd third subject s are g iven re a l ansHers. 
l·Jhere necessary he doe s not hesitate to chang e the doi-JIH·.rard 
o cta ve l eap in the second sub ject to a fourth or a six th in 
order to acc onm1oda te it t o the r ange of the violin. Thus in 
bars S-7 the third violin plays ~J:jj ±;:t::F:t::: :"! ___ ~rq~a ~--\· ~ .. . -~~ ---1-c:t-..:.:.--- it~~~J}* 
and in bars 1~-15 the rourth viotJII~ifJj}Ifj) I tj 
The fugue cons ists of three e xpo sitions 't·J'ith t v.ro' inter- ' ~ ' 
lude s and a coda. The first exp osition comp rises five entries 
of t he tl1ree subjects , the se cond exp osition four entries, and 
the third , two. The interludes a re particula rly interesting . 
The fir s t is made up of a v a ria t i on of the head motive of the 
second sub ject i n close i mita tion, with one reference to the 
t h ird subject in a rhythmic a ltera tion. Example 101 
J 
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The second interlude continues the i mita tive treat -
ment of the se c ond subject ' s head motive and add s to it 
the third subject , both in its orig inal f orm and in diminu-
tion and inversion . 'J:he s im:;:>le down~v-ard scale of tn~hich the 
third subject cons ists make s it admirably suited for this 
type of treatm.ent as it i s re ad ily recognizable to the ear 
i n whatever form it appears . 
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A graph of' this :fugue s h 01,-1ing its structure in detail 
is present ed on the following p age. 
Leo's harmonic counte rp oint is completely free of' modal 
qu a lities, an i mprovement he made over Ale s sandro Scarlatti. 1 
Fro:m this p oint of view it has much in common with the h ar-
monic counterpoint of Bach. Leo did not, however, realize 
the i mp ortance in his polyphonic music of' contrasting tonali-
ties as Bach did. This :fugue consequently suf'f'ers :from a 
static quality due to Leo's :failure to le a ve the tonic k ey 
excep t :for brief referenc e s to the dominant or sub dominant. 
The third movement. 
The sicilia no is in the k ey of' t he minor su bdominant, 
a cho ice 1-.rhich Leo made in n e ither the op era overtur e s nor 
the 'cello concertos. Lik e all h i s sicilianos, it i s a bina ry 
:form, but an unusual one. I n c ommon ~lith the third movements 
of' t he 'cello concertos, it be gins Hith an orchestr a l prelude 
followed by a n e xposition :for the solo instruments of' t wo 
themes, the fiPst in the tonic and the secon d in the rela-
tive major. The beg inning of the orchestral prelude and the 
t wo themes of the exp osition are illustra ted in the following 
example. 
1 Dent, t'Leonardo Leon, Procee d ing s of the l"Iusica l Associa-
tion, £2· cit., pp. 69-70. 
Leo: concerto for Four Violins (second mo~eme.nt} 
FORMAL. GRAPH {Fugue with three subjects) 
Exposition One 
I I ~ 
1 I-dux 
2 II III 
3 III II 
4 !-comes B.c. 
•ronali ty: 
D A 
Interlude One 
. i5 
1 II' 
2 II' 
I t 0 , 
II 
III 
I 
D 
II' 
II 1 
t5 I . t 
III 
!-comes 
II 
A 
Exposition T\-10 
~5 
!-false cmne s 
r-dux . 
III 
D 
III !-comes 
r-aux 
3 II' 
4 --~~rrr---------------------------~----------~~I~It~~I:--dux .I . ~:.0-; .; ~· ......... 
B.C. !I' 
Tonality: 
A f# e A D A D 
.Interlude Two 
~Q I ~5 60 I · I 
l II II II 1 IIIid I!Iid II' 
2 III III II' ' II' IIIid 
B.C. 
Tonality: 
D 
II' 
I-dux · 
G 
Exposition Three 
I 1 ~5 
II I II I 
III 
Coda 
I \ 0 I I 
l_;I~-~d~u~x~---------------------------------------
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Example 103 
short tutti section made u p of new ma Geri a l bring s 
the fir s t half to a close in the rel a tive ma jor key . The 
second h a lf beg ins like the solo exposition, 1,Jith a s t a te-
ment of the first solo theme in the tonic key. It is here 
tha t Leo abandons his usua l scheme . Instead of continuing 
with the s econ d theme in the tonic, he presents it i n the 
subdominant, subsequently inserting an abridged tutti v er-
sion of the orchestra l prelude. Only then does the second 
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theme recapitulate in the tonic key an d the tutti Hhich 
ended the first section reappear to clos e the movement on 
the dominant chord. 
As in the first movement, Leo groups the four violins 
in t !rJO pairs. 'Ehe first p a ir plays the fir s t theme of the 
exp osition, the second pair continues it and modula tes. 
The first p a ir then proceeds with the second theme after 
which it is repe a ted a fourth h i gher by the s econd p a ir. 
The first pair be g ins the rec apitulation; the secon d con-
tinues v.rith the s econd theme in the sub d ominant. Finally, 
after the tutti, t h e first p a ir p lays the second t h eme in 
the t onic. Thus here, as in the f irst movement, the four 
violins d o not p lay toge ther but are contrasted ag ainst 
each other in group s of two. 
The Fourth Movement. 
While in the fin ale the four solo ins truments do p lay 
simultaneously, they are nonetheless in l a r ge part grouped 
into pairs. I n this c a se one gr oup plays the melodic part, 
either in thirds or i mitatively, while the other group ac-
como anie s. Only in the middle section of this movement d oes 
Leo ab a nd on t h is p r a ctic e of g roup ine t h em in pair s a n d u s e 
t h e m in the fre e r manner \vh ich Viva ldi ofte n employ ed. 
An unusu a l feature of the finale is t h e iutrusion of 
t he solo ins truments into the tutti sections. '11he first 
sta tement of the orchestral tutti Hill illustrate the pro-
ce dure 1-Ihich occurs t h roughout the ~novement . 
for four vio l ins , finale~ 
Example 1 04 
The entry of the s olo ins t ruments in the third bar does not 
be g in a new section but c ons t itutes an element of contras t 
tvi t h in the tutti. 
The movement is in t Ho repe a t e d h a lves a nd is c ast in 
t h e sonat a -form so of ten u sed by Leo. The mi ddle section, 
while not a re a l development, is nevertheless especially 
interest ing . It be g ins with the tutti theme in the dominant 
key , the solo element app earing ~-Jith exchane;e d p a rts. ( Se e 
exarnnle 10_5.) It continue s !.-vith ne1-1 mater i a l i n t he s olo 
i nstru ment s , passing through v arious keys, and i n terrup t ed 
t wice by tutti s ta tements based on t he l as t part of the be -
f, inning section. Here it is t hat Le o uses the solo i nstruraent s 
Leo: four violins; final e . 
Example 105 
in a free manner. The first violin is g iven a long solo 
passage accompanied by the other s olo violins in turns. 
Later the third violin has a similar solo with similar a ccom-
paniment, and the section ends Hith another solo b y the first 
violin. 'l'he recapitulation presents all the materi a l of 
the exp osition in the tonic k ey. In t he solo se ctions 
the principle of exchange d parts prevails. 
Its Place ilinong Leo's Instrumental Works. 
Alth ough far better known than the 'ce llo concertos, 
the c oncerto for four violins is nonetheless inferior to 
the m. In eschewing the motoric impulse of baroque rhythmic 
continuity and in avoi ding brilliant technic a l display , Leo 
ordinarily depended for his effect on the appe a l and charm 
of h is me lodic lines. In the 'cello concertos this proce-
dure was ab le to produce admirable results, for he i mbued 
t hem v.rith sustained themes of '!ilrarmth and be auty. Here, h o1...rever, 
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his me lodies are generally short-winded and e p i s o dic (see 
examples 99 and 103). Nor do they contain the sponteneity 
or originality found in the 1 cello concertos. •rhe themes 
of t h e last movement are all too reminiscent of the h a stily 
put togethe r overtur e finale so often found in the eighteenth 
century. Indee d , Leo 's own overture finales are generally 
less mediocre in melodic invention than this one . Finally, 
admirable as is its Hor1r.J.nanship , t h e fugue is not re a lly a 
h appy member of this concerto, f or its elabora te polyphony 
an d broad lines strik e a hetero geneous note 1vi th the rococo 
qualities of the other movements. 
Still, frora the formal point of view, the c oncerto is 
full of worthy qualities . Along with the 'cello concertos 
it i s a p oint of p rogress between the form of the baroque 
concerto and the classica l concerto to c ome . The applica-
tion of the s onata-form to the concerto was a step vrl~ich 
le sser c omposers had to make in or der t o p rovide the material 
for t h e masterworks of Noz art. 
Chapter XIII 
CONCLUSION 
Inf luences on Leo. 
It is d ifficult to speak of the influences 1.vhich 
went into the molding of Leo's musical position, for, 
-vJi th little other than the actual music on 1.-1hich to base 
ru~ opinion we c annot be certain of any conclusion. If 
-v1e note in Leo, say, an unusual technical device lvhich 
a ppeared also a few years before in a work by another 
composer, are He justified in concluding that Leo took 
t he ide a from that composer? J1ight it not be that one 
or both took it from still a third composer whose Hork 
is now lost or unkno-vm? Or perhaps each man c ame across 
the idea independently. Outside forces of a philosophical, 
reli g ious, p olitical, or social nature contribute to the 
general spirit of the day lvhich in turn affects the mus i-
c a l aesthetic common to most mus icians living near each 
other in time and place. As a conse qu e nce similarities 
are certa in to exist among Hork s of v a rious comp osers. 
So it is only 1vi th extreme c aution that 1-,re c a n de cla re one 
-v.rork to have been influenced by another. For this reason 
no more will be attempted here than to mention in sunm1a ry 
those similarities pointed out in the text b e t ween the 
various as pects of Leo's compositional technique and those 
of other comp osers ~,rhom he could conceivably have used as 
models . 
The first of these asp ects is Leo 's use of the sona ta-
or embryo-sonata-form, t-rhich occurs in the first movements 
and some of t he finales of the symphonies after 1730, as 
l·Jell as in the third movements and fina les o f the 1 cello 
concertos. These forms had appeared a dec ade or more e arlie r 
in the violin sonatas of Veracini and Somis and in at least 
one opera sinfonia by Francesco Conti. 
Se condly , the integrated style of orchestration, as 
op 9 osed to the baro que principles of c ontrast in sounding 
bodies and contrapuntal orchestration, is first to be not-
iced in the last sinfonias of Ale ssandro Scarlatti , soon 
after to become the common property of' Neapolitan comp osers, 
p articularly Pergolesi, Hasse , and Leo. 
The final aspect to be menti oned here is c oncerned 
"\.1Ti th the melodic sty l e of the 1 c ello c oncertos. The aban-
d onment of the intellectually Hork ed-up opera tic a ria of 
Al e ssandro Sc arlatti and its re p l a c eme nt by a more p opul ar, 
e a s ily unde r s tood , melod ic s t y le s e e ms to h ave been the 
work of the younger c eneration as a whole r athe r than any 
one c omposer, though Vinci c an p erhap s be sing led out as 
particularly i mportant in t h is re s9ect . Its application 
to t h e slo1v movements of symph onies lvas practiced by all. 
Th e most striking use of t he ne1v melodi c style, however, 
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came in its application to movements in fast tempo . 1fuether 
the credit for this novelty , imp ortant in the se arch for 
t he orig ins of Moz art's melodic style, should g o to Perg o-
lesi, Platti , della Ciaja , Durante, or some other comp oser 
has not been de t e r mined, though all these made early use of 
it . The fast se cond movements of Leo's •cello concertos 
use this style almost exclusively, as do the movements in 
slow temp o of all his concertos. 
Contributions of Leo. 
Pergolesi, Hasse, and Leo, the most significant fi gures 
in the earl y develo:9ment of the S"JTinphony after Scarlatti, 
each had something individual to offer to its growth . Per-
golesi applied his light, cheerful , buffa tune s to the sym-
phonic f abric. Hasse provided the be g inning s of motivic 
development . Leo's c ontribution was in the f ield of struc-
ture . He enlarged the finale until it sati sfactorily ba-
lanced t h e other movements and develop ed the orchestral 
sonata-form of the first movements. B1 r om 1730 on his f'irst 
movements show a gradual increase in the use of sona t a-form 
elements , until in 1739 with the Achille in Sciro overture 
he achieved an exposition comprising three distinct t heme 
groups of contrasting character separated by transitions and 
a recap itulation of the three theme s trans p osed into the 
tonic key. In his last opera overtures he put even gr eater 
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stress on thematic contrast . 
In the field of solo concerto writing Le o's contri-
butions are even more in evidence . From the f ormal p oint 
o f view he anticipated the first-movement form of the 
clas s ical concerto by comb ining fea tures of the sonata-
f orm Hith that of the older concerto g ros so . The inclu-
sion of a real development section in his sona ta-form 
movements is also noteworthy , for he invariably omitted 
this section in the s~nphonies. 
There are o t he r i nterestin g f ormal innovations in 
Le o 1 s concertos \-J"hich cannot be considered contributions 
to the de velopment of instrument al music. •rhey stand al-
most as isolated phenomena , ideas which have been, as it 
were , offered but not accepted, n e ver followed through 
and gat hered up into the mainstream of music. Such are 
( 1) the f orms of the second movement:;s of the 'cello concer-
tos , made up of sonata- form and concerto g ros s o elements , 
but in a ne w and unique relationship ; (2) the application 
of the sonata-form idea to a c onc e rto medium as used in 
t h e third and four th movements of the 'cello c oncertos a n d 
in the concerto for four violins; and (3) the combination 
of the c oncer to g rosso f orm and the fu gue found in the second 
movement of the C minor concerto. 
Leo contributed to the growth of instrumental music 
from the sty listic as well a s t he f ormal point of vie ~v . 
~mphasis has already been p laced on hi s development of 
the allegro cantante in the 1 cello concertos, paving the 
way t oward the establishment of the me lod ic style or 
the classica l era. In so doing he was a p ioneer in the 
treatment of t h e 'cello as a means or great poeti c ex-
p ression. Singing me lodies in t h e ins trument's most ad -
v antageous r a n ge like t h o s e he p oure d forth in such abun-
dance in t hese c oncertos a re hardly to be met with in the 
1 cello works of Vivald i and l'Iar c e llo, or even in the un-
ac companied suites of J. s. Bach. Leo 's manner of u s ing 
the instrument is the forerunner of t he violonc e llistic 
style of Boccherini and Haydn . 
The fina l contribution of Leo is to be found in 
only one movement--the second of the 'cello concerto in 
D minor--and '\.vhether in Leo it appears only as a freak 
p rophecy of Hhat Has to be rediscovered l a te r , or '\.vhethe r 
t h is movement actually exer t ed an influence on comp o s ers 
t o c ome is de batable. Be that as it may, the movement 
c ontai ns the seeds of an idea ne111}" in composition Hhich, 
in the hand s of Haydn, Nozart , a.nd Be ethoven, developed 
into so prominent a meru1s of musical expression t hat it s 
i mp ortance can hardly be overemphasized . This is the con-
ce p t of drama 1vi thin the sana ta-form based not only on the 
contrasting n a ture of various themes but on the realization 
that a musical idea can alter its meaning within a single 
movement . Thus the recap itulation is not just a trans-
posed version of the ex9osition, restated for purpose s 
of balance, but is actually a result, a solution, whi ch 
the rest of the movement has been striving toward. 
Leo's Sacred and Secular Musical Styles. 
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Periods of transition in musical history are marked 
by the simultaneous existence of more than one mus ica l 
style, for the progre ssive e l ements are more suited to 
one branch of c ompos ition than to another. Generally , 
it is sacred music which lag s behind, for i f it is to ful-
f ill its function in the service of the Church it must 
avoid surprising or shocking the 1.-rorsh i pper . Much of 
r1ontever di' s religious music is in a s t y le far removed 
from that of h is madr i gals and operas. Similarly, in our 
o1.m. day a compose r vJho 1-rr i tes sacred music in the style 
of his secular \·J"Orks may be heard either in church or in 
the concert hall--his chanc e s of having work s performe d 
in b oth are slim. 
Like the present day and the early seve nteenth century, 
the period from, roughly, 17 20 to 1770 was one of transi-
tion, and it is not s urpris ing to find during this half 
century the existence of distinct styles for sacred and 
for secu lar music. By the time the new approach was in 
the air , Bach , Handel, and Vivaldi were musi cally mature 
and t heref'ore little affe cted by it. Their church works 
are not basically d ifferent from their secular 1vorks . But 
the younger composers, particularly in Naples where the 
ne vJ style 'i·Jas flo~v-ering most luxuriantly, be g inning around 
1730 often -vJrote ro coco cantatas , operas , and instrumental 
music and at the srune time brought forth baroque church 
music. This n ractice exp lains hov-1 Pergolesi could write 
La Serva Padrona on the one hand and the· Hass in F major 
for tv-m choruses and t~v-o orchestras on the other. 
To point out the d istinction between the prevail ing 
secular and ecclesiastical styles is not to claim that the 
secular style never found its way into church music. It 
oi'ten did, especially in movements written for a solo voice 
or voices. Ample e vidence is furnished by the sestetto 
11 Dominus a dextris tuis 11 from Perg olesi 's Dixit Dominus1 , 
t h e sty le of Hh ich is identical to that of the arias in 
h is serious operas. Particularly in Durante 1 s church mu-
sic is the ne~v "dolce stil novo 11 to be found. 
Leo 1 s sacred HOrks , on t he other hand , almost ahv-ays 
avoid the sensuous me lody . Rather, they are d i gni f ied, 
con tra punta l , and intellectual. I f they have a fault, it 
is on the side of dryness and p onderousness. Illustrations 
of Leo 's church music are provided by examp le 106.2 
The attitude toward religious musi c displayed by Leo 
was d ifferent e nough from that of Durante to cause the 
l 
2 
Pergolesi, G. B., "Dixit Dominus" for two choir's and 
t1.v-o orchestras, in The Fitzwilliam rfusic , Novello, London, 
[1 82.5], II, 2 ff. -
The excerpts of examp le 1 06 are taken from ibid., I, 30; 
II, 4J.. 
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younger generation of Neapolitan musicians to split into 
t wo camps, calling themselves the 11 Leisti 11 or the uDurantisti 11 
depending on whether they favored the severe or the senti-
mental in church music. 
The existence of the se two c amp s has tempted music 
h istorians into the trap of p lacing each comp oser in a 
neat c a t e gory, Leo on the intellectual side, Durante on the 
emotional. This fac~, p lus the gen eral a ccessibility ru1d 
greater fw.1iliarity of Leo's church music have combined to 
create the l ege nd that he was a backward-look ing c omposer, 
distinguished by his inte llectuality and capable of writing 
music of massive strength and pm-1er, but l a ck ing the war mer, 
appealing qualities of Pergo lesi or Durante. 
The truth is, as we have se e n in exruaining t h e over-
tures and concertos, that Leo could and did write mus ic of 
great charm in the a ppealing Nea~Jolitan manner, as well as 
e x c e lling in the more brilliant homophonic style. Tha t he 
was perfectly conscious of ·the v ari ous means of musical ex-
pre ssion he was employin g is proved by the aria 11 Io non so 
dove son 11 from the c omi c ope ra L'Amor Vuol Sofferenza, which 
is a parody of his own ecclesiastica l s tyle. 
Significance of Leo's Instrumental Nusic. 
Leo's opera overtur es stand as landmark s in the early 
h istory of the symnhony and are prominent among the hundreds 
of eighteenth century Itali an s i nfonias because of t he ir 
superior workmanship. It cannot be claimed, ho~v-ever, that 
in themselves they are great musi c, and no one Hould 
seriously de sire a performance of them today except 
25/r 
as curiosities. The srune can by no me~ns be said of the 
'ce llo concertos. They, too, are of historical imp or-
tance, but as ide from their significance in the develop-
ment of the concerto they p ossess intrinsic musical value. 
Moreover, the discovery of these s p lendid wor k s by per-
formers ~v-ould help close the gap in the usual 1 cellist's 
repertoire between Bach and Vivaldi on the one hand and 
Boccherini and Haydn on the other. 
The merit of Leo 1 s concertos lies in the b a l anc e of 
heart and brain 1N"hich he pu t into their cre a tion. All the 
p assion and sentiment characteristi c of the music of south-
ern Italy is here, but in Leo's hands it is contr o l led and 
molded 1-Ii th t he detachment o f the intellect to achieve the 
highes t artistic end s . An artist of Leo's calibre, living , 
performing , composing , and teaching at a time when too 
many Neapolitan comp osers tended to\v-ard the superficial, 
the i mmedia tely appealing , or the brilliru1t but emp ty, must 
have e xerted a healthy influence, raising the standards 
of his art, yet never losing his hold on the appreciation 
of t he gene r a l public. 
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The decline of the Baroque e~a involved a reaction a g ainst 
its r11usical c omplexity and intellectuality. In Na p les, around 
17 25, comp ose r s of comic ope ras be gan to substitute for their 
h i ghly elaboi•ate arias a . type of melody based on southern Italian 
folk -song : simple, appealing , popul ar, and highly sing able. 
The new style soon found its way into instrumental music, be-
coming the most stril{ ing single chara cteristic to distinguish 
the Neapolitan Rococo from the music of the rest of Europ e and 
from its own past. 
In his church music, Leonardo Leo remained rooted in the 
Baroque. The polyphonic approach he brought to his aria accom-
paniments and the fug al writing in c e rtain movements of his 
c oncertos show a reluctance to abandon the contrapuntal g lories 
of the past. Neverthele ss, the eighteen available opera over-
t u r es, sp anning the ma jority of his creative life, the conc e rto 
for four violins, and the six violoncello c onc e rtos (1737-1738 ) 
reveal the progressive e l ement in Leo, a facet of his artistic 
ach ievement h i the rto unrecognized. 
In t h e area of symph onic 1.-rri ting Leo \vas in the front rank 
of t h e moderns. Porpora, Sarri, and Feo r egularly b a sed the 
style of their overtures on the c oncerto, a s Alessandro Scarlatti 
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had done during the ereater part of his career. But in his 
most mature symphonies Scarlatti had tentative ly demonstrated 
a new style of orchestral writing , one which treated the or-
chestra in an i ntegrated fashion. Leo , along w~th Pergolesi 
and Hasse, tru{ing this procedur e as standard , developed it in 
his ovm works and handed it on through his pupils Jommell i, 
Piccinni , and others, until it gre\-J into the orchestral tech-
nique of the classical era . 
Leo's contribut ions to sonata- form are similarly exten-
sive . ~'hile he d id not , lik e Hasse , involve himse lf in h is 
symphonies in mot ivic developme nt (which he employed, to a 
certain extent, in the concertos) , he shaped h i s first r1ove-
ment expositions and recapitulations ever more cle arly along 
the lines of the classical sonata - allegr o , gradually adding 
more and more elements of contrast among the themes . He had 
a unique de vo tion to the sonata- form; for Hhile other composers 
used it only sporadically , Leo employed it as a rule. 
In his concertos Leo c ont inued h is en t husiasm for the 
sonata- form , applying it to the solo - or chestra medium with 
s k ill , though he had no pre de cessor in this re spect to look to 
as a gu i de . ~-Ji th one excen tion the c onc er t os are in four 
movements, tempos a lternating betwe e n slow and fa s t . It is 
in the slov-r t h ird movements and the finales that Leo uses the 
sonata - form as such . The first t wo movements present it in a 
combination with the c oncerto-grosse form , in whi ch the solo 
instrument p l ays between appearances of the opchestral ritor-
nelli. Basically, theref ore , Leo ' s first movements are formal ly 
identical 1...ri th what became, af'ter passing through the hands 
of Boccherini and J. Christian Bach, the re gular form of 
Mozart 's concerto first movements. They stand in contrast 
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to the lvorks of his contemp oraries, 1,1hich are far more tradi-
tion bound , hardly ever venturing in form beyond what had 
been achieved years before by Vivaldi. 
Stylistically, Leo seems in the 'ce llo c oncertos to have 
beeun a ne'tv era in the use of the instrument . The warmth and 
appeal of the Neapolitan melodic style applied to the 'cel lo 
brought out its particular singing ability, a then new aspect 
le ading to the violoncellistic style of Boccherini and Haydn . 
Leo's instrumental music represents a singular balance 
betl.,reen Baro que and Rococo elements. It is based on the past 
and look s forward to the fUture . The intellectual and the 
emotional aspects are a lso held in balance here, the heart 
speaking under the control of the brain. 
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